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Abstract
Microscopy is the science which aim is to view objects that can not be
distinguished with the naked eye because the size of those objects are
not within its resolution range. A microscope produces an enlarged
image of a sample under research. Since microscopy is an essential
tool for live and material sciences, this Thesis is devoted to study
thoroughly optical microscopy.
Optical microscopes can be performed in different ways to provide
resulting images with different features. The simplest optical micro-
scope is the widefield microscope. However it presents some limita-
tions that needs to be overcome to obtain high-quality images. Among
these limitations we find: axial mechanical scanning to provide the
whole structure of a sample, the presence of spherical aberration due
to the refractive-index mismatches between the immersion medium of
the microscope objective, the coverglass and the specimen, the limi-
tation of spatial resolution imposed by diffraction and the inability of
obtaining quantitative phase images. Such limitations are analyzed in
this Thesis and some solutions are proposed in order to provide better
microscopic images. In particular, we have achieved: (1) a fast-axial
scanning of thick samples in real time and without any mechanical
movement, (2) an SA-invariant imaging system, (3) images with high
lateral resolution and optical sectioning and (4) accurate quantitative
phase images and without deteriorating the resolution limit imposed
by diffraction. All these findings have been verified both theoretically
and experimentally.
Resumen
La microscop´ıa tiene como finalidad observar muestras que no pueden
distinguirse a simple vista por el ojo humano dado que el taman˜o de
ellas es menor que su l´ımite de resolucio´n. Un microscopio produce una
imagen ampliada de la muestra a analizar. Debido a que la microscop´ıa
es un instrumento ba´sico para la ciencia de la vida y de los materiales,
en esta Tesis se desarrolla un estudio exhaustivo de la microscop´ıa
o´ptica.
Los microscopios o´pticos se pueden configurar de diferentes formas
para producir ima´genes con diferentes caracter´ısticas. El microscopio
de campo amplio, el ma´s simple de todos, presenta algunas limitaciones
que debe ser superadas para obtener ima´genes de mayor calidad. Entre
estas limitaciones encontramos: el barrido axial meca´nico para propor-
cionar toda la informacio´n de la estructura de la muestra, la presencia
de aberracio´n esfe´rica debido a los desajustes del ı´ndice de refraccio´n
entre el medio de inmersio´n del objetivo, el cubreobjetos y la muestra,
la limitacio´n de la resolucio´n espacial impuesta por la difraccio´n y la
incapacidad de obtener ima´genes cuantitativas de fase. Tales limita-
ciones se analizan en esta Tesis y se proponen algunas soluciones con
el fin de proporcionar mejores ima´genes microsco´picas. En particu-
lar, nosotros hemos obtenido: (1) un ra´pido barrido axial de muestras
gruesas, en tiempo real y sin ningu´n movimiento meca´nico, (2) un
microscopio invariante a la aberracio´n esfe´rica, (3) ima´genes con alta
resolucio´n lateral y seccionado o´ptico y (4) ima´genes cuantitativas de
fase precisas y sin deteriorar el l´ımite de resolucio´n. Todos estos resul-
tados se han demostrado tanto teo´ricamente como experimentalmente.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the first compound microscope invented in the 17th century [1,2],
optical microscopy has become a cutting edge field. Its goal is the ob-
servation of small objects that can not be distinguished by the human
eye. Although the simplest version of an optical microscope only uses
a lens to enlarge the image of a specimen, the basic optical microscope
is the compound microscope because it achieves higher magnification,
it is less sensitive to aberrations and its flexibility to change the mag-
nification power and arrange advanced illumination setups.
Nowadays, optical microscopes are essential scientific instruments.
In fact, its applications are numerous and varied. For example, they
are extensively used in microelectronics, nanophysics, biotechnology,
mineralogy, microbiology, pharmaceutic research and medical diagno-
sis. In addition, microscopy is a multidisciplinary science in which
biologists, engineers and physicists should work in collaboration to de-
velop new complex devices in order to inspect details at the nanolevel.
As a proof of this, it is worth to mention that some top international
prizes has been related to microscopy’s work. Particularly, we would
like to remember the Nobel Prize in Physics 1953 [3] and the last No-
bel Prize in Chemistry [4] which were awarded for the invention of the
phase contrast microscope and for the development of super-resolved
fluorescence microscopy. Note that also the Nobel Prize in Physics
and Chemistry have been awarded for studies related to microscopy
such as the invention of the laser [5], the invention and development
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of the holographic method [6], the design of the scanning tunneling
microscope and the first electron microscope [7], and the discovery of
the green fluorescent protein [8].
In order to describe the modern microscopic techniques, we would
like to start by explaining the limitations of conventional widefield
fluorescence microscopy (WFM). The first drawback of WFM is the
resolution limit which is clearly limited by diffraction. Since Abbe
formulated his wave theory for microscopic imaging in 1873 [9], the
improvement of resolution power of WFMs has been studied by many
research groups. Besides, Abbe was the first to express the resolution
limit, r0, in terms of the wavelength of the light emitted by the speci-
men, λ, and the numerical aperture (NA) of an imaging system by the
relation
r0 = λ/2NA. (1.1)
As can be seen from the above relation, the resolution limit can be im-
proved by using objectives with the highest available NA [10]. However,
the NA of commercially available objective lenses can not be substan-
tially improved because they are close to their design limit. On the
other hand, WFM presents two more difficulties. Transparent samples
can not be imaged using regular WFM and neither sharp images of
3D objects can be obtained. While imaging transparent samples is
not available in WFM because they do not scatter enough light, 3D
imaging using WFM is not possible due to the sharp image of the in-
focus section of an 3D object is always overlapped by the out-of-focus
sections of the object. As a result, WFM does not allow us to image
3D specimens with high contrast.
Over the last several decades, new optical microscopy techniques
has been proposed in order to overcome the limitations of WFM. The
resolution limit imposed by diffraction can be exceeded if any of Abbe’s
assumptions are not satisfied. His assumptions were the following: (i)
the light is collected by a single objective lens; (ii) the excitation light
is uniform throughout the sample, and (iii) a single photon is linearly
absorbed and emitted during the fluorescence process. The negation
of any of these postulates leads to new microscopy techniques. In fact,
for example, the assumption of (ii) is not met in confocal scanning
2
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microscopy (CSM) [11–13] in which the monochromatic light emerging
from a point source is focused onto a small region of the 3D sample by a
high-NA objective. The light scattered by the sample is then collected
by the same objective and it passes through a pinhole placed at the
conjugated point. Note that the acquisition of a 3D confocal image re-
quires a full 3D scanning of the sample. The interesting feature of CSM
is that 3D confocal images show higher contrast and higher resolution
than the ones provided by WFM. Although the first CSMs were co-
herent imaging systems, this technique has been also implemented for
single-photon [14]and two-photon [15] fluorescence imaging. Besides,
recently a CSM has been implemented using a digital camera instead
of the regular large-area detector placed behind the pinhole [16].
Following the confocal principle, the technique of stimulated emis-
sion depletion microscopy (STED) was developed by Hell and Wich-
mann in 1994 [17]. The resolution of STED microscopes is higher than
CSMs because in STED the fluorescence is selectively deactivated. The
resolution enhancement is essentially based on switching off the fluo-
rescence of dye molecules by stimulated emission using intense laser
light in the outer regions of the diffraction limited excitation focus.
Similar to STED’s idea, the improvement of spatial resolution is ob-
tained by the nonlinear response to excitation shown by fluorophores.
Thus, different superresolved fluorescence microscopy techniques has
been recently proposed, as for example ground state depletion (GSD)
microscopy [18] and reversible saturable optical fluorescence transitions
(RESOLFT) microscopy [19]. Note that these optical microscopes al-
low scientists to examine tissues with a resolution far below the diffrac-
tion limit
Notwithstanding, there are other superresolved microscopy tech-
niques such as stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM)
[20], photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) [21] and fluores-
cence photoactivation localization microscopy (FPALM) [22] which fol-
low a different process than STED to achieve better resolution. It is
worth to mention these techniques are not imaging systems from a
strict point of view. Specifically, they are super-localized systems of
spars fluorophores in low-illumination regime. In fact, all of them use
sequential activation and time-resolved localization of photoswitchable
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fluorophores to create high-resolved images. Although the working
principle of these three techniques is identical, they were published
independently during a short period of time. The main difference be-
tween them is the nature of the fluorescent label, which are either pho-
toswitchable organic dyes for STORM or photoswitchable fluorescent
proteins for PALM or FPALM.
Another microscopy system of non-uniform illumination is struc-
tured illumination microscopy (SIM) [23]. This technique employs an
excitation pattern illumination which is extended over the whole field
of view (FOV). With this pattern and the proper computational recon-
struction process, high-resolution 3D images can be obtained because
now high spatial frequencies, which are usually not transmitted by
WFM systems, can be encoded into the retrieved SIM image. SIMs
are widefield systems that rivals CSMs in removing the out-of-focus
sections of a 3D image [24, 25]. However, SIMs can also improve the
lateral resolution of the imaging system as Lukosv and Marchan veri-
fied in 1963 [26, 27]. In fact, Gustafson and his research group [28, 29]
demonstrated that the resolution limit imposed by diffraction can be
doubled without any loss of light.
The negation of the second postulate of Abbe’s theory has also led
to the invention of light sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) [30]
which combines optical sectioning with multiple-view imaging to ob-
serve tissues and living organisms with impressive resolution. In this
technique, the sample is illuminated from the side in the focal plane
of the detection objective. Note that the illumination and the detec-
tion paths are distinct and perpendicular to each other. Then, the
sample should be always placed at the intersection of the illumina-
tion and the detection axes. The light sheet excites the sample in a
thin volume around the focal plane and the emitted fluorescence is
collected perpendicularly with a standard objective. Firstly, LSFM
was named as orthogonal plane fluorescence optical sectioning mi-
croscopy (OPFOS) [31] and later as the selective plane illumination
microscopy (SPIM) [32]. In recent years, several extensions to the ba-
sic LSFM’s idea have been developed. For example, LSFM has been
combined with two-photon excitation [33] and super-resolution tech-
niques [34, 35], and, moreover, the sample has been illuminated using
4
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two light sheets [36].
Although the above microscopy methods are really useful, all of
them present the same drawback: they are not able to image unstained
cells because they do not absorb or scatter light significantly. These
objects are transparent objects and, consequently, they induce a phase
shift which can only be observed using a phase contrast microscope.
Phase contrast microscopy is particularly important in biology [37,38]
and the success of the phase contrast microscope has led to a num-
ber of phase imaging techniques. For example, in 1952, Nomarski
patented the method known as differential interference contrast mi-
croscopy (DIC) [39] which enhances the phase contrast by creating
artificial shadows. DIC works on the principle of interferometry to re-
cover information about the optical path length (OPL) of the sample.
A polarized light source is separated into two orthogonally-polarized
mutually-coherent beams which are spatially displaced at the sample
plane, and recombined before observation. The interference of the two
beams depends on the optical path difference (OPD) between both
paths and provides us the appearance of a 3D physical relief corre-
sponding to the variation of the OPL of the sample. Initially, the main
problem of traditional phase contrast techniques is that the resulting
phase-contrast image is an intensity distribution in which the phase
information can not be measured quantitatively. To face this problem,
quantitative phase-contrast microscopy should be performed. Among
the most used quantitative phase methods we can highlight the interfer-
ometric techniques in which an interference pattern, usually known as
hologram, is recorded by a digital sensor. From the recorded hologram,
both the intensity and the phase images can be computationally re-
trieved. Between many other methods, digital holographic microscopy
(DHM) [40], Hilbert phase microscopy (HPM) [41], Fourier phase mi-
croscopy (FPM) [42], diffraction phase microscopy (DPM) [43] and
spatial light interference microscopy (SLIM) [44] are counted among
the most utilized.
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1.1 Dissertation Overview
The motivation of this dissertation is to overcome some drawbacks of
WFM. In particular, we are interested in providing fast axial scanning
in 3D imaging, reducing spherical aberration (SA) impact in imag-
ing systems, obtaining high-resolution 3D images and high-resolution
quantitative phase images (QPI). To achieve all these goals, different
techniques are studied from the theoretical and experimental point of
view.
This PhD Thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is devoted to
study throughly WFM and proposes a high-speed method to scan axi-
ally 3D objects. The main advantage of our proposal is that a stack of
depth images of 3D specimens can be captured in real time and with
constant magnification and resolution without any mechanical move-
ment. In the next chapter, WFM is described through the non-paraxial
Debye’s formulation. Here, we discuss the inherent SA distortion and
suggest the wavefront coding technique (WFC) with a squared cubic
phase (SQUBIC) mask to address it. From our results, we can con-
clude that SQUBIC-WFC produces a SA-invariant system. Without
any doubt, SQUBIC system can be really important for biologists be-
cause most of biological specimens have a thickness of 30 µm, and with
our SQUBIC design a SA-invariant response is provided in almost 90
% of their thickness. In Chapter 4, SIM technique is analyzed. The
aim of this chapter is to propose a novel illumination system which
generates a high-contrast structured pattern in localized axial planes.
Using this pattern, a 3D object is illuminated in SIM and the final
image has better transverse resolution and optical-sectioning capabil-
ity than WFM. The hallmark of our illumination system is the lack
of coherent noise, it produces images with high lateral resolution and
optical sectioning. Moreover, our system permits the generation of a
wide continuous range of the fringe-pattern spatial frequencies. Such
flexibility makes possible to use all objective lenses available in our lab.
In Chapter 5, we address the problem of QPI using off-axis DHM and
review the technique in order to obtain the best performance of off-
axis DHM. Besides, we have proposed two different setups to achieve
accurate QPI measurements. Note that the invariance on QPI mea-
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surements is without any doubt a desired feature for a diagnostic and
measuring tool in life and material sciences. Finally, in Chapter 5 we
show a new field of applicability for off-axis DHM. Particularly, we
proposed off-axis DHM as a tool to screen diabetes. To sum up this
PhD dissertation, Chapter 6 summarizes the main achievements of this
work.
7
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Chapter 2
Conventional widefield
microscopy
Since microorganisms are invisible to the unaided eye, the essential tool
in microbiology is the microscope. One of the first to use a microscope
to observe microorganisms was Robert Hooke, the English biologist
who observed algae and fungi in the 1660s [1]. In the 1670s, Anton
van Leeuwenhoek, a Dutch merchant, constructed a number of simple
microscopes and observed details of numerous forms of protozoa, fungi,
and bacteria [2]. During the 1700s, microscopes were used to further
investigate the microbial world, and by the late 1800s, sophisticated
light microscopes had been developed [45]. In a conventional WFM,
the entire specimen is illuminated from a mercury or xenon source,
and the image provided for the imaging system of WFM can be viewed
directly by the naked eye or projected onto a pixelated sensor matrix.
When fluorescent specimens are imaged using such a microscope, the
specimen is illuminated with a light of a specific wavelength which
is absorbed by the fluorophores, causing them to emit light of larger
wavelength. Owing to the fluorescence emission by the specimen that
appears in focus always interferes with the emission of defocus regions
of the sample, thus WFM is not an intrinsic 3D microscopic technique.
Because WFM still remains a very useful and easy technique to
inspecting microscopic samples and the optical microscopy is the basis
for understanding the modern microscopic techniques, this chapter is
9
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devoted to describe thoughtfully optical microscopes.
3D live imaging is important for a better understanding of some bi-
ological processes. Although 2D live imaging provides basic dynamic
information, such information is often incomplete and, sometimes, even
misleading since it provides only a partial representation of the 3D
biological processes. The ability to study high-speed dynamics of bi-
ological functions, or the response of biological systems and tissues to
rapid external perturbations, will expand our knowledge of the biology
and may improve our ability to treat injuries.
TL
Object
plane
WD
MO
Aperture Stop
d f’TL
Image plane
(a)
(b)
d f’TLf ’MOfMO
TL
Object
plane
MO Aperture Stop Image plane
Figure 2.1: Scheme of the optical configuration of a wide field micro-
scope (WFM) considering the microscope objective (MO) as (a) a thin
lens and (b) a complex system composed by several lenses. Note that,
in general, the imaging system does not operate in telecentric regime
(d 6= fTL).
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2. Conventional widefield microscopy
2.1 Theory
The optical arrangement of a conventional WFM is depicted in Fig.
2.1, which is a close version to the commercial ones. To simplify the
drawing, from Fig. 2.1(a) we can see that the microscope objective
(MO) has been schematized through a thin lens and the sample under
research is placed at its front-focal plane (FFP). In realistic situations,
see Fig. 2.1(b), MOs are composed by several lenses to avoid undesired
aberrations. In those cases, the object is also located at the FFP but
its position is given by the parameter called working distance (WD)
which refers to the distance from the front lens element of the MO
to the object surface in which the specimen is focused. Although the
illumination system is not illustrated in this figure, it is assumed that
the sample is illuminated by using Ko¨hler illumination [46], which is
the usual illumination method in microscopy. Note that, from now on,
the direction of light is from left to the right of the lens.
Over the last ten years, moderns WFMs operate as the result of
the coupling of a high-NA and a low-NA converging lens, commonly
called the tube lens (TL). Note that modern MOs form the image
of the sample at infinity which means that the wave field emerging
from the MO is collimated, as Fig. 2.1 shows. Moveover, MOs are
telecentric in the object space because of the aperture stop is placed
at its back-focal plane (BFP), consequently the entrance pupil is set
at infinity. To produce a real, inverted, magnified image of the object,
the insertion of the TL is required. Thus, the image plane (IP) of the
optical microscope is located at the BFP of the TL. That image can
be detected using a sensor, such as e.g. photographic camera, a digital
sensor or even the eyes of an observer. Note that in the latter case,
eyepieces (or ocular) lenses are needed to produce images on the retina.
Now, our attention is focused on the calculation of the complex
amplitude distribution at the IP. Since the analysis is performed in
a paraxial context, this distribution can be computed by application
in cascade of ABCD transformations [47, 48]. It is worth to mention
that firstly we will consider that our object is thin, which means that
its amplitude distribution depends exclusively on the transverse coor-
dinates and, secondly, we will extend our study to the case of a 3D
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specimen (thick sample).
For the 2D case, the amplitude distribution at the aperture plane
is given by the Fourier transform of the amplitude distribution of the
BFP of MO [49]
Up (x) =
i
λfMO
ei2kfMO o˜
(
x
λfMO
)
p (x) , (2.1)
where x = (x, y) are the transverse spatial coordinates, k = 2pi/λ is the
illumination wave number and λ its wavelegnth, fMO is the focal length
of the MO, o˜ (·) is the 2D Fourier transform of the object amplitude
distribution and p (·) is the amplitude transmittance of the pupil.
Next, we calculate the amplitude distribution of the BFP of the
TL. Note that the amplitude distribution at the IP is not given by the
2D Fourier transform of Eq. (2.1) because the aperture stop is not
placed at the FFP of the TL, see Fig. 2.1. For this case, the ABCD
matrix between both planes is
M2 =
(
0 fTL
−1/fTL (fTL − d) /f 2TL ,
)
. (2.2)
where fTL is the focal length of the TL and d the distance between
the BFP of the MO and the TL. As we will show, this distance is very
relevant in the performance of digital holographic microscopy (DHM),
see Chapter 5.
After straightforward mathematical manipulation, we obtain
U
′
(
x
′
)
=
1
M
eik(2fMO+d+fTL) exp
(
ik
fTL − d
2f 2TL
|x′|2
)
×[
o
(
x
′
M
)
⊗2 p˜
(
x
′
λfTL
)]
. (2.3)
⊗2 denotes the 2D convolution operator, and M = −fTL/fMO stands
for the lateral magnification of the imaging system and does not de-
pend on the distance d. The presence of the quadratic phase factor
exp
(
ik fTL−d
2f2TL
|x′|2
)
in Eq. (2.3) is associated with the use of a non-
telecentric imaging system.
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Let us now particularize our analysis to the telecentric configura-
tion. To face this task, one should assume that the aperture stop is
placed at the FFP of the TL, d = fTL. For this case, the quadratic
phase factor of Eq. (2.3) is physically removed and the imaging system
operates in telecentric regime. In addition, in such case, the imaging
system can be stated to be strictly telecentric in both object and im-
age space. Note that now the image of the aperture stop through the
TL is also set at infinity. The amplitude distribution at the IP for a
telecentric WFM is
UIP
(
x
′
)
=
1
M
O
(
x
′
M
)
⊗2 p˜
(
x
′
λfTL
)
, (2.4)
where some irrelevant factors have been omitted. From Eq. (2.4) it is
clear that telecentric imaging systems provide, stricto senso, 2D images
in amplitude regime since the output is obtained as the 2D convolution
between the uniformly scaled input o (·) and a 2D function p˜ (·) which
is the 2D Fourier transform of the amplitude transmittance of the
aperture stop. This function is known as the impulse response of the
system [50].
Now, we consider that our object is a 3D sample. The specific
feature of telecentric WFM becomes apparent when one analyzes their
response to any arbitrary light point within 3D object space, (x0, z0).
If a diverging wavefront emerges from a point source, the amplitude
distribution of the impinging spherical wave at the FFP of the MO is
given by [49]
o (x) = − 1
kz0
e−ikz0 exp
(
−i k
2z0
|x− x0|2
)
. (2.5)
By inserting Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2.4), one straightforwardly obtains
that
U
′
(
x
′
, z = 0
)
= −M
z
′
0
e−ikz
′
0 exp
(
−i k
2z
′
0
|x′ − x′0|2
)
⊗2 p˜
(
x
′
λfTL
)
,
(2.6)
where x
′
0 = Mx0 and z
′
0 = M
2z0 are, respectively, the transverse and
axial coordinates of the conjugate of the object point source through
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the system. It is important to mention that one advantage of using
strictly-telecentric arrangements is that both the lateral, M , and ax-
ial M2 magnification are independent of the coordinates of the point
object. As will be shown later, this is very important when a thick
sample is imaged.
The amplitude distribution at any arbitrary plane within the image
space, for example at a distance z
′
from the image plane, is obtained
after performing the 2D convolution between Eq. (2.6) and the am-
plitude point spread function (APSF) of free-space propagation [49],
which is
eikz
′
iλz′
exp
(
i
k
2z′
|x′ |2
)
. (2.7)
Then,
U
′
(
x
′
, z
′
)
= Mp˜
(
x
′
λfTL
)
⊗2 e
ik
(
z
′−z′0
)
z′ − z′0
exp
(
i
k
2
(
z′ − z′0
) |x′ − x′0|2
)
= Mδ
(
x
′ − x′0, z
′ − z′0
)
⊗3[
p˜
(
x
′
λfTL
)
⊗2 e
ikz
′
z′
exp
(
i
k
2z′
|x′|2
)]
= Mh
(
x
′ − x′0, z
′ − z′0
)
, (2.8)
being h (·) the 3D amplitude distribution in the image space generated
by a monochromatic point source placed at any point of the object
space. From Eq. (2.8) one can realize that its expression is
h
′
(
x
′
, z
′
)
= p˜
(
x
′
λfTL
)
⊗2 e
ikz
′
z′
exp
(
i
k
2z′
|x′ |2
)
. (2.9)
Let us now particularize our analysis to the coherent and incoherent
cases.
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2.1.1 Coherent image-formation
We assume that an object of amplitude transmittance (or reflectance)
o (x, z) is illuminated coherently and the light scattered by it is col-
lected through a telecentric imaging system whose 3D impulse response
is h
′ (
x
′
, z
′)
, see Eq. (2.9). Following Huygen’s principle [49], the am-
plitude distribution in the image space U
′
coh
(
x
′
, z
′)
can be understood
as the coherent superposition of each wavelet emitted by the objects
points. This can be written as
U
′
coh
(
x
′
, z
′
)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
o (x0, z0)h
′
(
x
′ −Mx0, z′ −M2z0
)
d2x0 dz0,
(2.10)
or, identifying the 3D convolution product,
U
′
coh
(
x
′
, z
′
)
=
1
M2
o
(
x
′
M
,
z
′
M2
)
⊗3 h′
(
x
′
, z
′
)
. (2.11)
Eq. (2.11) shows that telecentric coherent imaging systems are 3D
linear and shift invariant (LSI) in amplitude regime: the amplitude
distribution in the image space is obtained as the 3D convolution be-
tween a scale copy of the amplitude distribution in the object space
and the 3D APSF of the imaging system.
2.1.2 Incoherent image-formation
Let us now study the performance of an incoherent imaging system. A
3D fluorescent sample, whose spatial distribution of intensity is given
by O (x, z), is uniformly illuminated by a monochromatic light beam
whose wavelength is within the excitation band of the fluorescent dyes.
Note that O (x, z) describes the spatial distribution of fluorophores
emitted by the object. Notwithstanding one should have taken into
account that the radiation emitted by distant object points might be
scattered or reflected by nearer object points, in this dissertation we
assume the first-order Born approximation in which the multiple scat-
tering and depletion of the incident beam are negligible and conse-
quently each object point can be consider as an independent entity
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from the other object points [46]. Note that this approximation is
valid for weakly scattering samples.
According to the first Born’s approximation and because of the
incoherent behavior of the emission, the principle of superposition is
valid in terms of intensity distribution and, consequently, the irradiance
distribution in the image space is
I
′
(
x
′
, z
′
)
=
1
M2
O
(
x
′
M
,
z
′
M2
)
⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x′ , z′)∣∣∣2 , (2.12)
or in the integral form
I
′
(
x
′
, z
′
)
=
1
M2
∫ ∞
−∞
O
(
x
′
0
M
,
z
′
0
M2
) ∣∣∣h′ (x′ − x′0, z′ − z′0)∣∣∣2 d2x′0 dz′0.
(2.13)
From this equation it is easy to realize that telecentric imaging sys-
tems have also the property of 3D linearity and stationarity when 3D
spatially-incoherent objects are imaged in incoherent regime [50]. Now,
the 3D image I
′ (
x
′
, z
′)
is obtained as the 3D convolution between an
uniformly scaled copy of the object O (·) and a 3D function |h′ (·) |2.
This function denotes the 3D intensity response of an incoherent imag-
ing system to a point source. Commonly it is named as the intensity
point spread function (PSF) and its expression is given by the squared
modulus of the function in Eq. (2.9).
On the other hand, the use of telecentric arrangements provides
other advantages: (1) the telecentric operation is the only optical con-
figuration which transforms a parallel beam in the object space to a
paralled beam in the image space and (2) it allows the insertion of
plane-parallel components, for example filters and cubes, between the
MO and the TL with a minimal effect on focus and aberrations distor-
tions.
Eq. (2.13) shows that the imaging process can be understood as the
result of two successive phenomena, firstly the uniform scaling inherent
in typical geometrical-optics imaging, and secondly the diffractive ef-
fects due to the limited size of the apertures. Note that the diffractive
effects are introduced into the equation by the convolution with the
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intensity PSF. From Eq. (2.13) it seems that the properties of the im-
age are given by the characteristics of the TL which is not convenient
for the understanding. To compare the image with the real object, we
should express the image distribution of Eq. (2.13) in the object space
which is known as the virtual image intensity distribution, I
′
V (x, z).
Its expression is
I
′
V (x, z) = O (x, z)⊗3 |h (x, z)|2 , (2.14)
where
h (x, z) =
eikz
z
∫ ∞
−∞
p (xp) exp
(
−i kz
2f 2MO
|xp|2
)
exp
(
−i 2pi
λfMO
xpx
)
d2xp,
(2.15)
is called the 3D virtual APSF [50]. It is worth noting that the image
formation of a microscope is fully characterized by the intensity PSF,
|h′|2 or, similarly, by its virtual conjugate in the object space, |h|2.
Note that the latter is more intuitive because it relates the imaging
properties of a microscope with the characteristics of the MO.
2.2 Transverse and axial resolution
In microscopy, it is well-known that one of the most important char-
acteristic parameter is the spatial resolution. The term of transverse
resolution in optical microscopes is understood as the smallest resolv-
able distance between two objects that can still be distinguished, by
the sensor, as singular entities. In the search for the spatial resolution
limit of an imaging system, diffraction is without no doubt the most
restrictive factor which limits the resolution [9]. When an optical sys-
tem in which the resolution is no longer limited by imperfections in
the lenses but only by diffraction, it is said to be diffraction-limited.
In this section, the transverse and axial resolution are analyzed for the
most regular case in which the pupil of the imaging system is a circular
clear aperture (CCA).
To define the term of resolution in optical systems, a criterion
is required. Usually when the transverse resolution is defined from
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the intensity distribution in the image space, the criterion used is the
Rayleigh’s criterion [46]. This criterion states that two adjacent points
are just resolved when the first diffraction minimum of the diffrac-
tion pattern of one image coincides with the central maximum of the
diffraction pattern of the other image. Note that it is assumed that
both point sources provide the same intensity distribution at the image
plane.
To evaluate the transverse resolution of optical microscopes by us-
ing the intensity distribution at the IP, one should calculate the 2D
APSF. Firstly, in order to avoid any dependence with the optical pa-
rameters of the imaging system in Eq. (2.15) we should perform the
following mapping [50]
x¯ =
rMO
λfMO
x, (2.16)
and
z¯ =
r2MO
λf 2MO
z. (2.17)
Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) provide the relation between the normalized
coordinated and the real ones. Note that (x¯, z¯) denotes the transverse
and axial normalized coordinates and rMO is the radius of the pupil of
the MO.
With this definition, Eq. (2.15) can be written as
h (x¯, z¯) = iλr2MOe
i2piz¯w¯0
∫ +1
−1
exp
(−ipiz¯|x¯p|2) exp (−i2pix¯px¯) d2x¯p,
(2.18)
where the normalized coordinate at the pupil plane is defined as x¯p =
xp/rMO. Note that in Eq. (2.18) it shows the presence of a phase
factor ei2piz¯w¯0 that depends on the parameter w¯0 = f
2
MO/r
2
MO. Never-
theless, Eq. (2.18) can be also expressed in terms of a set of cylindrical
normalized coordinates (r¯, z¯),
r¯p = |x¯p|2, (2.19)
x¯p = r¯p cos θ, (2.20)
and
y¯p = r¯p sin θ. (2.21)
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Thus, Eq. (2.18) can be rewritten as
h (r¯, z¯) = iλr2MOe
i2piz¯w¯0∫ 2pi
0
∫ 1
0
dr¯p dθr¯pe
−ipiz¯r¯2pe−i2pir¯p(cos θ+sin θ)r¯, (2.22)
in which we have considered that the CCA pupil has rotational sym-
metry.
After identifying the zero-order Bessel function of first kind [51] in
Eq. (2.22), the 3D APSF, h (r¯, z¯), is defined as
h (r¯, z¯) = i2piλr2MOe
i2piz¯w¯0
∫ 1
0
dr¯p r¯p exp
(−ipiz¯r¯2p) J0 (2pir¯pr¯) . (2.23)
The transverse resolution of a conventional WFM can be evaluated
from Eq. (2.23) by particularizing z¯ = 0
h (r¯, z¯ = 0) = i2piλr2MO
∫ 1
0
dr¯p r¯pJ0 (2pir¯pr¯) . (2.24)
Using the property between the derivative in Bessel’s function
d
dx
[
xn+1Jn+1(x)
]
= xn+1Jn(x), (2.25)
one can easily solve the integral of Eq. (2.24). After mathematical
manipulations, we find
h (r¯, z¯ = 0) = K
J1 (2pir¯)
2pir¯
, (2.26)
where K is an irrelevant constant. This equation represents the 2D
APSF of the imaging system. Since the imaging systems operates in
the incoherent regime, we should perform the squared modulus of the
function provided in Eq. (2.26)
|h (r¯, z¯ = 0) |2 = K2
∣∣∣∣J1 (2pir¯)2pir¯
∣∣∣∣2 . (2.27)
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Eq. (2.27) shows the 2D PSF of an imaging system whose pupil is a
CCA. Using this equation, the Airy’s disk can be defined as the result-
ing diffraction pattern provided by Eq. (2.27). This pattern consists of
a bright region in the center surrounded by concentric bright and dark
rings of decreasing intensity around it. The transverse resolution D is
determined by the width of the central lobe of the Airy’s disk whose
radius is r0, D = 2r0. This means that the imaging system operates at
diffraction limit when J1 (2pir¯0) = 0. This condition is just satisfied for
the normalized coordinate r¯0 ≈ 0.61 or, in terms of the real parameter,
r0 ≈ 0.61 (λfMO/rMO). On the other hand, the transverse resolution
D can be also expressed in terms of the numerical aperture (NA) of the
imaging system. In fact, the NA parameter refers to the ability of the
MO to gather light proceeding of the object plane and its expression
is
NA = n sinα, (2.28)
being n the refractive index of the immersion medium used for the MO
and α the half-angle of the maximum cone of light picked up by the
optical system. Thus r0 = 0.61λ/NA. According to this result, the
transverse resolution is defined, under Rayleigh’s criterion, as the dis-
tance D = 1.22λ/NA. As can be easily seen from the above equation,
the resolution varies inversely with NA: the higher the value of NA,
the smaller the values of D which means the resolvable distance is di-
minished and, as a result, finer specimen details can be seen. In other
words, high-NA imaging systems allow us the observation of detailed
internal structures of samples which has a strong impact in biological
applications.
Following the same reasoning as in the definition of the transverse
resolution, one can also define the axial resolution of an optical mi-
croscope. To face this task, the 3D APSF of Eq. (2.23) should be
particularized to points located at axial direction r¯ = 0. From Eq.
(2.23), the axial APSF results
h (r¯ = 0, z¯) = i2piλr2MOe
i2piz¯w¯0
∫ 1
0
dr¯pr¯p exp
(−ipiz¯r¯2p) . (2.29)
After solving this integral and omitting the constant values, the
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Figure 2.2: Transverse (a) and meridional (b) sections of the intensity
PSF of a WFM in which its pupil is a clear circular aperture (CCA).
axial APSF is given by
h (r¯ = 0, z¯) =
sin (z¯/8pi)
z¯/8pi
= sinc (z¯/8pi) , (2.30)
and, therefore, the axial PSF is
|h (r¯ = 0, z¯)|2 = sinc2 (z¯/8pi) . (2.31)
Again, using Rayleigh’s criterion, the axial resolution is Dz =
2λ/NA2.
Fig. 2.2 plots Eqs. (2.27) and (2.31). In panel (a) we can recognize
the typical Airy-disk profile in the section z¯ = 0. Along the optical axis,
panel (b), one can recognize the expected sinc2 variation corresponding
to the circular aperture.
2.3 Three-Dimensional Imaging as the re-
sult of axial scanning
Let us consider a realistic experimental acquisition of a biological sam-
ple. These specimens are typically thicks objects, so it is necessary
to record their 3D volume. Since no 3D matrix sensor is commer-
cially available, there is no way to record the 3D image provided by
Eq. (2.12) in one shot. Commonly, the digital sensors used to capture
the images provided by the optical microscopes are 2D devices, e.g.
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charge-couple devices (CCD) or complementary metal-oxide semicon-
ductors (CMOS). This implies that the intensity distribution given by
Eq. (2.12) should be acquired in a realistic experimental situation as
follows: the 2D matrix sensor is placed just at the IP (BFP of the
TL) and then, a stack of 2D images is recorded while the object is
axially scanned through the in-focus plane. According to Eq. (2.13),
the intensity distribution at the sensor plane, z
′
= 0, is
I
′
(
x
′
, z
′
= 0
)
= M2
∫ ∞
−∞
O (x0, z0)
∣∣∣h(x′ −Mx0,−M2z0)∣∣∣2 d2x0 dz0.
(2.32)
By moving the sample position an axial distance −zs, the object
plane located at the axial coordinate zs is now in-focus and the intensity
distribution at the detector plane is
I¯
(
x
′
; zs
)
= M2
∫ ∞
−∞
O (x0, z0 + zs)
∣∣∣h′ (x′ −Mx0,−M2z0)∣∣∣2 d2x0 dz0.
(2.33)
Performing the following mapping
z
′
= M2zs, (2.34)
z
′
0 = M
2 (z0 + zs) , (2.35)
and
x
′
0 = Mx0. (2.36)
Eq. (2.33) results
I¯
(
x
′
; z
′
)
=
1
M2
∫ ∞
−∞
O
(
x
′
0
M
,
z
′
0
M2
) ∣∣∣h′ (x′ − x′0, z′ − z′0)∣∣∣2 d2x′0 dz′0
=
1
M2
O
(
x
′
M
,
z
′
M2
)
⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x′ , z′)∣∣∣2 . (2.37)
This equation is exactly the same as the 3D convolution of Eq.
(2.12) but it has been obtained for a realistic imaging experiment. Note
that the acquisition of a 3D image is a hybrid technique in the sense
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that the 3D structure of a sample is computationally obtained from
a stack of 2D sequential images recorded directly by using an optical
microscope when the sample is axially scanned. Although these 2D
sequential images are usually captured by mechanically moving the
object plane, also it can be performed by scanning the image plane.
Nonetheless, it is very important that during the scanning process
the magnification of the object remains invariant. That is possible
when optical microscopes operate in telecentric mode, the 2D images of
the specimen is always magnified the same quantity, M , independently
of its position, as already done. This fact is very important in 3D
microscopy because the transverse magnification is kept constant and
also the axial position of each plane is not distorted, see that the axial
magnification is given by M2.
2.4 The Optical-Sectioning Capability
As evidenced above, one could claim that telecentric imaging systems
are specially qualified for 3D imaging because of its property of 3D
linearity and stationarity. However from Eq. (2.33) one can see that, in
any transverse section of the 3D image, the sharp image of the in-focus
section of the 3D object is always accompanied by the blurred images of
out-of-focus sections of the 3D object. This fact significantly affects the
contrast in 3D imaging. The concept of optical-sectioning capability
refers to the ability of providing a 3D image with sharp high-contrast
2D images of different transverse sections of a 3D object [52]. In other
words, when an imaging system has optical-sectioning capability, then
images of thin slices of a thick specimen are captured by blocking the
light emanating from out-of-focus planes in each stepping zs. The
removal of unwanted light provides greater contrast and permits 3D
high-quality reconstruction by computationally combining the image
data from a stack of images.
The evaluation of the optical-sectioning capability of telecentric
microscopes can be obtained by calculating the total power of each
defocused plane and comparing the result with the total power of the
in-focus plane. One way to evaluate the optical-sectioning capability
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Figure 2.3: Conceptual experiment to define the integrated intensity
function. A laminar fluorescent thin layer is axially scanned, zs, and a
set of 2D images is acquired by a sensor placed at the image plane.
of an imaging system is through the 3D PSF. The integrated intensity
function [53] is a measure of the total power in the image at each z
and is defined as
Iint (z¯) =
∫ ∞
−∞
|h (x¯, z¯) |2 d2x¯. (2.38)
Eq. (2.38) evaluates, section by section, the total power in the 3D
image of a point. This equation tells us how our microscope discrimi-
nates against parts of the object not located at the focal plane, which
means how out-of-focus information of 3D objects contribute to the
2D image of the in-focus section.
Taking into account that the total power of out-of-focus planes
is the same as the total power of the in-focus plane, see Eq. (2.9),
which is the power-conservation law, the integrated intensity function
in WFM is constant. And, consequently, all sections of a 3D object con-
tribute with the same weight to the in-focus 2D image. Following this
statement, we can conclude that WFM do not have optical-sectioning
capability.
Experimentally, the integrated function can be measured as follows,
see Fig. 2.3. A laminar fluorescent layer is uniformly illuminated
and axially scanned in the object space. When the layer is placed
at an arbitrary distance z0 from the MO, the fluorescence-generation
function is
O (x, z) = δ (z − z0) , (2.39)
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where a normalization factor has been omitted. The 2D image (virtual
object) defined in Eq. (2.14) at the detector plane is given by
IV (x, z) = δ (z − z0)⊗3 |h (x, z) |2, (2.40)
evaluated at z = 0, namely
I (x, z = 0; z0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
|h (x0, z0) |2 d2x0. (2.41)
Eq. (2.41) is just the formula of the integrated intensity function.
The integrated intensity is just the response of the imaging system
to the axial scanning of a fluorescent thin layer. Since, strictly, the
optical-sectioning capability is the ability of the imaging system to
determine the axial position of a layer, the higher the optical-sectioning
capability, the narrower the integrated intensity.
Another metric used to study the optical-sectioning capability in
microscopy is the optical transfer function (OTF). This function, H (u, w),
tells us how the spatial frequencies of the 3D object are transmitted
to the image. Its expression is obtained as the 3D Fourier transform
of the 3D PSF
H (u¯, w¯) =
∫ ∞
−∞
|h (x¯, z¯) |2 exp (−i2piu¯x¯) exp (−i2piz¯w¯) d2x¯ dz¯. (2.42)
Note that the normalized frequencies are related to the actual ones
through
u¯ =
λfMO
rMO
u, (2.43)
and
w¯ =
λf 2MO
r2MO
w. (2.44)
Since the 3D PSF is the square modulus of the 3D APSF, h(x¯, z¯),
the OTF can be calculated as the self-correlation of the Fourier trans-
form of the 3D APSF [54]
H (u¯, w¯) = h˜ (u¯, w¯) ∗3 h˜ (u¯, w¯) , (2.45)
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being ∗3 the 3D correlation operator and h˜ (u¯, w¯) the Fourier transform
of the 3D APSF which is known as the 3D coherent transfer function
(CTF) of the system. The expression of the 3D CTF is
h˜ (u¯, w¯) =
∫ ∞
−∞
h (x¯, z¯) exp (−i2piu¯x¯) exp (−i2piz¯w¯) d2x¯ dz¯. (2.46)
After mathematical manipulations [50], Eq. (2.46) can be written
as
h˜ (u¯, w¯) = p (u¯) δ
(
w¯ − w0 + 1
2
|u¯|2
)
. (2.47)
According to Eq. (2.47), the 3D CTF of a telecentric imaging
system is confined onto a parabolic shell which is axially shifted by
w¯0. Moreover, from Eq. (2.47) one can see that the transfer of spatial
transverse frequencies depends on the pupil function p(u¯).
On the other hand, focusing our attention to the pure axial behav-
ior of the 3D CTF in Eq. (2.47), it is worth to realize that a Dirac
delta function is provided in w¯ axis. This implies that the imaging
system can not transmit the pure axial frequencies of 3D objects and,
consequently, WFM can not produce 3D high-quality images. At this
point, the optical-sectioning capability can be redefined as the degree
of efficiency to transfer the axial frequencies of a 3D object.
Next, we substitute Eq. (2.47) into Eq. (2.45) to calculate the 3D
OTF. The integral form of Eq. (2.45) is
H (ρ¯, w¯) =
∫ ∞
−∞
h˜
(
α− ρ¯
2
, β, γ − w¯
2
)
h˜∗
(
α +
ρ¯
2
, β, γ +
w¯
2
)
dα dβ dγ,
(2.48)
where ρ¯ =
√
u¯2 + v¯2 is the radial normalized frequency coordinate.
Note that, for the particular case in which the OTF is axially sym-
metric, it is only necessary the calculation of the correlation along the
positive values in one cartesian direction. Again, after performing dif-
ferent mathematical operations, Eq. (2.47) can be expressed as [55]
H (ρ¯, w¯) =
2
ρ¯
Re

√
1−
( |w¯|
|ρ¯| +
ρ¯
2
)2 . (2.49)
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Note that this result has been obtained for the case of a CCA. In
Fig. 2.4, we have represented the above equation on a transverse (see
panel (a)) and a meridional (see panel (b)) sections. Note that the OTF
is symmetric about the three frequency axes and the OTF exhibits a
singularity at the origin. The OTF is a compact-support function con-
fined to the region defined by the parabolic curves w¯ = ±ρ¯ (1 + ρ¯/2).
Moreover, the OTF is zero inside a cone defined in the neighborhood
of the origin. This cone is known as the missing cone [56] and informs
us that all the axial frequencies included in the missing cone are not
transferred to the 3D image. In other words, no depth information
is present in the image of 3D samples. The missing cone explains,
in the OTF point of view, the lack of optical-sectioning capability in
conventional WFM.
In the previous sections we have shown two different metrics of an-
alyzing the optical-sectioning capability of an imaging system. This
capability can be analyzed by using both the integrated intensity func-
tion or the axial component of the 3D OTF. Obviously, both functions
should represent the same information. In fact, both functions con-
stitute a Fourier-transform pair. Remembering that the 3D OTF is
the Fourier transform of the 3D PSF as shown in Eq. (2.42), and
particularizing that equation to the axial frequencies
H (0, w¯) =
∫ ∞
−∞
|h (x¯, z¯) |2 exp (−i2piz¯w¯) d2x¯ dz¯
=
∫ ∞
−∞
Iint (z¯) exp (−i2piz¯w¯) dz¯. (2.50)
It is clear that the axial OTF is the Fourier transform of the in-
tegrated intensity function. Additionally, if the integrated intensity
function is constant, then the axial OTF is a Delta function centered
in the origin [54]. Consequently, only pure axial frequencies (w¯ = 0)
are transferred to the image. In conclusion, the crosstalk between axial
sections of a 3D image is maximum in conventional WFM.
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Figure 2.4: Transverse (a) and meridional (b) sections of the 3D OFT
of a WFM with circular aperture.
2.5 Fast axial-scanning conventional mi-
croscopy
To finish this chapter, we propose a novel method to focus different
sections of an extended sample. Our technique has been implemented
in a WFM [57–60].
As mentioned above, imaging systems are not able to capture after
a single shot the 3D structure of a specimen. Instead, the 3D image is
composed computationally after recording a stack of 2D images of dif-
ferent sections within the sample. These images are obtained, typically,
by mechanically moving the sample plane. However, the mechanical
movement presents important drawbacks, such as a slow acquisition
speed, which makes impossible the detection of highly-dynamic biolog-
ical processes, and the introduction of distortions during the recording
process due to alignment mismatches in the optical system. Even there
are some cases in which the sample may be damaged during the scan-
ning process.
Previous works have been published to avoid the mechanical scan-
ning. The easiest way to overcome this problem is by using a set of
sensors to capture simultaneously different sections of the object [61],
but this approach is expensive and we are interested in studying a
different method in which only a single camera is required. Then,
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one solution can be DHM [40], in which the 3D complex distribution
scattered by the sample is directly recorded. Although this technique
allows the digital refocusing of different sections, the imaging system
operates coherently and makes impossible fluorescence imaging. A
more detailed description of this technique can be found in Section 5.
Other solutions already published use a distorted diffraction grat-
ing [62] and an off-axis Fresnel lens [63]. With both elements, it is
possible to record, simultaneously, the image of simple objects placed
at different depths. Notwithstanding, these methods are useful only in
case of single 3D scenes composed by isolated elements.
An interesting approach to the task of 3D imaging is the use of an
electronically tunable lens (ETL) in order to modify the position of
the object plane. In 2010, Tolosa et al. [64] were the first to use this
element to focus dynamically the micro-images of macroscopic objects
in an integral-imaging (or plenoptic) system. This contribution was
followed by others in which ETL technology has been implemented in
two-photon microscopy [65], light-sheet microscopy [66] and confocal
microscopy [67, 68]. Since the focal length of their ETLs was always
positive, they inserted an offset diverging lens to achieve a symmetrical
shifting of the object plane. Furthermore, their systems were not ar-
ranged in telecentric regime and the apertures were not matched prop-
erly. As a consequence, their transverse resolution was significantly
worsened and the magnification was different for each plane.
In this section, we show an approach to obtain 3D WFM with fast-
axial scanning by inserting a liquid lens (LL) at the aperture stop of
the imaging system. To achieve a symmetrical displacement of the
object plane, the optical power of our LL takes negative and positive
values. We thoroughly analyze the geometrical conditions to perform
a rapid tunable-focusing microscope with constant magnification and
invariant resolution. These results are collected in Refs. [57–60].
2.5.1 Theory
To explain our approach let us start by studying the thin-lens combi-
nation shown in Fig. 2.5. We consider two thin positive lenses L1 and
L2 separated by a distance e = f
′
L1 which means that the L2 lens is
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the effect of inserting a lens, L2, at the BFP
of L1.
placed at the BFP of L1, as illustrated Fig. 2.5. To see the effect of
this arrangement, we should derive its optical parameters.
Firstly, we compute the focal length of the compound system, f
′
e.
According to Ref. [69], in a system composed by two lenses of focal
lengths f
′
L1 and f
′
L2, the effective focal length, f
′
e, may be expressed as
f
′
e =
f
′
L1f
′
L2
(f
′
L1 + f
′
L2)− e
= f
′
L1. (2.51)
In the same way, one can obtain the principal planes (ΠHe and ΠH′e)
of the compound system, see Fig. 2.5. In fact, we calculate the position
of the object focus Fe, pe, and the image focus F
′
e, p
′
e, of the effective
system relative to the first principal plane of the lens L1 (ΠH1) and
the second principal plane of the lens L2 (ΠH2′ ), respectively. Their
expressions may be written as [69]
pe =
f
′
L1(e− f ′L2)
(f
′
L1 + f
′
L2)− e
= −f ′L1 +
f
′2
L1
f
′
L2
= −f ′L1 + PL2f
′2
L1, (2.52)
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and
p
′
e =
f
′
L2(f
′
L1 − e)
(f
′
L1 + f
′
L2)− e
= 0. (2.53)
Note that in Eq. (2.52) PL2 = 1/f
′
L2 refers to the optical power of
the second lens. From these equations one can extract the following
conclusions. Firstly, it is evident that the compound system, see Fig.
2.5(b) and Eq. (2.51), acts as a lens whose focal length is f
′
e = f
′
L1, so
the insertion of L2 has no effect on the effective focal length. Further-
more, as we can see from Eq. (2.53) the distance between the plane
image focus of the compound system ΠFe′ and the second principal
plane of L2 H
′
2 is zero. Thus, taking into account that the focal length
has not been perturbed, one could sum up that the second principal
plane of the effective system matches with the second principal plane
of L1, ΠHe′ = ΠH1′ . However, note that the location of the effective
position of the object focus Fe is affected by L2. We know from Eq.
(2.52) that this plane, Πe, has been shifted a distance of ∆ = PL2f
′2
L1.
As the effective focal length is f
′
e = f
′
L1, one could affirm that the first
principal plane He has been displaced the same quantity ∆.
In summary, the effect of placing a lens L2 at the BFP of a positive
lens L1 is a displacement of the effective FFP depending on the focal
lens of L2, f
′
L2, whereas both the effective focal length and BFP remain
constant, see Fig. 2.5.
2.5.2 Fast-axial scanning method
The above result could be advantageous for microscopes. Let us con-
sider the following prototype of a microscope which is illustrated in
Fig. 2.6. An observation of this figure tells us that a tunable-optical-
power lens, which is called LL, has been inserted at the aperture stop
of the MO. Since the aperture stop is placed at the BFP of the MO,
we find the same situation as in Fig. 2.5. This means that: (i) the
focal length f
′
e of the coupling is just the same as the focal length of
the MO, (ii) the BFP, F
′
e of the couple is still at the same place as that
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the proposal setup to achieve a remote focus-
ing with a tunable varifocal liquid lens (LL) without moving specimen
or image plane.
of the MO, and (iii) the position of the FFP of the couple is displaced
now by a distance
∆ =
f
′2
MO
f
′
LL
= f
′2
MOPLL, (2.54)
From Eq. (2.54) it is easy to realize that the displacement ∆ is
linearly proportional to the optical power of LL, PLL. Additionally,
note that converging lenses produce displacements towards the MO
(∆ > 0), and diverging lenses in the oposite direction.
From the above information it is clear that with the insertion of
a converging or diverging LL just at the aperture stop of an WFM
operating in the telecentric regime, see Fig. 2.6, one can modify the
position of the object plane by tunning the focal length of LL. Besides,
since the insertion of the LL does not modify the BFP and the focal
length of the coupling, the imaging system still operates in telecentric
mode. This means that the transverse magnification of the image is still
given by M = −f ′TL/f ′MO, as shown in Section 2.1. In this prototype,
the position of the object plane is shifted while keeping invariant the
lateral magnification of the system as well as the position of the IP (still
at the CCD). It is worth mentioning that the modified system is still
3D LSI and, if the inserted lens does not reduce the effective diameter
of the aperture stop, the APSF is still calculated by Eq. (2.23) without
any worsening of lateral resolution.Then, the transverse resolution is
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kept invariant. In other words, 3D imaging is achieved by varying the
optical power of LL without any mechanical movement.
Ideally, it would be desirable to insert the LL at the aperture stop.
However, the proper insertion of it presents some technical issues. To
overcome these difficulties we use an afocal-relay system to create an
enlarged image of the aperture stop at the BFP of the RL2 lens, see
Fig. 2.7. Since the relay system operates in telecentric regime, one
makes sure that the same combination of plane waves passing through
the aperture stop, is also passing, with proportional slope, through the
LL, which is placed at the FFP of the TL.
On the other hand, the use of the relay permits to match the di-
ameter of the LL to that of the aperture stop. For this, the lateral
magnification of the relay system, MRL = −f ′RL2/f ′RL1 should be taken
into account. One should also take into account that if the LL induces
an optical power of PLL, this value is modified by the insertion of the
relay system. In fact, PLL is projected onto the aperture stop with
a scale factor that depends on the lateral magnification pf the relay
system [64],
Peff = PLLM
2
RL. (2.55)
Finally, by combination of Eqs. (2.54) and (2.55), we obtain the
position of the FFP is
∆ = f
′2
MOM
2
RLPLL. (2.56)
Note that its value ∆ depends on the relay system and it is pro-
portional to PLL.
It is important to mention that when the magnification of the relay
system does not take the unit value, MRL 6= 1, then the lateral magni-
fication of the imaging system illustrated by Fig. 2.7 also depends on
the relay system being its expression M
′
= M/MRL.
2.5.3 Experimental results
Following the setup of Fig. 2.7, a fast-axial scanning WFM has been
implemented in the lab. To implement our proposal we use the liquid
lens ARCTIC 39N0 manufactured by VARIOPTIC, which is based on
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Figure 2.7: Scheme of the optical arrangement used for the remote
focusing of a 3D microscopic sample. The LL was inserted into the
aperture stop plane of the microscope objective by using an afocal
relay system. All distances are adjusted to operate in a telecentric
imaging configuration.
electro-wetting technology. The optical power of the lens can be tuned
by application of proper electric voltage [70,71]. The ARTIC 39N0 has
a nominal optical aperture of φLL = 3.5 mm, a maximum wavefront
aberration of 50 nm, and transmission of 97% at λ = 587 nm. The
system does not suffer from hysteresis and the relation between the
applied voltage V and the induced optical power PLL, in the linear
range [-5.0 m−1, +15.0 m−1], is
PLL(T ) = S(T ) [V − V0(T )] , (2.57)
being T the environmental temperature measured in ◦C,
S(T ) = 3.1× 10−5T 2 − 2.2× 10−3T + 1.1, (2.58)
V0(T ) = −1.1× 10−3T 2 − 2.3× 10−2T + 42. (2.59)
In the particular case of our environmental conditions, S(20◦C) =
1.068 m−1/V and V0(20◦C) = 41.1 V. Although we have considered
that our lab temperature is kept constant during the whole experiment,
it seems logical that some fluctuation could have happened. Assuming
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that our temperature varies ±5◦C, then the variation of these two
values is smaller than 1%. This means that the LL performance is
quite stable for a temperature variation of ±5◦C.
MO1 MO2
Aperture Stop
fRL1 f ’RL1 fRL2 f ’RL2 fTL f ’TL
Image
plane
RL2RL1
LL
Afocal relay system
CL
fCL
Laser
TL
Figure 2.8: Scheme system used for the measure of the PSF for different
values of PLL. For the measurement of the PSF of the native WFN,
the liquid lens was removed.
To make sure of the goodness of our proposal, we firstly measure
the 2D PSF of the microscope for different values of PLL, and compare
it with the native 2D PSF in absence of the LL. For this verification
it is necessary to generate a small focal spot, which acts as the object
for the PSF measurement (see Fig. 2.8). As the light source we use
a He-Ne laser beam exiting from an optical fiber. This beam was
focused to a small spot using a collimating lens (f
′
CL = 200 mm) and
a high-NA MO (MO1: 100× and NA = 0.90). The optical microscope
is composed by a 50×/0.55 MO2, a relay with focal lengths f ′RL1 =
300 mm and f
′
RL2 = 100 mm, and a TL with f
′
TL = 200 mm. The
images are recorded in a 12 bits CCD (EO-5032c, Edmund Optics)
with 2448×2048 pixels (3.75 µm size).
After locating the small spot at the FFP of the MO, we record the
transverse PSF of the native microscope, as shown in Fig. 2.9 (a).
Next, the LL is inserted at the BFP of the RL2 lens. By application
of different voltages and setting properly the focal spot for each volt-
age, we capture the transverse PSF with LL. From panel (b) to (f) of
Fig. 2.9, we show these results. This figure demonstrates that the LL
permits the continuous displacement of the object plane with no sub-
stantial modification of the PSF. To quantify the similarity between
the measured transverse PSF, the correlation coefficient is calculated
for any of the PSF in Fig. 2.9 (b)-(f), as compared with the native
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Figure 2.9: Measured transverse irradiance PSF, expressed in object
space units, of the (a) native microscope; (b)-(f) fast-axial microscope
for different object-plane positions.
one (panel (a) of Fig. 2.9). The obtained correlation coefficients be-
tween the transverse PSFs are summarized in Table 2.1. It is worth to
mention that the correlation coefficient is directly obtained using the
Matlab function called as corr2 [72].
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Table 2.1: List of correlation coefficients for the transverse PSFs ob-
tained with the LL
Voltage (V) ∆(µm) Correlation coefficient
41.0 -7.52 0.994
43.0 -3.68 0.981
45.0 0 0.981
47.0 3.68 0.954
49.0 7.52 0.988
In order to verify that the transverse resolution is just slightly in-
fluenced by the used of the LL, we have also obtained from the data
in Fig. 2.9 the irradiance PSFs along the axis y = 0. These PSF
profiles are plotted in Fig. 2.10. If we use the full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) value as the metric for evaluating the invariance of the
transverse resolution, we find from this figure a variation smaller than
3%.
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Figure 2.10: Irradiance profiles along y = 0 of the transverse PSFs
shown in Fig. 2.9.
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Finally, prior to capturing images of fluorescent samples, and aim-
ing to show that the LL hardly introduces significant aberrations in
the image, we have measured the 3D PSF. In case of the native micro-
scope, in absence of the LL, we show the PSF in Fig. 2.11. For making
this measurement we have implemented an experimental setup like the
one shown in Fig. 2.8 but without the LL and the axial scanning is
performed by displacing the MO1. All of this is possible because the
optical configuration is telecentric. In case of the fast-axial WFM, we
insert the LL at the position shown in Fig. 2.8, and, in this case, the
axial scanning is obtained by tuning the voltage of the LL, while keep-
ing static the CCD. The results of these measurements are shown in
Fig. 2.11. Again the results obtained in both cases are very similar.
To evaluate the similarity between both meridional sections, we calcu-
late the correlation coefficient and obtained a value of 0.93. This high
value permits to state that the insertion of the LL hardly introduces
significant aberrations.
(a) (b) x (µm)
z (µm)4
5
x (µm)
z (µm)4
5
Figure 2.11: Experimental meridional section of the irradiance PSF of
(a) the native microscope and (b) the fast-axial scanning microscope.
Both are equipped with a 50x/0.55 MO, and an ARTIC 39N0 liquid
lens.
Once we have verified that the LL permits the fast displacement of
the object plane with no significant worsening of transverse, or even
3D PSF, we perform an imaging experiment in which a stack of depth
sections of a microscopic thick sample is obtained. The sample used
is a fluorescent cleaning-lens tissue paper. The sample is illuminated
uniformly by a beam proceeding from an ultra-bright light-emitting
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diode (LED) with central wavelength of 460 nm and 20 nm of spec-
tral FWHM. The experimental setup is the one schematized in Fig.
2.7. The MO, the relay system and the CCD are the same as in the
preliminary experiment. Fig. 2.12 shows the set of equidistant depth
images obtained with the fast-axial microscope. The tuning of the
optical power, shooting and recording of each image is controlled by
a LabVIEW code. The complete sequence of 18 depth images is ob-
tained in 0.78 seconds, with no need of any mechanical displacement.
The scanning range of the fast-axial microscope is of ∆max = 36 µm,
which is easily calculated from Eq. (2.56). Note that the scanning
range could be larger (∆max = 320 µm) if the LL is inserted directly
at the BFP of the MO, without using the relay system.
To illustrate the performance of our proposal, we also obtained the
images of three of the above sections, using the conventional configura-
tion (without LL) and displacing mechanically the sample. The images
are shown in Fig. 2.13. It is apparent that the images obtained with
the proposed fast axial microscope have, essentially, the same contrast,
FOV and resolution than the ones obtained with the native WFM.
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∆= -10.14 µm ∆ = -9.02 µm ∆ = -7.89 µm
∆ = -6.76 µm ∆ = -5.64 µm ∆ = -4.51 µm
∆ = -3.38 µm ∆ = -2.25 µm ∆ = -1.13 µm
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∆ = +3.38 µm ∆ = +4.51 µm ∆ = +5.64 µm
Figure 2.12: A stack of images of a fluorescent cleaning-lens tissue
paper recorded by the fast-axial scanning microscope.
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50 µm
∆= -10.14 µm ∆ = 0 µm ∆ = +2.25 µm
Figure 2.13: Three depth images obtained with the native WFM when
displacing the sample mechanically.
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Chapter 3
Effect of spherical aberration
in optical microscopy
High-resolution microscopy is achieved with the use of high-NA ob-
jective lenses. Even in the most highly corrected systems, aberrations
may occur due to imperfections in the optical elements. However, the
major source of aberration is that the specimen induces spherical aber-
ration (SA). During image acquisition in imaging systems, the beam
diverging from the sample emanates light from deep interfaces of dif-
ferent refractive index (RI). These RI mismatches appear between the
immersion medium, the coverglass and the specimen, and introduce a
significant amount of SA [73, 74]. The effects of these aberrations are
generally a reduction of the lateral resolution and, more significantly,
a PSF which changes axially causing a depth-variant (DV) imaging
process that degrades the optical systems performance and imposes a
limit on the effective sample thickness that can be properly imaged.
Fig. 3.1 shows the 3D experimental image of a 6 µm fluorescent ring-
sphere located at two different depths using Apotome module from
Zeiss company [75]. From this figure, it is clear that the specimen
induces SA which degrades the performance and the accuracy of 3D
microscopy.
Because imaging systems are a standard tool in the inspection of
biological specimens, there is a great need to overcome the inherent
SA distortion and provide depth-invariant imaging systems capable to
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Figure 3.1: Experimental image of 6µm fluorescent ring-spheres ac-
quired using Apotome. Note that since the object induces SA, the
imaging performance is depth-dependent. Lens used: 63×/1.4 oil-
immersion objective. RI mismatch: ∆n = 0.075.
accurately restore structural information from deep within biological
tissue. Here we concentrate on the wavefront coding (WFC) technique
[76–79] to overcome the depth-variant drawback. The reason for using
WFC approach is that it is easily integrated in optical systems. Using
WFC technique, the transmittance of the pupil aperture of the imaging
system is modified by the insertion of amplitude and/or phase masks
in such a way that the new PSF (WFC-PSF) is more insensitive to SA.
As far as the modified optical system remains imperturbable to SA,
traditional computational methods (e.g. deconvolution) can be applied
to restore images without numerical artifacts due to different amounts
of SA at different imaging depths. Note that by solving the problem of
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depth variability using WFC method, only one PSF is required in the
image reconstruction process. The results obtained in this case (when
one single PSF is used) are comparable to traditional computational
optical sectioning microscopy (COSM). However, in the conventional
case multiple DV-PSFs are needed during the computation.
In this chapter we study, both numerically and experimentally, the
WFC technique by using a squared cubic phase mask (named here as
SQUBIC) which is inserted at the pupil plane of a fluorescence WFM.
Most of the results presented here have been already published in three
proceeding papers [80–82] and recently we have submitted one part of
this work to Applied Optics [83].
3.1 Theory
In WFM, the narrower impulse response of the imaging system, the
better quality of images. This means that to obtain images with high
spatial resolution the use of MOs with the maximum available NA
is required. It is worth to mention that the mathematical treatment
of aberrations needs a more accurate mathematical description than
the one provided in Chapter 2 because the high-NA MOs can not be
approximated as thin lenses. To face the task of obtaining an accu-
rate description of a telecentric WFM, the MO should be defined by
its principal surfaces [50]. From Fig. 3.2 it is clear that whereas the
back principal surface is still a plane surface (S2 in Fig. 3.2), as in
the paraxial case, the front principal surface (S1) is a sphere of ra-
dius fMO centered at the front focal point. As already mentioned,
the aperture stop is just inserted at the BFP in the majority of high-
NA MOs. Fig. 3.2 tells us that an ideal MO, free of aberrations,
transforms an impinging monochromatic plane wave into a truncated
spherical wavefront centered at the focal point, F. Now, the ampli-
tude transmittance of the aperture stop at the pupil plane, p(rp) ,is
mapped onto S1, p(rp) = P (θ)
√
cos θ, satisfying the sine condition
rp = sin θ/ sinα [84, 85].
Following the same reasoning as in Refs. [50] and [79], the amplitude
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Figure 3.2: Focusing sketch in a high-NA objective. Note that when
a high-NA MO is illuminated by a plane wave, the amplitude trans-
mittance of the aperture stop is projected onto the spherical principal
surface (S1).
distribution in the neighborhood of the focal point can be expressed as
h (r¯, z¯) = −i2pi
λ
exp
(
ipiz¯
sin2 α/2
)∫ α
0
P (θ)
√
cos θei2piW (θ)J0
(
2pir¯
sin θ
sinα
)
exp
[
−i2piz¯ sin
2 θ/2
sin2 α/2
]
sin θ dθ. (3.1)
This equation is valid for scalar waves and is a good approximation
for light if the NA is small enough to not consider polarization effects.
Note that in Eq. (3.1) the exponential term exp [i2piW (θ)] accounts
for potential phase distortions that occurrs during the focusing where
the phase factor W (θ) is directly related to the presence of aberration.
In Eq. (3.1), the lateral and axial positions are expressed through
normalized coordinates
r¯ =
n sinα
λ
r, (3.2)
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and
z¯ =
2n sin2 α/2
λ
z, (3.3)
being r and z the cylindrical coordinates with origin at the focal point.
Let us evaluate this phase distortion term. For that, we consider
the simple geometry illustrated in Fig. 3.3. It is worth to mention
that in most microscopy observations there is a mismatch between the
RI of the sample, ns, and the immersion liquid, nim. In Fig. 3.3
we have represented a light-ray emerging from a real object placed at
O. We have defined the focusing depth, zs, as the distance between
the interface and the real position of the object O. However, for the
imaging system, it seems that the object is placed at O
′
. The wavefront
emerging from instead of form O suffers a distortion W
(
zs, θ, θ
′)
which
can be calculated by the optical path difference (OPD) between the
ray emerging from O and the ray emerging from O
′
. The expression
of W
(
zs, θ, θ
′)
is given by
W
(
zs, θ, θ
′
)
=
1
λ
OPD
(
zs, θ, θ
′
)
. (3.4)
So, before obtaining the expression of W
(
zs, θ, θ
′)
, it is necessary
to calculate the expression of OPD
(
zs, θ, θ
′)
for the simple geometry
illustrated in Fig. 3.3. By using the definition of OPD, it is easy to
see that
OPD(zs, θ, θ
′
) = nsL2(zs, θ, θ
′
)− nimL1(zs, θ). (3.5)
From this figure, it is also straightforward to realize that
L2(zs, θ, θ
′
) = L1(zs, θ) cos(θ
′ − θ), (3.6)
and
L1 (zs, θ) =
zs
cos θ
. (3.7)
Replacing Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) into Eq. (3.5), one obtains
OPD
(
zs, θ, θ
′
)
= zs
(
ns cos θ
′ − nim cos θ
)
, (3.8)
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Figure 3.3: Geometrical illustration of the phase distortions occurred
in the imaging of an object placed at O through a RI mismatch.
where Snell law has been considered, nim sin θ
′
= ns sin θ. Furthermore,
Eq. (3.8) could also express in terms of sin θ. After mathematical
manipulation, Eq. (3.8) is written as
OPD (zs, θ) = zs
(
ns
√
1− n
2
im
n2s
sin2 θ − nim
√
1− sin2 θ
)
. (3.9)
From Eq. (3.9) it is clear to see that the OPD only depends on the
axial distance between the interface and the sample, zs, and the angle
θ. Following the same reasoning as Ref. [86], Eq. (3.9) can be written
as a function of sin(θ/2). Then
OPD (zs, θ) = zs
(
ns
√
1− n
2
im
n2s
4 sin2
(
θ
2
)[
sin2
(
θ
2
)
− 1
]
−
nim
[
1− 2 sin2
(
θ
2
)])
. (3.10)
Now, one can express OPD (zs, θ) as a power series, around its
center, in sin(θ/2). Expanding the expression of OPD (zs, θ) in terms
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of sin(θ/2), Eq. (3.10) can be written as
OPD (zs, θ) = zs
[
(ns − nim) + 2nim
ns
(ns − nim) sin2
(
θ
2
)
+
2
n2im
n3s
(
n2s − n2im
)
sin4
(
θ
2
)]
. (3.11)
Note that since we are only interested in the effects of the defocus
(term which contains sin2 θ/2) and the primary SA (term which goes
to sin2 4θ/2) so we have neglected the others terms. The phase term
W (zs, θ) is obtained by replacing Eq. (3.11) into Eq. (3.4). Finally,
W (zs, θ) is given by
W (zs, θ) = w20
sin2
(
θ
2
)
sin2
(
α
2
) + w40 sin4 ( θ2)
sin4
(
α
2
) , (3.12)
where some irrelevant constant terms have been neglected. Here w20
and w40 are, respectively, the defocus and the primary SA coefficients.
These are expressed as [79]
w20 =
2nim
ns
(ns − nim) zs
λ
sin2
(α
2
)
, (3.13)
and
w40 =
2n2im
n3s
(
n2s − n2im
) zs
λ
sin4
(α
2
)
. (3.14)
It is noted from Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) that both the defocus and
SA effects are related with the refractive index mismatch which affects
strongly the axial behavior of the imaging system. So, a minimum
mismatch between refractive indices of the sample medium, ns, and
the immersion liquid, nim, induces a significant amount of SA, w40,
which affects strongly the axial behavior of the imaging system, as will
be shown later. It is clear that the expression of the wave distortions,
see Eq. (3.12), is expressed as a function of both the refractive defocus
(w20) and the primary SA (w40) parameters.
Now, inserting Eq. (3.12) into Eq. (3.1), defining the reducing
axial coordinate z¯
′
= z¯ − w20, and calculating its square modulus, the
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3D intensity distribution in the focal volume is expressed as
∣∣∣h(r¯, z¯′)∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣∫ α
0
P (θ)
√
cos θe
i2piw40
sin4 θ/2
sin4 α/2J0
(
2pir¯
sin θ
sinα
)
e
−i2piz¯′ sin2 θ/2
sin2 α/2 sin θ dθ
∣∣∣∣2 .
(3.15)
Eq. (3.15) allows us the computation of the 3D PSF of an imag-
ing system in which the physical parameter w40 can be finely con-
trolled. The numerically 3D PSF affected by SA is then available via
the PSF computation module of the Computational Optical Sectioning
Microscopy Open Source (COSMOS) software package [87]. The PSF
computation mode uses the Gibson and Lanni PSF model [73]. It is
worth to mention that the Gibson and Lanni model follows the same
model as us which means that the spherical aberration is given by a
parameter w40. However, in their model they have considered that ad-
ditional mismatches could happen. In Fig. 3.4 we show the results of
this computation for a conventional WFM (CCA pupil) equipped with
an oil-immersion objective lens (63×/1.4 NA) and a light point source
(λ = 515 nm), which is embedded in water (ns = 1.33), and located at
varying focusing depth, zs, below the coverslip. From Fig. 3.4 it is triv-
ial to realize that the 3D PSF of a conventional system is sensitive to
the amount of SA. In fact, this figure highlights the depth-variability
of the axial response in conventional PSF. This result demonstrates
the need for a 3D system whose modified PSFs will not be affected in
presence of SA.
3.2 Merit function for WFC design: nor-
malized variance
Our aim in this chapter is the design of a phase mask for reducing
the SA impact. Although this effect should be studied throughout the
3D field, it is well known that the SA does not degrade the images of
2D objects significantly, provided that one can select the penetration
depth adequately. However, SA degrades strongly the images of 3D
objects. To analyze this fact in a simple way, we fix our attention in
the axial behavior of the system response. In fact, we assume that a
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zs=0 µm zs=20 µm zs=40 µm zs=60 µm
2 µm
4 µm
Figure 3.4: Meridional sections of the conventional PSF for different
focusing depths, zs. The sample mounting medium is water (n = 1.33)
and the imaging system operates with a 63×/1.4 NA oil-immersion
lens at wavelength 515 nm.
phase mask design which optimizes the axial response of the focusing
system will be enough. To this end, Eq. (3.15) is particularized to the
points located along the optical axis, r¯ = 0. Furthermore, we perform
the following non-linear mapping variable [76–78]
ζ =
sin2 θ/2
sin2 α/2
− 1
2
. (3.16)
Taking into account these assumptions and considering q(ζ) =
P (θ)
√
cos θ, Eq. (3.15) becomes
∣∣∣h(w′20;w40)∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣∫ 0.5−0.5 q (ζ) exp (i2piw40ζ2) exp
(
−i2piw′20ζ
)
dζ
∣∣∣∣2 ,
(3.17)
where w
′
20 = z¯
′ − w40 is the reduced defocus coefficient. The axial
impulse response in Eq. (3.17) stands for the Fourier-transform of the
mapped pupil function q(ζ) when no SA is induced. Notwithstanding,
the presence of SA (associated with the w40 coefficient) can be inter-
preted as a modification of the effective mapped pupil of the system
q (ζ, w40) = q(ζ) exp (i2piw40ζ
2).
As pointed out in Ref. [79], the search for strategies for reduction of
the SA impact in imaging systems can be analyzed through the width
of the axial intensity distribution that depends on the SA induced in
the process. A classical parameter used to characterized the width of
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a function is its variance whose definition is given by
σ2
w
′
20
(w40) =
〈
w
′2
20
〉
w40
−
〈
w
′1
20
〉2
w40
, (3.18)
being
〈
w
′n
20
〉
the n-order moment which is obtained in terms of the
effective pupil and its derivatives [79]〈
w
′n
20
〉
w40
=
1
(−i2pi)n
∫ ∞
−∞
dnq (ζ, w40)
dζn
q∗ (ζ, w40) , (3.19)
where (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate operator. As stated above,
we are interested in the modification of the transmittance of the pupil
by the insertion of a phase mask. Then, the mapped pupil is expressed
as q(ζ) = a(ζ) exp [iφ(ζ)].
Let us now calculate the second and first order moments. Firstly,
we determine the first-order moment,
〈
w
′2
20
〉
w40
. The evolution of it, in
terms of w40, is given by〈
w
′1
20
〉
w40
=
1
−i2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dq (ζ, w40)
dζ
q∗ (ζ, w40) dζ, (3.20)
being q (ζ, w40) = a(ζ) exp [iφ(ζ)] exp (i2piw40ζ
2) the effective mapped
pupil, a(ζ) a square integrable amplitude function, and φ(ζ) the phase
distribution of the WFC design to reduce the SA impact.
After calculating the terms of the integral, Eq. (3.20) can be written
as 〈
w
′1
20
〉
w40
= − 1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
a2 (ζ)
dφ (ζ)
dζ
dζ − 2w40
∫ ∞
−∞
ζa2 (ζ) dζ. (3.21)
Next, we derive the dependence of the second-order moment,
〈
w
′2
20
〉
w40
,
with the evolution parameter w40. For this case, the expression of〈
w
′2
20
〉
w40
in terms of the SA is〈
w
′2
20
〉
w40
= − 1
4pi2
∫ ∞
−∞
dq2 (ζ, w40)
dζ
q∗ (ζ, w40) dζ, (3.22)
After mathematical manipulation, Eq. (3.22) becomes〈
w
′2
20
〉
w40
= − 1
4pi2
∫ ∞
−∞
a (ζ)
d2a (ζ)
dζ2
dζ +
1
4pi2
∫ ∞
−∞
a2 (ζ)
[
da (ζ)
dζ
]2
dζ +
w40
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
ζ
dφ (ζ)
dζ2
a2 (ζ) dζ + 4w240
∫ ∞
−∞
ζ2a2 (ζ) dζ. (3.23)
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Finally, inserting Eqs. (3.21) and (3.23) into Eq. (3.18), the vari-
ance of the axial intensity distribution leads to
σ2
w
′
20
(w40) = σ
2
a (0) + σ
2
φ (0) +
2
pi
cov (ζ, φ)w40 + σ
2
ζ (0)w
2
40, (3.24)
where
σ2a (0) = −
1
4pi2
∫ ∞
−∞
d2a (ζ)
dζ2
a (ζ) dζ, (3.25)
σ2φ (0) =
1
4pi2
∫ ∞
−∞
(
dφ (ζ)
dζ
)2
a2 (ζ) dζ − 1
4pi2
(∫ ∞
−∞
dφ (ζ)
dζ
a2 (ζ) dζ
)2
,
(3.26)
cov (ζ, φ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ζ
dφ (ζ)
dζ2
a2 (ζ) dζ −
∫ ∞
−∞
dφ (ζ)
dζ2
a2 (ζ) dζ
∫ ∞
−∞
ζa2 (ζ) dζ,
(3.27)
and, finally,
σ2ζ (0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ζ2a2 (ζ) dζ −
(∫ ∞
−∞
ζ2a2 (ζ) dζ
)2
. (3.28)
Up to now, we have developed the transformation law for the width
of a function q (ζ, w40) depending on the w40-parameter. However,
such an analytical procedure fails when the system contains hard-edge
diffracting elements. If the function a(ζ) is a compact support func-
tion, its second-order moment, σ2a (0), diverges. In fact, for WFC per-
formance, a(ζ) = rect(ζ). To overcome the problem of the divergence
of σ2a (0), we calculate its generalized second-order moment in the same
way as Ref. [79]. Then, Eq. (3.24) is
σ2
w
′
20
(w40) =
4
pi2
+ σ2φ (0) +
2
pi
cov (ζ, φ)w40 +
1
3
w240, (3.29)
and Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27) can be written as
σ2φ (0) =
1
4pi2
∫ 0.5
−0.5
(
dφ (ζ)
dζ
)2
dζ − 1
4pi2
(∫ 0.5
−0.5
dφ (ζ)
dζ
dζ
)2
, (3.30)
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and
cov (ζ, φ) =
∫ 0.5
−0.5
ζ
dφ (ζ)
dζ2
dζ. (3.31)
Eq. (3.29) shows that the axial PSF variability as a function of the
SA follows a parabolic behavior with variable w40. Thus, the smoother
the variation of the variance, the more insensitive the behavior of the
axial response. This result can be a very useful tool for the design of
a phase mask φ(ζ) for reducing the SA impact.
However, we are not interested in the absolute values of Eq. (3.29),
but rather in the evolution of the variance with respect to its mini-
mum value σ2
w
′
20
(w40) /σ
2
w
′
20
(0). This function is called the normalized
variance, σ2norm (w40), is given by
σ2norm (w40) = 1 +
(
w40 + η
κ
)2
, (3.32)
where
η = − 3
pi
cov (ζ, φ) , (3.33)
and
κ =
√
3
√
4
pi2
+ σ2φ (0)−
3
pi
cov2 (ζ, φ), (3.34)
Eq. (3.32) allows the comparison between the conventional system
and a circularly-symmetric WFC system with phase distribution φ(ζ).
Additionally, from Eq. (3.32) one can see that the higher the value
of κ, the smoother the behavior of the normalized variance. Following
this reasoning, the κ parameter could be a metric parameter to search
the optimal WFC design in comparison with the conventional case
whose values of η and κ are, respectively, 0 and 2
√
3 . Thus, any WFC
phase mask that provides a κ value higher of 2
√
3 should have an axial
response more tolerant to SA than the CCA system. Besides, κ permits
the comparison between different WFC designs. On the other hand, we
can define another intuitive parameter, analogous to the definition of
the Rayleigh distance in Gaussian beams [88]. This parameter referred
here as ∆zs, is the axial distance in which the normalized variance given
by Eq. (3.32) changes less than
√
2 from its minimum value, resulting
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w40 = 0.78λ
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λ
Figure 3.5: Variation of (a) the axial intensity distribution of a system
affected by spherical aberration w40 and (b) the transverse intensity
distribution of the diffraction patterns obtained after a cylindrical lens
with the defocus coefficient w20.
in w±40 = ±κ−η. Defining ∆w40 = w+40−w−40 = 2κ and using Eq. (3.14)
to express ∆zs in terms of ∆w40, we can express ∆zs as a function of
the phase distribution,
∆zs =
√
3n3sλ
n2im (n
2
s − n2im) sin4
(
α
2
)√ 4
pi2
+ σ2φ (0)−
3
pi
cov2 (ζ, φ). (3.35)
From this interpretation, it is clear that the higher the value of ∆zs
involves the wider the range of depths in which the system is insensitive
to SA.
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3.3 SQUBIC design
As stated in Ref. [89], the variability of the axial intensity response in
aberrated systems provided by Eq. (3.17) is completely the same as
the variation of the transverse distribution of the diffractive patterns
after a cylindrical lens, see Fig. 3.5. This means the SA in the axial
intensity distribution plays the same role as the defocus coefficient in
1D paraxial focusing systems. Using this analogy we can conclude
that the solutions proposed to increase the depth of field can be used
to decrease the sensitivity of the axial response in imaging systems
aberrated by SA . In particular, we implement the successful proposal
made by Dowski and Cathey [90] to increase the depth of field. Their
filter can be easily adapted to increase the tolerance to SA. From this
reasoning, our proposal is a cubic phase mask in terms of the ζ variable,
q(ζ) = rect(ζ) exp (−i2piAζ3). Performing the inverse of the non-linear
mapping of Eq. (3.16) and taking into account that the sine condition
is held, the expression of the SQUBIC mask at the aperture stop plane
and using the radial coordinate, r =
√
x2 + y2, is
p (r) = circ (r) exp
i2piA(√1− r2 sin2 α− 1
1− cosα + 0.5
)3 , (3.36)
being A the design parameter of the SQUBIC phase mask. Eq. (3.36)
goes to the third power of a function which depends on the square of the
radial coordinate, r. From now on, this design is called the SQUBIC
phase mask design. Moreover, in contrast to usual WFC designs, it
is worth to mention that SQUBIC transmittance, p(r), is adjusted for
each imaging system. Note that its design depends on the value of α
which is related to the NA and the RI of the immersion medium of the
MO by the relation of sinα = NA/nim. Then, each MO has its own
SQUBIC design.
Applying Eq. (3.32) to the SQUBIC case, it is straightforward
to obtain the evolution of its normalized variance with the SA. The
expression of the normalized width of the axial intensity of the SQUBIC
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Figure 3.6: Normalized variance versus SA parameter for the conven-
tional system and for SQUBIC designs with varying A parameter, The
imaging system operates with a 63×/1.4 NA oil-immersion MO.
WFC-PSF distribution is
σ2norm (w40) = 1 +
(
w40
3
(
4
pi2
+ A
2
20
))2 . (3.37)
From Eq. (3.37) there is one free parameter (A) that allows us to
select the optimal SQUBIC mask from the above family. The proper A
value is obtained by analyzing the normalized variance of the SQUBIC
system. Fig. 3.6 compares the evolution of the normalized variance
against the SA parameter of the CCA system and the SQUBIC system
for different A values. Note the great performance of the SQUBIC
family in comparison with the conventional system. In addition, it is
clear that the sensitivity to SA of the SQUBIC PSF depends on A;
the higher the value of A the higher the value of κ and the slower the
variation of the normalized variance resulting in a system that is more
tolerant to SA.
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Figure 3.7: Impact of design parameter A on the SQUBIC phase mask.
Images of the mask (top row) and normalized profiles of the corre-
sponding wrapped phase values, along the normalized radius (bottom
row), for different SQUBIC designs: (a) A = 20, (b) A = 50 and (c)
A = 88.
3.3.1 Implementation of the SQUBIC design
Although the metric of the normalized variance does not provide us
an upper limit, there is an experimental constraint when the SQUBIC
design is built. The upper limit is restricted by the practical imple-
mentation of the SQUBIC design. As Fig. 3.7 illustrated, the spatial
frequency of the wrapped phase in the SQUBIC design increases to-
wards the edge of the design. Furthermore, this variation becomes
higher with the rise of the value of A, see Fig. 3.7. As a result of this
statement, any real implementation of this design presents an experi-
mental constraint of the value of A due to the mask should be properly
represented without errors. For example, in our case we use a liquid
crystal spatial light modulator (LC-SLM) to build the SQUBIC design.
As the LC-SLM is a pixelated device, the maximum A-value is the one
which provides a SQUBIC design whose maximum spatial frequency
Ωmax satisfy the Nyquist sampling criterion. This means that at least
four pixels are required to illustrate a change of the wrapped phase
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CCDLC-SLM
Figure 3.8: Off-axis Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Light impinges at
approximately 20◦ from normal to the SLM interface to mimic the
off-axis illumination used in the experiment.
from 0 to 2pi. Particularly, our LC-SLM (16-bit XY Phase Series par-
allel nematic SLM, Boulder Nonlinear System) consists of an array of
512×512 square pixels whose dimensions are 15×15 µm2. Thus, our
SLM can accurately implement any SQUBIC mask whose maximum
spatial frequency satisfies Ωmax ≤ 1/15µm−1. This requirement limits
the value of A to A ≤ 88.
To verify the SQUBIC implementation, the SQUBIC modulated
phase is measured by using a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(Fig. 3.8). A plane beam proceeding from a laser diode of 532 nm is
split by a 50/50 beamsplitter to create the complex distribution of the
object and the reference arms. In our verification, the SLM is tilted
by approximately 20◦. The interference pattern, which is generated by
the coherent superposition between the amplitude distribution of the
reflected wavefront from the SLM and the plane reference, is recorded
on a CCD. In order to obtain the phase distribution provided by the
SLM, the image of the interference pattern, I, the reference intensity
distribution, Iref , and the object intensity distribution, Iobj, should be
recorded. The phase distribution can be calculated by
φ (x) = cos−1
(
I(x)− Iref (x)− Iobj(x)√
Iref (x)Iobj(x)
)
(3.38)
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of simulated and experimentally-measured
SQUBIC mask for A = 50. Profiles through the phase masks, plotted
to the right of the corresponding images, show good agreement between
simulated and measured phase masks along the horizontal direction.
From our results we conclude that the accuracy of the SQUBIC
phase mask using a SLM depends on the maximum spatial frequency
of the design that can be properly sampling without showing aliasing
effects. For this reason, the SLM provides an acceptable implementa-
tion, in terms of the similarity between the measured and the computed
phase mask, when A ≤ 50. Fig. 3.9 shows a comparison between the
computed and experimentally-measured SQUBIC phase mask when
A = 50. Although some mismatch is present, one can conclude that
the SLM represents quite well the SQUBIC phase mask. Note that
two clear differences are observed. From Fig. 3.9 one realizes that the
measured phase mask appears shortened along one direction suggesting
that the source of the mismatch may be the tilted angle of the incident
illumination. And, secondly, a reduction of the measured modulation
depth. From the profiles plotted in Fig. 3.9 , it is clear that at loca-
tions where the digital phase mask has a modulo-2pi phase wrap, the
measured phase follows the digital pattern without reaching a 2pi phase
delay. From our experience, we think that the possible causes of this
decrease in modulation could be: (1) a reduction in the total amount
of SLM phase stroke due to the high angle of illumination incidence at
the SLM [91]; (2) the use of phase masks that require a high density
of (modulo 2pi) phase wrapping; (3) a residual background noise in the
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interferogram. In addition, diffraction efficiency measurements of the
LC-SLM show a decrease in efficiency with increased spatial frequency
of the phase pattern. This is a common effect described in some pub-
lications as inter-pixel cross-talk and in others as the system response
of the LC layer [92–94].
3.4 SQUBIC performance with simulated
data
In the following section simulated results are shown to demonstrate the
SA invariance of the SQUBIC performance. Firstly, SQUBIC-PSFs
for different A values are compared with PSFs for the conventional
case at corresponding depths. Secondly, we compare the performance
of different WFC-PSFs. As a particular case, we compare SQUBIC
performance with the performance of designs reported earlier in the
literature. And, finally, we study the intermediate and restored images
provided by both CCA and SQUBIC systems in presence of SA.
3.4.1 SQUBIC-PSF
In this section, 3D DV complex amplitude PSFs for both conventional
WFM and SQUBIC-design are computed using the model of Ref. [95]
implemented in a Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, NA) script. Note that
conventional PSFs are computed using a CCA pupil and thus we refer
to them as CCA-PSFs whereas the PSFs based on a phase mask are
called WFC-PSFs where WFC is replaced by the name of the phase
mask design.
Computation of DV-PSFs using Eq. (3.15) allows fine control of
the phase mask design and the physical parameters of the setup used.
The light point source, embedded in optical cement (ns = 1.56), is
located at depths zs[0, 60.8] µm below the coverslip and it is imaged
using a 63 × /1.4 oil-immersion MO (nim = 1.515) with an emission
wavelength λ = 515 nm. Following these assumptions, a set of 191
DV-PSFs are simulated.
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Figure 3.10: Meridional sections of (a) CCA-PSF and SQUBIC-PSF
for (b) A = 20 and (c) A = 50. Lens used: 63×/1.4 MO at wavelength
λ = 515 nm. The point source is embedded in optical cement (ns =
1.56) at different depth zs, below the coverslip.
To validate that our SQUBIC design produces an imaging system
which is more insensitive to SA effect, SQUBIC-PSFs are computed for
two design parameter: A = 20 and A = 50. Comparison of simulated
SQUBIC and CCA PSFs is shown in Fig. 3.10. In this figure, it
is depicted meridional sections of these PSFs obtained with different
amounts of SA. Clearly, SQUBIC-PSFs are very different from the ones
obtained with CCA. Although they are much more spread than the
conventional ones, this effect is not relevant. The important fact is that
the axial irradiance distributions seem more insensitive to the depth
zs, in comparison to the ones corresponding with the CCA system
(see panel (a) of Fig. 3.10). This means that SQUBIC-WFC systems
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provides a more depth-invariant response useful in 3D microscopy.
(b) Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE)
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Figure 3.11: (a) Axial normalized intensity distribution profiles of
PSFs illustrated in Fig. 3.10. (b) Normalized mean square error
(NMSE) between PSF computed at 0 µm and other PSFs computed
at different location. Both panels are a metric to quantify the SA-
insensibility in SQUBIC-WFC.
For the sake of completeness and to investigate the influence of the
A parameter on the variability of SQUBIC-PSFs affected by SA, the
axial intensity distributions of Fig. 3.10 are plotted in Fig. 3.11(a).
These curves demonstrate the great performance in the axial invari-
ability to SA achieved by SQUBIC design. Furthermore, these profiles
show that the highest value of A produces the most invariant system
in the presence of SA, as it was predicted in Section 3.3. From this fig-
ure it is interesting to note that the SQUBIC performance is invariant
over a depth range of almost 60 µm. Additionally, this result can also
be obtained by determining the ∆zs parameter, defined in Eq. (3.35).
The value of this parameter for CCA, SQUBIC (A = 20) and SQUBIC
(A = 50) is 5, 35, and 87 µm, respectively. From these values, one can
realize the great improvement achieved by SQUBIC design.
On the other hand, our metric only studies and optimizes the influ-
ence of SA in the axial behavior to produce an invariant axial response.
However, the key idea of PSF engineering is to modify the imaging sys-
tem in such a way that the 3D PSF does not change appreciably as
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of different WFC-PSFs for different amounts
of SA. Meridional sections of WFC-PSFs based on: (a) SQUBIC (A =
50), (b) CPM (α = 20), and GCPM (α = 50), and β = −α). Lens
used: 63×/1.4 MO at wavelength λ = 515 nm. The point source is
embedded in optical cement (ns = 1.56) at different depth zs, below
the coverslip.
a function of SA. To close all investigation of SQUBIC performance,
the sensitivity to SA is quantified by taking into account the 3D field.
For that reason, the normalized mean square error (NMSE), defined
in [96], is measured between two 3D PSFs for SQUBIC and CCA case.
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Following this metric, the more invariant the system is to SA the lower
value of NMSE. Again, it is clear the great improvement achieved by
SQUBIC family and the optimum A value is A = 50 (see panel (b) of
Fig. 3.11).
3.4.2 Comparison between SQUBIC performance
and other WFC designs
Although the SQUBIC design was first introduced in simulated con-
focal microscopy images in Ref. [89], it is not a widely known WFC
design to reduce the SA impact. Most of the WFC designs reported
in the literature involve the use of a cubic design for the phase mask.
The use of a cubic phase mask (CPM) design and a generalized cubic
phase mask (GCPM) pattern to reduce sensitivity to SA was investi-
gated in a previous work [96]. The mathematical expressions for the
phase distribution at the pupil plane for CPM and GCPM masks are
φ (x, y) = α
(
x3 + y3
)
,
φ (x, y) = α
(
x3 + y3
)
+ β
(
x2y + y2x
)
,
respectively, where α and β are the corresponding design parameters.
In this work we use the design values selected in Ref. [96]. The corre-
sponding values were: α = 20 for CPM and α = 50, and β = −α for
GCPM.
Our goal in this section is the comparison of these three designs
(SQUBIC, CPM and GCPM) to compare quantitatively their perfor-
mance for reducing the sensitivity to SA. Simulated PSFs for CPM
and GCPM designs are computed by employing the same parameters
as in Section 3.4.1. Fig. 3.12 shows the corresponding meridional sec-
tions at 0, 20 and 60 µm. Evidently, the WFC-PSFs from different
phase masks look very different. Again, their SA variability can be
assessed more easily by comparing the axial intensity distribution in
the focal spot for each depth (see Fig. 3.13). These profiles, com-
pared to the ones of the conventional system (first row of panel (a) in
Fig. 3.11), show that WFC designs provide a smoother behavior of the
axial intensity distribution, being greater for the GCPM system than
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Figure 3.13: Axial normalized intensity distribution profiles of sim-
ulated PSFs depicted in Fig. 3.12: (a) SQUBIC, (b) CPM and (c)
GCPM.
the CPM system. It is worth to mention that the SQUBIC design for
A = 50 produces the most tolerant system in the presence of SA and
outperforms both GCPM and CPM designs.
3.4.3 Forward model: intermediate images
Let us start to describe the image formation model. As in Chapter 2,
in fluorescence WFM the image of an extended sample is expressed as
the 3D convolution between the uniformly scaled intensity distribution
of the corresponding specimen and the PSF of the imaging system,
see Eq. (2.37). To obtain the intermediate image, we use a strata-
based model by approximating that equation, as stated in Ref. [97].
This computation can be calculated using a small number of PSF at
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different depths. Note that the strata approximation is only valid
when the PSF does not change significantly throughout the stratum.
Although minimal errors are introduced, generally the intermediate
images are quite accurate when using this approximation.
During the performance of the numerical simulation, test object
1 is used to verify the depth extension in which SQUBIC system is
invariant. This object, see Fig. 3.14 (a), consists of three small spheres
whose diameter is 1.6 µm. The coordinates of the bead centers are (-4,
0, 14.4) µm, (0, 0, 30.4) µm and (4, 0, 46.4 ) µm, respectively. The
object is embedded in optical cement (ns = 1.56) and the immersion
medium of the lens is oil (nim = 1.515). To create the object we use
the object tab of the CosmTools [87].
3 µm
(a) True
objectz
x
(b) CCA (c) SQUBIC
Figure 3.14: (a) Synthetic object 24 µm × 24 µm wide and 120 µm
deep size. Simulated intermediate images of the object for: (b) CCA
imaging and (c) SQUBIC-WFC.
Simulated intermediate images of the test object 1 are obtained
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by convolving the test object with 191 DV-PSFs using the variant
tab of CosmTools [87]. Panel (b) and (c) of Fig. 3.14 shows the
simulated intermediate image in case of CCA and SQUBIC imaging
system, respectively. It is worth to mention that the images of Fig. 3.14
are depicted using different color scales to allow better visualization of
small intensity values. From this figure, it is realized that the SQUBIC
image is more invariant to depth than in the conventional case. Note
that the deepest bead in CCA image shows more axial asymmetry than
the shallower beads in the image. Then, SQUBIC imaging suffers less
variability due to SA impact. Although this finding can be concluded
from Fig. 3.14, we also calculate the correlation coefficient between
the meridional section of the first and the second bead and between
the meridional section of the first and the third bead for each case.
Whereas the obtained values for the CCA case are 0.9552 and 0.9050,
for the SQUBIC system the correlation coefficient is kept constant with
a value of 0.9566. Clearly, the SQUBIC systems is less sensitive to SA.
3.4.4 Inverse model: restored images
The purpose of this subsection is to show the great improvement of
depth insensitivity in solving the inverse problem using SQUBIC-WFC.
To face this task, we study the restoration performance of SQUBIC
imaging in a framework of a space-invariant (SI) model. More con-
cretely, the inverse problem is solved by the space-invariant expecta-
tion maximization (SIEM) algorithm [98] which is implemented in the
COSMOS image estimation module [87]. It is important to mention
that this algorithm is based on the SI assumption, so it only uses a sin-
gle PSF for the processing. Since this algorithm is an iterative process,
all results presented here are obtained at 1000 iterations.
First of all, the three identical beads of object 1 (Fig. 3.14) are re-
stored by using the corresponding PSF calculated at a 30.4 µm depth
(center position of the middle bead). Figs. 3.15 (b)-(c) show the
meridional sections of the restored images for both CCA and SQUBIC
imaging systems. These results show clearly that when the bead posi-
tion coincides with the position of the PSF used in the deconvolution
process, both systems recover accurately the object. However, as the
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bead position gets further away, the restored images with CCA system
(see panel (b) of Fig. 3.15) are worse, showing that the system is very
sensitive to SA. In contrast, in the case of SQUBIC design, all three
beads are better restored than in the CCA case, see Fig. 3.15(c). Be-
sides, to show a quantitative comparison the intensity profiles along the
vertical line intersecting each bead are plotted in Fig. 3.15(d). From
these profiles it is seen that SQUBIC imaging improves the recovery
of a structure at almost 30 µm range without introducing significant
artifacts and with a minimum computational effort.
To quantitatively measure the depth range in which SQUBIC-WFC
response is invariant to SA, we restore the simulated image of a single
bead (test object 2, see panel (a) of Fig. 3.16) which is placed at
eleven different depths, from 14.4 to 46.4 µm each 3.2 µm. The object
consists on one 1.6-µm diameter bead that is centered at the xy origin.
For all depths, the restored image is obtained using the PSF located
at 30.4 µm after 1000 iterations of the SIEM model. Fig. 3.16(b) and
(c) show the restorations of three depths from the set of eleven. The
image area is 8× 48 µm2. Note that the restored images are displayed
using separated color scales to illustrate the details in each image.
In an effort to quantify the region of SA invariance, the correla-
tion coefficients between the meridional section of the real object and
the meridional section of each restored image are calculated and plot-
ted between the corresponding true object and the eleven restored
images, see Fig. 3.16(d). From this figure, it is possible to see that
the variation of the SQUBIC correlation curve is smoother than the
one corresponding to the CCA case, showing the great performance
of SQUBIC-WFC. It is worth to mention that the maximum value of
the correlation parameter never reaches the value of unity, meaning
that there are always intrinsic errors due to the numerical methods
employed during deblurring processing. In our case, this error is 4 %.
Assuming that two objects are similar when its correlation param-
eter is greater than 0.9, we can define a region of high similarity (or
of low SA impact) with a depth range equal 26.6 µm for SQUBIC im-
plementation and 12.8 µm for the conventional system. Comparing
between these two values, it is highlighted that the SA insensibility
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of restored images of Fig. 3.14 in presence of
SA. Meridional sections from (a) the original object and the restored
images using (b) CCA and (c) SQUBIC systems. (d) Normalized in-
tensity profile through the vertical line intersecting each bead.
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has grown at twice using SQUBIC-WFC. This achievement con-
tributes toward the development of an ideal imaging system in which
SA has no impact. Consequently, from our simulated results in which
we have not considered noise and distortions from multiple scattering
within a sample as would be the case in tissue, SQUBIC system can be
really important in analyzing biological cells and tissues environment
because of most of biological specimens have a thickness of 30 µm, and
with our SQUBIC design a SA-invariant response is provided in almost
90 % of their thickness.
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Figure 3.16: Numerical evaluation of SA sensibility in restored images
of a single bead placed at different depths zs using (b) CCA and (c)
SQUBIC systems. (d) Correlation curve between the true object and
the restored image.
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3.5 Experimental verification
First, it is described how the implementation of WFC is accomplished
and how experimental measurements of WFC phase masks are ac-
quired. Besides, we also explain how the sample are prepared to achieve
real 3D objects. After this brief description, experimental results are
presented and discussed in two parts: experimental measurements of
PSFs and intermediate images, and experimental restored images.
3.5.1 Description of imaging system
All experimental data is collected on a Zeiss AxioImager Z1, see Fig.
3.17, upright microscope equipped with a 63×/1.4 oil-immersion ob-
jective and a 20×/0.8 dry objective. The fluorescence excitation comes
from a tunable-intensity light source (X-Cite Series 120Q, Zeiss). The
filters used are: a 470/40 nm excitation filter, a 495 nm dichroic mirror
and a 525/50 nm emission filter. The samples are fitted in a high-
precision motorized 3D stage and are imaged with a 12-bit color CCD
camera (AxioCam MR, Zeiss) with pixel size 6.45×6.45 µm2.
Note that this microscope is equipped with two imaging paths: a
top port (the regular one of the microscope which captures an image via
the original imaging path) and a side port which is used to implement
WFC technique by modifying the collection path. The imaging path
of the side port is arranged in a 4f configuration. The inset of Fig.
3.17 illustrates the scheme of the top view of the WFC imaging path
adapted to a commercial microscope. A standard lens with focal length
75 mm (RL1 in Fig. 3.17) is used to form the image of the pupil onto a
phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) programmed to visualize the
WFC phase mask. It is worth to mention that the SLM is placed at the
BFP of the MO. Our SLM has been described in Section 3.3.1. Note
that the pattern on the SLM must be appropriately centered inside the
physical pupil of the imaging system and the calibration of the SLM
should be done through characterization of its phase modulation, given
a series of checkerboard input patterns.
The light exiting the side port passes through a polarizer before
creating the image of the pupil onto the SLM. The reflected light from
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the SLM, which is tilted an angle of 20◦ with respect to the direction of
light propagation, is collected by another achromat lens (RL2 in Fig.
3.17) and the real image is then focused onto the CCD. To maintain
the lateral magnification of the MO, both achromat lenses (RL1 and
RL2) have the same focal length.
LC-SLM
Side CCD
RL2
RL1
Polarizer Image 
plane
Figure 3.17: Experimental setup to validate the theoretical findings.
WFC-technique has been realized using a Zeiss Axioimager Z1 upright
microscope. The inset shows a top view of our WFC implementation.
3.5.2 Sample preparation
To test experimentally the reduction of depth-induced aberration with
the use of the SQUBIC phase mask, it is necessary to prepare a 3D
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Figure 3.18: Experimental PSFs of beads located at three different
depths for: (a) conventional system, and SQUBIC-WFC imaging with
(b) A = 20 and A = 50.
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sample with structures located at different depths below the cover-
slip. For this purpose, slides of fluorescent beads are prepared as fol-
lows: fluorescent beads are dried onto a slide (size 26×26×1 mm3,
RI = 1.5171 at 546.07 nm, Fisher) and mounted in optical cement
(RI = 1.47) onto the slide. On the last layer of fluorescent beads, a
coverslip (RI = 1.522, Zeiss) is inserted and the whole slide is intro-
duced into a UV curing lamp (36 W at 365 nm, Salon Supply Store)
for approximately 20 minutes to cure the adhesive. Experimental
PSFs are measured by imaging yellow-green fluorescent carboxylate-
modified beads (Fluospheres, nominal diameter 0.17 µm, Molecular
Probes). Experimental intermediate images are recorded using fluo-
rescent green ring spheres (FocalCheck, nominal outer diameter 6 µm,
green ring stain/blue throughout, Molecular Probes) embedded in op-
tical adhesive as a sample. Note that a-priori beads are not located at
well-characterized depths below the coverslip. As a reference marker
to determine the depths of embedded layers, we dry small beads (0.17
µm in diameter) on the coverslip.
3.5.3 Experimental images
SQUBIC-PSFs are acquired experimentally, using the sample of 0.17
µm fluorescent beads embedded in optical cement (ns = 1.56), on the
Zeiss AxioImager microscope utilizing the WFC imaging path and the
63×/1.4 oil-immersion objective. Single fluorescent beads are found
to be dispersed through five layers through out a 60 µm axial depth
inside the sample. Experimental PSFs are collected at 3 layers of this
sample. The dimension of each stack is 26.2×26.2×20 µm3, and in
each acquisition the corresponding bead is centered appropriately.
Fig. 3.18 shows experimental PSFs for these three different layers
whose separation depth is determined empirically to be 28.51 and 65.09
µm, respectively, relative to the first layer at depth, d0. Whereas
the spreading of the meridian section of the intensity PSF due to the
presence of SA is evident for the CCA case (panel (a) of Fig. 3.18),
this effect is much diminished in the SQUBIC case; qualitatively it
is verified a more constant intensity distribution in the SQUBIC PSF
(panel (b) of Fig. 3.18) as predicted by the simulated PSFs. From
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this figure we can see that experimental PSFs presents qualitatively
the same appearance as the simulated ones.
A quantitative comparison between PSFs measurements is quite
hard due to the limited dynamic range of the CCD, note that the in-
tensity of lateral lobes in the measured PSFs is much smaller than
the intensity of the central lobe. However, since SA degrades the im-
age of 3D objects in the same way, independently of their size, we
compare the performance of both systems in presence of SA using a
larger bead. Particularly, we image 6 µm green ring spheres located
at three different depths below the coverslip: 0, 12 and 27 µm. From
the xz sections shown in Fig. 3.19(a), it is hard to say which systems
is less insensitive to SA. To compare both data, we calculate the cor-
relation coefficients between the first layer and the other two for both
pupils. The obtained correlation coefficients are 0.9952 and 0.9943 for
the CCA case and 0.9970 and 0.9970 for the SQUBIC performance.
Clearly, SQUBIC design provides an invariant system response with
SA. This claim can be also shown if one plots the axial profiles of the
experimental intermediate images, see Fig. 3.19(b). These profiles sup-
port also quantitatively the assumption that SQUBIC imaging model
is SA-invariant.
3.5.4 Experimental restored images
Restored experimental images are evaluated by imaging 6 µm spherical
shells embedded in optical cement (RI = 1.47) with a 63×/1.4 NA oil
immersion objective lens. The acquisition is performed by using the
conventional system (top CCD) and the SQUBIC system with A = 20.
To restore all experimental images, we use the SIEM algorithm of
COSMOS image estimation module. Besides, the effect of noise is
surpressed by imposing a roughness regularization penalti of 0.001 [99].
Fig. 3.20 shows the meridional sections of the 3D experimental
restored image at depths d0, d0 +12 and d0 +27 µm where d0 is closest
depth to the cover slip (∼0 µm). For the restoration process, we use a
single PSFs computed at depth 0 µm.
From this figure, it is observed that in the case of conventional
imaging, the beads can be not restored. Besides, our experimental re-
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(a) xz sections of experimental intermediate images
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Figure 3.19: Experimental intermediate images of a single 6 µm ring-
sphere embedded in optical cement at different depths below the cov-
erslip: (a) meridional sections and (b) axial profiles. Correlation coef-
ficients (red values) are calculated.
stored images present a mismatch due to one might expect that the
best restoration using the PSF located at 0 µm should be the one
for the bead placed at 0 µm. However, our results do not reproduce
that and they suggests that our experimental imaging system has some
residual aberration that is not accounted by the imaging model. Ob-
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viously, this residual distortion is not observed for the SQUBIC case
due to the SQUBIC system is less sensitive to SA.
It is clear that for the SQUBIC case, beads placed over a depth
range of almost 30 µm can be restored successfully using a PSF com-
puted at 0 µm, see second row of Fig. 3.20. In fact, to quantify the
depth-invariability of SQUBIC, correlation coefficients are computed
for the SQUBIC restored images. Assuming that the reference image
to compute the correlation coefficient is the one obtained for the bead
placed at depth 0 µm, the correlation coefficient for the bead located
at 12 and 27 µm is, respectively, 0.9972 and 0.8988. From these high
values we can conclude that SQUBIC-WFC produces a more tolerant
system to SA which implies that restored images of good quality can
be obtained by solving the inverse problem with only one PSF. 1
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Figure 3.20: Meridional sections of restored image of Figs. 3.19 using
a PSF located at 0 µm depth.
1The raw data of the results shown in Figs. 3.19 and 3.20 are provided by
the Computational Imaging Research Laboratory (CIRL) from University of Mem-
phis. Note that these data has been reported in two recent conference papers
(doi:10.1117/12.2077845 and doi:10.1364/COSI.2015.CM2E.4).
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Chapter 4
Structured illumination
microscopy
As previously mentioned in Section 2, the classical WFM does not al-
low the accurate visualization of the 3D structure of a sample due to
the presence of the missing cone. Remember that the missing cone in-
dicates that for each transverse section of the specimen both in-focus
information and out-of-focus blur are present with the same power con-
tribution. As a result, conventional microscopes do not have optical-
sectioning capability.
To provide real 3D imaging, the most common microscopic tech-
niques is confocal scanning microscopy (CSM) [13, 14, 100, 101]. Note
that this method surpasses, at the same time, the resolution limit as-
sociated with WFM both laterally and axially. CSM is based on the
point-wise 3D scanning of a specimen using a small pinhole to reject
the unwanted out-of-focus light. The smaller the pinhole, the higher
the improvement of spatial resolution. However, the use of a very small
pinhole produces a detrimental loss of in-focus signal which outweighs
any resolution benefits. Therefore, CSM operates with finite-size pin-
holes and the lateral resolution achieved is insignificantly increased.
In order to obtain an accurate 3D image of any specimen, structured
illumination microscopy (SIM) can be also implemented. SIM method
presents the advantages of conventional WFM and CSM: only 1D scan-
ning is required because of it is a widefield technique and optically-
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sectioned images are also provided. Besides, with SIM it is possible to
double the lateral resolution without any loss of light.
SIM is based on the modification of the illumination system of a
conventional WFM. In fact, the specimen is illuminated by a structured
excitation pattern. Using this approach, high-resolution information,
which is usually invisible in the regular image, can be encoded into
the observed image and, as a result, after the proper computational
reconstruction process, high-resolution 3D images are obtained.
This chapter is devoted to describe thoughtfully SIM technique
and propose an alternative way to generate high-contrast sinusoidal
patterns in localized axial planes.
1D grating
L1 L2Spatial filter
Structured
pattern
+2
-2
-1
+1
0
fL1 fL2
Figure 4.1: Scheme used to generate a 1D sinusoidal pattern using a
1D grating.
4.1 Theory
In this section, we explain the regular method to create a structured
pattern which is used to illuminate the specimen under research. In
1960s, W. Lukosz et al. [26,27] were the first to surpass the diffraction
limit of resolution by combining extended patterned illumination with
WFM. Their structured pattern is produced by illuminating coherently
a 1D grating using a monochromatic plane wave, see Fig. 4.1, whose
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amplitude transmittance is given by an infinite series of plane waves
S (x) =
∞∑
n=−∞
Sn exp
(
i
2pin
A
x
)
, (4.1)
where Sn is the weight coefficient for each term and A is the spatial
period of the grating. From Eq. (4.1) it is clear that the 1D grating
generates a number of plane waves travelling at different angles.
At the Fourier plane of the imaging system depicted in Fig. 4.1 we
find
S˜ (x) =
∞∑
n=−∞
Snδ
(
x
λf
′
L1
− A
n
)
. (4.2)
As one can see from Fig. 4.1, the telecentric imaging system is
setup in such a way that all diffraction orders generated by the grat-
ing are spatially filtered, except the ±1 orders. Then, the amplitude
distribution at the plane immediately following the Fourier plane can
be expressed as
S˜F (x) = S+1δ
(
x− λf ′L1A
)
+ S−1δ
(
x+ λf
′
L1A
)
. (4.3)
The amplitude distribution at the IP of the imaging system of Fig.
4.1 is obtained as
S
′
(x) = cos
(
2pi
M
′
A
x+ φ
)
, (4.4)
where M
′
= −f ′L2/f ′L1 is the magnification of the imaging system il-
lustrated in Fig 4.1 and φ is a phase shift given by the subtraction
between the argument of S+1 and the argument of S−1. Note that
here we have considered that S+1 = S−1 and we have neglected some
irrelevant factors. As far as one can see from Eq. (4.4), the spatial
frequency of the structured pattern depends exclusively on the period
of the grating used and the lateral magnification of the illumination
system.
In conventional SIM, the intensity distribution of Eq. (4.4) is used
to excite a 3D fluorescent sample
G (x) =
∣∣∣∣cos(2piM ′A x+ φ
)∣∣∣∣2 = 2 [1 + cos(2piA′x+ φ)] , (4.5)
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being A
′
= 2M
′
/p. It is worth to mention that this distribution can
be produced either by the interference of two collimated beams [28,
102, 103], as illustrated in Fig. 4.2, by the imaging of a 1D sinusoidal
grating onto the object plane [23–25] or by using SLMs [104–106].
TL
Beam splitter
Aperture
stop
MO
3D specimen
Monochromatic
collimated beam
1D grating
CCD
1D Structured
pattern
Figure 4.2: Illustration of a SIM in which the structured pattern is
generated using a 1D sinusoidal grating.
As the fluorescent specimen is illuminated by an axially-extended
sinusoidal pattern, see Eq. (4.5), the 3D intensity distribution emitted
by the sample is proportional to the excitation pattern G (x) times the
density of dye molecules O (x; z)
Iem (x, z) = G (x)O (x, z) . (4.6)
In Eq. (4.6), some constant factors of the fluorescent emission are
neglected. Taking into account Eq. (4.6), the 3D intensity distribution
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in the image space is provided by
I (x, z) =
1
M2
{
G
( x
M
)
O
( x
M
,
z
M2
)}
⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2
=
1
M2
{
2
[
1 + cos
(
2pi
A
′
M
x+ φ
)]
O
( x
M
,
z
M2
)}
⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2 .
(4.7)
Note that A
′
denotes the spatial frequency of the grating and M
is the lateral magnification of the imaging system, see Chapter 2. To
understand how the SIM system works, it is interesting to perform
all the calculations in the spatial frequency domain. Therefore, the
Fourier transform of Eq.(4.7) is
I˜ (u, w) = O˜
(
Mu,M2w
)
H (u, w)
+
M2eiφ
2
O˜
(
M
(
u− A
M
)
,Mv,M2w
)
H (u, w)
+
M2e−iφ
2
O˜
(
M
(
u+
A
M
)
,Mv,M2w
)
H (u, w) .(4.8)
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Figure 4.3: Schematization of the object spectrum after suffering a
certain displacement due to the structured illumination. The yellow
circle simulates the aperture of the system.
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From Eq. (4.8) one can realize that using a structured pattern
of intensity distribution G (x) in order to illuminate the specimen,
the range of detectable spatial frequencies can be expanded. As we
will show later on, in SIM the compact support of the 3D OTF is
increased because the Fourier transform of the SIM image, see Eq.
(4.8) is composed by the multiplication of the conventional OTF and
three copies of the object spectrum. One replica of the object spectrum
is centered in the origin of the spatial frequencies, see panel (b) of
Fig. 4.3, and the others two replicas are shifted a distance ±A/M
from the origin, see Fig. 4.3(a) and 4.3(c). Moreover, there is phase
displacement between each term, see Eq. (4.8). As Fig. 4.3 shows,
now different information of the object spectrum is encoded within
the OTF compact support, but disordered. Therefore, one can expect
that if we are able to recompose properly the object spectrum, then the
SIM system produces a synthetic image with higher resolution than in
WFM.
To obtain the high-resolution image, we need to transfer the grid
pattern from the object side in Eq. (4.8) to the PSF side. To face
this task, we can apply well-known phase shifting methods. In fact,
the synthetic image is obtained from combining, at least, three images
with different phase-shifts of the sinusoidal pattern, φi.
Let us explain how the computational reconstruction should be
performed. For that, we rewrite the spectrum given by Eq. (4.8) as
I˜i (u, w) = F0 (u, w) +
eiφi
2
F1 (u, w) +
e−iφi
2
F2 (u, w) , (4.9)
being
F0 (u, w) = O˜
(
Mu,Mv,M2w
)
H (u, w) ,
F1 (u, w) = M
2O˜
(
M
(
u− A
M
)
,Mv,M2w
)
H (u, w) ,
F2 (u, w) = M
2O˜
(
M
(
u+
A
M
)
,Mv,M2w
)
H (u, w) . (4.10)
As Eq. (4.9) shows the spectrum of the image I˜i is given by a linear
combination of three unknown variables, {Fi} for i =0, 1 and 2. With
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this reasoning, we need at least three spectrums (I˜0, I˜1 and I˜2) with
different values of φi to build a system of equations.
At this point, one should choose these phase values and solve the
problem for that particular case. Specially, we particularize Eq. (4.9)
for φi = {0, φ, 2φ}
I˜0 = F0 +
1
2
F1 +
1
2
F2,
I˜1 = F0 +
eiφ
2
F1 +
e−iφ
2
F2,
I˜2 = F0 +
ei2φ
2
F1 +
e−i2φ
2
F2. (4.11)
To obtain the compatibility of the system and the unknown vari-
ables the Cramer rule is used [107]. To this end, we calculate the
determinant of the system of equations
∆ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1
2
1
2
1 e
iφ
2
e−iφ
2
1 e
i2φ
2
e−i2φ
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = i sinφ(cosφ− 1). (4.12)
The system of equations is compatible and has a unique solution if
the condition of compatibility of the system (∆ 6= 0) is satisfied [107].
This implies that φ 6= 0 and pi. For any value of φ fulfilling this
condition, the unknown variables Fi are solved by
F0 =
2 cosφI˜1 − I˜0 − I˜2
2 (cosφ− 1) ,
F1 =
e−i2φ
(
eiφ − 1) I˜0 + (e−i2φ − 1) I˜1 + (1− e−iφ) I˜2
2i sinφ (cosφ− 1) ,
F2 =
ei2φ
(
1− e−iφ) I˜0 + (1− ei2φ − 1) I˜1 + (eiφ − 1) I˜2
2i sinφ (cosφ− 1) .(4.13)
Now, to obtain a particular solution we take, for instance, the value
φ = pi/2. In other words, we take the displacements of the sinusoidal
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pattern as φ0,1,2 = {0, pi/2, pi}. With these values, we find
F0 =
1
2
[
I˜0 + I˜2
]
,
F1 =
1
2i
[
(i− 1)I˜0 + 2I˜1 − (1 + i)I˜2
]
,
F2 =
1
2i
[
(1 + i)I˜0 − 2I˜1 + (1− i)I˜2
]
. (4.14)
Immediately, one can realize that the same operations can be ap-
plied in the spatial domain. Practically, it is more interesting to write
T0 =
1
2
[I0 + I2] ,
T1 =
1
2i
[(i− 1)I0 + 2I1 − (1 + i)I2] ,
T2 =
1
2i
[(1 + i)I0 − 2I1 + (1− i)I2] , (4.15)
where Ti are the inverse Fourier transform of Fi. Then, it is necessary
to combine properly these variables to obtain a synthetic image whose
spectrum is enlarged. To do this, we substitute each captured image
I0 (x, z) =
{[
1 + cos
(
2pi
A
′
M
x
)]
O (x, z)
}
⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2 ,
I1 (x, z) =
{[
1 + cos
(
2pi
A
′
M
x+
pi
2
)]
O (x, z)
}
⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2 ,
I2 (x, z) =
{[
1 + cos
(
2pi
A
′
M
x+ pi
)]
O (x, z)
}
⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2 .
(4.16)
After straightforward mathematical manipulation, we obtain
T0 (x, z) = O (x, z)⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2 , (4.17)
and
T1 (x, z) = T
∗
2 (x, z) =
{
ei2piA
′
/MxO (x, z)
}
⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2 , (4.18)
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From Eq. (4.17) it is clear that this 3D intensity distribution is the
same as the one provided by a WFM.
Our goal now is to build a synthetic image whose 3D intensity
distribution can be expressed as the 3D convolution between the flu-
orescence intensity distribution emitted by the object O (x; z)and a
synthetic 3D PSF provided by the structured illumination system. For
that, we should take into account the following property of the convo-
lution product [54][
e±i2piA
′
x/Mf (x)
]
⊗ g (x) = e±i2piA′x/M
[
f (x)⊗ e∓i2piA′x/Mg (x)
]
.
(4.19)
Using this property, Eq. (4.18) is rewritten as
T1 (x, z) = T
∗
2 (x, z) = e
+i2piA
′
x/M
{
O (x, z)⊗3
[
e−i2piA
′
x/M
∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2]} .
(4.20)
It is clear that in Eq. (4.20) the object distribution is isolated
and the term due to the structured pattern modifies the 3D PSF. The
synthetic image is obtained by
ISIM (x, z) = T0 (x, z) + e
i2piA
′
x/MT1 (x, z) + e
−i2piA′x/MT2 (x, z)
= O (x, z)⊗3
[
1 + cos
(
2piA
′
x/M
)] ∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2
= O (x, z)⊗3 hSIM (x, z) , (4.21)
being
hSIM (x, z) =
∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2 cos2(2piA′
M
x
)
. (4.22)
Equivalently to WFM, it is more illustrative to analyze the SIM
imaging process in the Fourier domain. The SIM system is character-
ized by its synthetic 3D OTF, HSIM (u, w) , obtained as the Fourier
transform of Eq. (4.22)
HSIM (u, w) = H (u, w)⊗3[
δ (u, w) + δ
(
u− A
′
M
, v, w
)
+ δ
(
u+
A
′
M
, v, w
)]
.
(4.23)
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Eq. (4.23) highlights that SIM provides an imaging system in which
the OTF is enlarged as a result of the sum of three shifted copies of the
conventional OTF. As it can be seen in Fig. 4.4, the SIM OTF pro-
vides an extended bandwidth in the u direction, compared to the con-
ventional case. Obviously, the resolution improvement is just achieved
only along the x direction. To achieve a similar resolution improve-
ment along other lateral directions, the grating should be oriented in
the proper direction and a new set of three images should be recorded.
From Fig. 4.4 it is also shown that for A
′
/M = 2 the frequency cutoff
is doubled while the missing cone is still present. This means that the
improvement in lateral resolution is not accompanied by any improve-
ment in optical-sectioning capability. However, it is easy to realize
that using a proper frequency A
′
/M for the grating it is possible to
fill the missing cone and simultaneously increase the lateral resolution,
see Fig. 4.5. Obviously, although the lateral resolution is increased,
the improvement is less than in Fig. 4.4, but the missing cone is com-
pletely filled, so good optically-sectioned images can be obtained. It is
important to realize that these figures the transverse and axial spatial
frequencies are normalized following the definition of Chapter 2.
w(b)
u2
0.5
2
v
u
2
(a)
Figure 4.4: The 3D OTF obtained under structured illumination for
A
′
/M = 2: (a) transverse and (b) meridian sections. Note that al-
though the frequency cutoff is doubled, the missing cone is still present
and therefore there is no optical-sectioning capability.
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Figure 4.5: The 3D OTF obtained under structured illumination for
A/M = 1: (a) transverse and (b) meridian sections. For this value
of the grating frequency, the missing cone is completely filled and
optically-sectioned images can be obtained. However, the gain in lat-
eral resolution is worse than in Fig. 4.4.
4.2 Frequency-tunable SIM
From Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 we show that the conventional SIM system is
not able to provide simultaneously the highest improvement in lateral
resolution and optical sectioning. In fact, the SIM performance de-
pends on the normalized frequency of the grating A
′
/M , so there is a
trade-off between high-resolved images and optically-sectioned images.
In this section we propose a SIM method to obtain a structured il-
lumination pattern whose spatial frequency can be easily tunable. Par-
ticularly, we propose the use of a Fresnel biprism [108,109] to generate
a high-contrast tunabling-period sinusoidal pattern onto the specimen.
See Refs. [110,111] for further details.
The Fresnel biprism is a very simple element which is composed by
two thin prisms joined by their bases, see Fig. 4.6. At this point it
is important to remember that when a spherical wavefront proceeding
from a point source illuminates a Fresnel biprism, the exiting wavefront
is split into two spherical waves that virtually proceed from two virtual
point sources placed at the plane of the original source and separated
by the distance a = 2η(n−1)δ [109] where n and δ are, respectively, the
RI and the refringence angle of the biprism. Note that we are assuming
a thin biprism, so that the angle δ is considered to be small. Besides,
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by shifting the biprism with respect to the real point, η, it is possible
to control at will the separation between the two virtual sources, a.
Since the light emerging from the virtual point sources comes from
the same point source, these sources are mutually coherent and, as a
result, an interference pattern is produced beyond the Fresnel biprism,
as Fig. 4.6 illustrates. The irradiance distribution of this pattern can
be written as
S (x, z) = 1 + cos
[
2pi
x
p(z)
]
. (4.24)
In this equation we have considered the biprism central edge is
aligned with the cartesian OY direction. Eq. (4.24) represents an
axially-extended 1D sinusoidal pattern whose period depends on the
observation plane z by
p(z) = λ
η + z
a
. (4.25)
As we can see from Eq. (4.25), the period of the interference pat-
tern varies with the distance between the point source and the obser-
vation plane and the separation between the virtual point sources. It
is worth mentioning that Eq. (4.24) gives a parageometrical descrip-
tion in which we have neglected the effect of the diffraction at the edge
of the biprism and only the region of the geometrical superposition
of rays coming from the virtual sources through the biprism has been
considered. A more accurate study will be provided in Section 4.4.
To implement experimentally this structured pattern in a SIM
setup, the period of the interference pattern should not change with
the axial distance, it must remain constant. Since the period in such
planes corresponds to the one provided by the biprism under point
source illumination, see Eq. (4.24), the only way of achieving this goal
is to set the distance η to infinity. In other words, we have to separate
infinitely the source from the biprism. This can be performed by in-
serting a converging lens in such a way that its BFP lays on the virtual
twin sources location. Then, now a pair of plane waves interferes and
the period of the interference pattern does not depend on z, and is
given by p
′
= λ/2(n− 1)δ.
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Figure 4.6: Diffracted field by a Fresnel biprism when it is illuminated
by a point source.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of a tunable-frequency SIM using a Fresnel
biprism.
The great advantage of using a biprism is the generation of a struc-
tured pattern whose period is easily tunable. Note that if the con-
verging lens is placed behind the biprism, we generate a couple of
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plane waves whose relative angle can be easily tuned by changing the
separation between the sources, which is the same as varying the axial
position of the biprism with respect to the source plane. Following this
reasoning, the axial displacement of the biprism produces a continuous
variation of the spatial frequency of the structured pattern projected
onto the sample. This setup can be added to a SIM microscope by re-
placing the grating and the plane-wave illumination by a point source,
a Fresnel biprism and a converging lens, as depicted in Fig. 4.7. Apart
from the fact that the spatial frequency of the structured pattern can
be continuously changed, this configuration presents other advantage:
a lateral displacement of the biprism produces the phase delay between
the virtual sources which is required in SIM to apply the phase-shifting
method and reconstruct the final image.
4.3 SIM with an axially-confined struc-
tured pattern
In this section we discuss how it is possible to increase the resolution
in transverse and axial directions. This goal can be achieved by illumi-
nating the specimen with a illumination pattern which is modulated in
both transverse and axial direction [29]. With this 3D excitation inten-
sity pattern, high-resolution optical-sectioned images can be obtained.
Imagine that the specimen is uniformly illuminated apart from one
plane in which a sinusoidal 1D pattern is projected incoherently [24,25].
In this case, the 3D intensity distribution emitted by the sample is
given by
Iemi (x, z) = [1 + δ (z) cos (2piAx+ φi)]O (x, z) . (4.26)
One way to generate this sinusoidal pattern is illustrated in Fig.
4.8, which is based on the incoherent projection of one 1D grating
without taking into account diffraction. This idea is already imple-
mented in the SIM module of Zeiss known as ApoTome. The grid is
inserted into the field diaphragm plane in the illumination pathway of
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Figure 4.8: The incoherent projection of a 1D grating creates the struc-
tured illumination pattern onto the specimen.
a fluorescence WFM and projected onto the specimen. The hallmark is
that the projected grid becomes visible in the focal plane as a result of
specimen features being excited by the structured light. After apply-
ing the corresponding computational process, the out-of-focus image
information is removed and a final optical sectioned image is obtained.
Now, the 3D intensity distribution in the image space can be writ-
ten as
Ii (x, z) =
1
M2
{
O
( x
M
,
z
M2
)[
1 + δ
( z
M2
)
cos
(
2pi
A
′
M
x+ φi
)]}
,
⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2 . (4.27)
From Eq. (4.27) we find that there is no overlapping between differ-
ent sections of the specimen because of the infinitesimal axial extension
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of the structured illumination pattern.
As in Section 4.1, our goal is to transfer the structured pattern of
Eq. (4.27) from the object side to the PSF one. This can be done
again by recording a set of three images {I1, I2, I3} in which the phase
φi is {0, pi/2, pi}. After studying the system in the Fourier domain and
following the same steps as before, it is straightforward to express the
synthetic image as
ISIM (x, z) =
1
M2
O (x, z)⊗3 hSIM (x, z) . (4.28)
Eq. (4.28) shows that if the structured illumination pattern is lo-
cated at one specific axial plane of the specimen, the imaging system
has the property of 3D linearity and stationarity because the 3D SIM
image ISIM (x; zs) is expressed as the 3D convolution between an uni-
formly scaled copy of the object and a synthetic PSF whose expression
is
hSIM (x, z) =
[
1 + δ
( z
M2
)
cos
(
2piA
′
x/M
)] ∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2 . (4.29)
From the point of view of Fourier space, the synthetic OTF ob-
tained as the 3D Fourier transform of Eq. (4.29) is
HSIM (u, w) = H (u, w) +
1
2
Hw
(
u− A
′
M
, v
)
+
1
2
Hw
(
u− A
′
M
, v
)
,
(4.30)
being Hw (u) =
∫
H (u, w) dw. From Eq. (4.30) we can see that the
synthetic OTF is composed by three terms. The first term is the con-
ventional OTF of a regular WFM and consequently the missing cone is
present and optically-sectioned images are not achieved. However, the
other two terms of Eq. (4.30) do not depend on the axial frequency
coordinate w. This means that the missing cone is completely filled,
so the optical-sectioning capability of the SIM system is infinite and
thereupon we can be able to obtain 3D images in a strict way.
Nevertheless, in practice, the axial confinement of the structured
illumination pattern is not possible. Even when the grid is projected
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onto the specimen, the structured illumination pattern has an axial
extension which is given by the depth of focus of the imaging system
used to project the image of the grid [112]. From Eq. (4.30) we realize
that the axial extension of the structured pattern plays a significant
role in the performance of SIM system in terms of its optical-sectioning
capability.
At this point let us consider that our specimen is illuminated by a
structured illumination pattern which is
Gi (x, z) = 1 + V (z) cos
(
2piA
′
x+ φi
)
, (4.31)
where V (z) represents the axial modulation of the structured pattern.
For this case, the 3D intensity distribution at the CCD plane can be
written as
Ii (x, z) =
1
M2
O
( x
M
,
z
M2
,
)
⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2
+
1
M2
{
O
( x
M
,
z
M2
,
)
V
( z
M2
)
cos
(
2pi
A
′
M
x+ φi
)}
⊗3
∣∣∣h′ (x; z)∣∣∣2 .
(4.32)
Again, following the same procedure as before, the synthetic image
is given by
ISIM (x, z) =
1
M2
O (x; z)⊗3{[
1 + V
( z
M2
)
cos
(
2piA
′
x/M
)] ∣∣∣h′ (x, z)∣∣∣2} .
(4.33)
It is worth to mention that the SIM imaging system whose 3D
image is provided by Eq. (4.33) is defined by the following synthetic
PSF
hSIM (x; zs) =
[
1 + V
( zs
M2
)
cos
(
2piA
′
x/M
)] ∣∣∣h′ (x; zs)∣∣∣2 .
(4.34)
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and, consequently, by the following synthetic OTF
HSIM (u, w) = H (u, w) +
1
2
V˜
(−M2w)⊗1 H (u− A′
M
, v,w
)
+
1
2
V˜
(−M2w)⊗1 H (u+ A′
M
, v, w
)
,
(4.35)
being ⊗1 the convolution operator along the axial direction and V˜ (w)
the 1D Fourier transform of the axial modulation function V (z). As in
Eq. (4.30) the synthetic OTF is expressed by the sum of three terms
which only the two last terms of Eq. (4.35) present optical-sectioning
capability. Note that this capability depends strongly on the function
V (z) and the spatial frequency of the sinusoidal pattern, A
′
.
As an example, we consider that the function V (z) follows a Gaus-
sian distribution whose width it is well-defined by the parameter σ
V (z) = exp
(
− z
2
2σ2
)
. (4.36)
Fig. 4.9 shows four views of the 3D synthetic OTF obtained un-
der axially-confined structured illumination. These meridian sections
have been computationally calculated by varying both the width of the
axial function V (z), see top row, and the spatial frequency of the sinu-
soidal pattern A
′
, see bottom row. From this figure we can extract the
following conclusion. Firstly, from panels (a) and (b) it is clear that
the missing cone is not present which means that the axial frequencies
of the 3D object can be transferred by the SIM system. Besides, the
narrower axial function V (z), the higher optical-sectioning capability.
Secondly, we can realize how the OTF changes with respect to the
spatial frequency A
′
, see panels (c) and (d). An observation of panel
(c) tell us that using a structured illumination pattern which is axially-
confined and whose spatial frequency is A
′
= 2 we are able to obtain
a synthetic image in which there is a 3D resolution improvement. The
cutoff lateral frequency doubles while the missing cone is still filled.
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Figure 4.9: Four meridional views of the 3D OTF obtained under
axially-confined structured illumination. Note that the axial confine-
ment is given by a Gaussian function whose width is σ.
4.4 Frequency-tunable SIM with 3D im-
provement in its resolution power
The main purpose of this section is to propose a new method for genera-
tion of high-contrast fringes with spatially-incoherent illumination and
high-light throughput [113]. The method for producing such fringes
is, somehow, based on the Lau experiment [114–118]. Specifically,
we propose the use of an array of linear, spatially-incoherent sources
for the illumination of a Fresnel biprism. With this arrangement sets
of axially-extended, mutually-incoherent, laterally shifted cosine pat-
terns are produced. Depending on the parameters of the setup, there
are some planes where the patterns superpose resonantly, giving rise
to fringe patterns of high visibility. These high-visibility, or resonant,
patterns are surrounded by patterns of very low visibility. So that, we
are able to create axially-modulated sinusoidal patterns which can be
used as the illumination pattern in SIM.
This approach has some advantages over previous methods for the
generation of structured pattern modulated axially. One is the flexi-
bility of our method to control the fringes period by shifting axially
the biprism. Second is the rapid axial fall-off in visibility around the
high-contrast fringe planes. Third, the contrast is not reduced in our
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proposal as in incoherently imaging of the grating happens [24, 25].
And, finally, our axial modulation is comparable with the one gener-
ated by the interference of three coherent waves [29].
4.4.1 Axially-modulated frequency-tunable struc-
tured illumination
Let us start by recalling the case in which a quasimonochromatic light-
beam, proceeding from a spatially-incoherent planar source, illumi-
nates a thin diffracting object. We assume that the object and the
source planes are parallel to each other, so that we can define an op-
tical axis as done in the Fig. 4.10(a). If we name as η the distance
between the source and the object, then we can write the irradiance
distribution on an arbitrary plane placed at a distance z beyond the
object as [119]
I (x, z; η) =
1
M2s
Is
(
x
Ms
)
⊗2 I0 (x, z; η) . (4.37)
In Eq. (4.37), Is (x) denotes the normalized irradiance distribution
of the planar source, I0 (x, z; η) is the irradiance distribution generated
at the observation plane by a point source placed at the intersection
between the optical axis and the planar source, and Ms = −z/η is a
geometrical scale factor between the source and the observation planes.
Assuming that our diffracting object is a Fresnel biprism, the irradiance
distribution I0 (x, z; η) of the interference pattern generated beyond the
Fresnel biprism is given by Eq. (4.24).
Our aim here is to obtain periodic fringes whose period does not
change with the axial distance, so that the period is the same in all
the planes of resonance. As in previous sections, this can be performed
by simply inserting a converging lens, with focal length f , between the
sources and the biprism, as shown in Fig. 4.10(b), in such a way that
the source plane coincides with the FFP of the lens. In this case, the
interference pattern provided by the biprism can be written as
I0 (x, z; η =∞) = 1 + cos
(
2pi
x
p′
)
, (4.38)
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Figure 4.10: Geometric scheme for (a) studying the diffracted field by a
diffracting object illuminated by a spatially-incoherent monochromatic
planar source and (b) for the production of far-field periodic resonant
patterns.
where now the period of the fringe pattern p
′
= λ/2(n− 1)δ does not
change with z. Replacing Eq. (4.38) into Eq. (4.37) we obtain
I (x, z; η =∞) = I˜s (0)
M2s
[
1 + V (z) cos
(
2pi
x
p′
+ Φ (z)
)]
, (4.39)
where
I˜s (u) =
∣∣∣I˜s (u)∣∣∣ exp [Φs (u)] , (4.40)
stands for the Fourier transform of the irradiance distribution of the
source.
The visibility and the phase shift of the cosine pattern is given by
V (z) =
I˜s
(
Ms/p
′
, 0
)
I˜s (0)
, (4.41)
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and
Φ (z) = Φs
(
Ms/p
′
, 0
)
. (4.42)
Eq. (4.41) shows that the spatially-incoherent planar source pro-
duces a fringe pattern whose visibility is given by the Fourier transform
of the irradiance variations of the source along the x direction (perpen-
dicular to the biprism arista). This result is a particular case of the
Van Cittert-Zernike theorem [46]. It is worth to mention that the visi-
bility depends on the distance z through the geometrical magnification
Ms.
We particularize the above study to the case of special interest
in which the quasimonochromatic source is composed by an array of
mutually incoherent, equidistant, point sources arranged perpendicular
to the biprism edge. For simplicity, we assume N sources that have
the same intensity, Ip, and are distributed symmetrically to the optical
axis. Then, the irradiance distribution of the source is
Is (x) =
N∑
l=1
Ipδ (x− xl, y) , (4.43)
where
xl =
(
N + 1
2
− l
)
x0, (4.44)
being x0 the separation between neighboring point sources. By using
Eq. (4.37), in this case the irradiance distribution is
I (x, z; η =∞) = Ip
N∑
l=1
I0
(
x−M ′sxl, y, z; η =∞
)
, (4.45)
being M
′
s = −z/f .
According to Eq. (4.41), the visibility of the irradiance pattern at
any observation plane can be written in this case as
V (z) =
sin
(
piNM
′
sx0/p
′)
N sin (piM ′sx0/p
′)
. (4.46)
Eq. (4.46) is a periodic function that takes significant values only
in a discrete set of planes on which the argument of both sin functions
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achieve an integer multiple of pi. This condition determines the planes
of maximum visibility and these planes will be named, here after, as
the planes of axial resonance. These planes appear at distances
zm = m
λf
2(n− 1)δx0 , (4.47)
from the biprism plane, where m is an integer number. Since the
relation between zm and m is linear, the maximum-visibility planes
are equidistant with an axial period for this resonant superposition
T = λf/ [2(n− 1)δx0], see Fig. 4.11. Note, however, that the position
of such planes does not depend on the number of point sources N .
Furthermore, Eq. (4.46) indicates that the greater the number of slits,
the highest the axial localization of the planes of resonance.
It is worth to mention that, as stated above, the structure of the
incoherent source along the y direction does not influence the visibility
of the fringes but only their maximum irradiance. Thus, the same res-
onances could be obtained if instead of using an array of point sources
one would use an array of linear sources with equal total irradiance.
It is interesting to note that the result in Eq. (4.46) can be also ob-
tained by realizing that Eq. (4.45) represents a superposition of scaled
and laterally-shifted versions of the period pattern I0 (x, z; η =∞). In
planes for which these lateral shift equals an integer multiple of the
period, a high visibility irradiance distribution is obtained.
On the other hand, it is clear that in a realistic experimental sit-
uation the width ∆ of the sources along the x direction would not be
infinitesimal. Then, the irradiance distribution of the source can be
written as the convolution between Is (x) in Eq. (4.43) and a rectangle
of width ∆. Consequently, the visibility at any observation plane is
given by
V (z) =
sin
(
piNM
′
sx0/p
′)
N sin (piM ′sx0/p
′)
sinc
(
∆
M
′
s
p′
)
. (4.48)
The main difference between Eqs. (4.46) and (4.48) is the sinc
function envelope, which appears because of the finite size of the inco-
herent sources. This factor makes the visibility of the planes of axial
resonance to decrease along the axial direction, as shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Note that the lower the modulation (fill-factor or duty cycle), ∆/x0,
of the set of slit sources, the smoothest the variation of this function.
Note also that the positions of the planes of axial resonance (maxi-
mum, although not unit visibility) are still given by Eq. (4.47) as far
as this variation is smooth.
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Figure 4.11: Visibility of fringe patterns behind the biprism, when the
array of linear sources is placed at the infinity by using of a converging
lens. For the calculation of these curves we assume a particular case:
n = 1.5, δ = 0.51◦, λ = 0.634 µm, f = 200 mm, x0 = 400 µm and
∆ = 60 µm.
Up to now, the whole formalism developed gives a parageometrical
description in which we have neglected the effect of the diffraction at
the edges of the biprism and only the region of the geometrical super-
position of rays coming from the virtual sources through the biprism
has been considered. In this way, the results presented above are ac-
curate enough as far as the envelope function of the diffraction effects
on the biprism is very smooth as compared with the cosine pattern.
It is worth noting that with the parageometrical approach the axial
position of the maxima and minima of high-visibility patterns can be
predicted accurately using Eq. (4.48), but this approximation is not
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accurate enough for the calculation of V (z). At this point, we present
a more accurate description of the diffracted field by the biprism.
Taking into account the biprism edge, the full description of the
irradiance pattern at every transverse plane can be expressed as a
modulated version of the parageometrical model predictions. In fact,
now the fringes provided by the parageometrical model are modified by
diffraction effects, due to the fact that the waves, which diverge from
the two virtual sources, are not complete, but are abruptly cut off at
the arista of the biprism [108, 109], which acts as a straight edge. A
reliable evaluation of the fringes profile and their visibility requires the
exact calculation of the diffraction pattern produced by the biprism.
Note that although our wave model only takes into account the central
edge of the biprism, neglecting the external edge, the usual practical
configurations justify this approach.
To obtain the amplitude distribution behind the Fresnel biprism
when it is illuminated by a spherical wave, one uses the Fresnel-Kirchhoff
integral [49] assuming the usual approximation of a thin object. The
biprism can be modeled as a thin object whose transmission function
is given by t
′
= [t (x) + t (−x)], where t (x) is written as
t (x) = exp (−i2piu0x) step (x) , (4.49)
being u0 = 1/2p
′
= (n−1)δ/λ and step (x) the unit step function [51].
After straightforward manipulations, the expression of the ampli-
tude distribution beyond the biprism, for the case of a monochromatic
point (or linear) source placed at the infinity (at the FFP of a converg-
ing lens) can be obtained as
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U
′
0 (x, z) =
1√
2M
exp
[
−i pi
λzM
(x+ λzu0)
2
]
×{
1 + i
2
+ Fres
[√
2
λzM
(x+ λzu0)
]}
+
1√
2M
exp
[
−i pi
λzM
(x− λzu0)2
]
×{
1 + i
2
+ Fres
[√
2
λzM
(x+ λzu0)
]}
,
(4.50)
where
Fres [α] =
∫ α
0
exp
(
i
pi
2
x2
)
dx = C (α) + iS (α) . (4.51)
In this definition, C (x) and S (x) are the Fresnel integrals defined
as the criterion of Abramowitz [51].
From Eq. (4.50), the irradiance distribution can be written as
I
′
0 (x, z; η =∞) =
env (x, z)
2M
[
1 + V (x, z) cos
(
2pi
x
p′
)]
, (4.52)
where the expression of env (x, z) is
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env (x, z) = 1 + C
[√
2
λzM
(x+ λzu0)
]2
+ S
[√
2
λzM
(x+ λzu0)
2
]2
+C
[√
2
λzM
(x+ λzu0)
]
+ S
[√
2
λzM
(x+ λzu0)
]2
+C
[√
2
λzM
(x− λzu0)
]2
+ S
[√
2
λzM
(x− λzu0)2
]2
−C
[√
2
λzM
(x− λzu0)
]
+ S
[√
2
λzM
(x− λzu0)
]2
,
(4.53)
and V (x, z) is given by
V (x, z) = 1
env (x, z)
{1 + 2C
[√
2
λzM
(x+ λzu0)
]
C
[√
2
λzM
(x− λzu0)
]
−2S
[√
2
λzM
(x+ λzu0)
]
S
[√
2
λzM
(x− λzu0)
]
+C
[√
2
λzM
(x+ λzu0)
]
S
[√
2
λzM
(x+ λzu0)
]
−C
[√
2
λzM
(x− λzu0)
]
S
[√
2
λzM
(x− λzu0)
]
.
(4.54)
The irradiance diffraction patterns behind the Fresnel biprism are
completely described by the Eq. (4.52). The interference terms of the
Eqs. (4.38) and (4.52) have the same period, p
′
.
For the case of an incoherent source composed by N linear sources
(as the source that is described in Eq. (4.43)), the irradiance distribu-
tion, given by the Eq. (4.37), can be calculated by using Eq. (4.52).
As an example, in Fig. 4.12, we show the numerically-evaluated fringe
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Figure 4.12: Numerically-evaluated fringe patterns located behind the
biprism for different number N of incoherent point sources located at
the infinity. For the calculation we set n = 1.5, δ = 0.51◦, 0.634 µm,
f = 200 mm, x0 = 400 µm and ∆ = 60 µm.
patterns for the case of N = 1 and 5 linear incoherent sources placed
at the infinity from the biprism. As predicted previously, the axial
modulation of the visibility increases with the number of slits in the
sources. The planes of resonance are marked with dashed lines.
To sum up, high-contrast structured pattern is obtained using the
optical setup of Fig. 4.10(b). The advantage of the method proposed
here is twofold. On the one hand, the period of the resonant fringes,
which is kept constant, can be tuned by axially displacing the biprism
when the biprism is placed between the sources plane and the converg-
ing lens plane. On the other hand, the higher number of slits N in
the grating source produces a very rapid reduction on the visibility of
the fringes in the vicinity of the planes of resonance. Additionally, it is
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worth to mention that since the Fresnel biprism is a pure-phase object,
our proposal exhibits also a high light-throughput capability.
Fresnel biprism
1D grating
LED
MO
CCD
Converging lens
z
f
Converging lensLED Grating Objective lens
CCD
Fresnelbiprism
Observation plane
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.13: (a) Experimental setup and (b) illustration of the opti-
cal arrangement used for the production of resonant superposition of
interference fringe.
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4.4.2 Experimental verification
First of all, we demonstrate the capability of a Fresnel biprism for
producing the resonant superposition of interference fringes. To face
this task, the experimental setup shown in Fig. 4.13 is built. For
the implementation of the quasi-monochromatic mutually-incoherent
linear sources, a 1D binary grating of period x0 = 400 µm and aperture
∆ = 60 µm is illuminated with the light proceeding from an ultrabright
red LED whose emission wavelength is 634 ± 14 nm. The Fresnel
biprism used has a refringence angle δ and refracting index n such
that (n− 1) δ = (0.25± 0.02) ◦, previously measured using an Abbe
refractometer. To capture the interference patterns we use an 2.5×
MO (NA = 0.075) and a CCD composed by 765×578 pixels of 11 µm,
size each.
In our experiment we use a source grating composed by N = 1
and 5 slits. To keep constant the period of the structured pattern, the
grating is placed at the FFP of the converging lens of focal length of
f = 200 mm. With this setup we capture experimental patterns at
planes perpendicular to the optical axis. The irradiance distribution
at the meridian plane is plotted in Fig. 4.14. We can compare these
patterns with the ones evaluated numerically from our formula (see
Fig. 4.12). The similarity between experimental and calculated results
is apparent. Within the represented axial range we could find two
planes of resonance (marked with dashed line in the figure) at distances
z1 = 35.2 mm and z2 = 70 mm. Experimental patterns obtained at
different axial positions behind the biprism for N = 5 are shown in
Fig. 4.15. In the left column we show patterns of very low visibility
and in the right one we show some planes of resonance. Then we can
measure the period of the fringes in those two planes of resonance and
we obtain p
′
1 = (69± 4) µm and p′2 = (67± 4) µm. As predicted, the
period of resonant fringes is kept, within the error range, constant.
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Figure 4.14: Experimental irradiance distribution, along the axial di-
rection, for different number of finite-width sources. (a) N = 1 and
(b) N = 5 sources when the grating is located at back focal plane of
converging lens.
Finally we estimate, plane by plane, the visibility of the fringes
obtained at different distances from the biprism. For this calculation
we compute the Fourier transform of the irradiance pattern, at each
plane, and evaluate the visibility as two times the quotient between
the +1 order and the zero order. In Fig. 4.16 the experimental values
are presented and compared with the theoretical ones. The agreement
between them is high. It is important to highlight that in both curves
the distance between to planes of maximum contrast is 34 mm.
To prove the utility of our proposal in SIM, we perform a microscope
operated in transmission mode in which we increase the resolution
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z = 18.2 mm z = 35.2 mm
z = 52.2 mm z = 62.2 mm
Figure 4.15: Interference patterns obtained, for N = 5, at different dis-
tances from Fresnel biprism. The patterns shown in the right column
correspond to the first and second planes of resonance.
power of the imaging system and also the optical-sectioning capability
is improved as compared to the coherent version of our configuration
which means a point source.
The experimental setup used is depicted in Fig. 4.17. The illumi-
nation system is composed by a LED with central wavelength of 500
nm and 20 nm of spectral FWHM, a 1D grating of period 0.387 mm
and a Fresnel biprism whose refringence angle δ and refracting index
n are, respectively, 0.5◦ and 1.51. Note that the grating is illuminated
incoherently from the light emerging of the filter and the grating is
placed at η with respect a Fresnel biprism.
It is worth to mention that before implementing the incoherent SIM
of tunable spatial frequency using the Fresnel biprism it is required to
setup the coherent SIM in order to locate all optical elements at their
proper positions. First of all, the light proceeding from the output of
an optical fiber coupled with a standard Argon laser (λ = 514 nm) is
collimated using a converging lens (L1) of focal length fL1 = 300 mm
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Figure 4.16: Visibility plot for the simulated (∆) and experimental
data (•). In both cases, the number of slits are N = 5.
and the biprism is placed between both elements. After the L1 lens
we insert another converging lens (L2) with the same focal length to
generate a real pair of point sources at its BFP. These point sources
must be projected onto the aperture stop of a 20× /0.4 MO. Once the
illumination MO is inserted, we introduce the sample under research
and its scattered light is collected by a standard microscope with a non-
infinity-corrected MO, whose magnification and numerical aperture are
10× and NA = 0.45, such that the image of the specimen is produced
at the CCD plane. The CCD sensor is composed by 1392×1040 square
pixels of size 4.4 µm.
Since the structured illumination is provided by the coherent il-
lumination of the biprism using a real point source, then the axial
extension of this structured pattern is infinite. When we replace the
point source by the LED and the 1D grating, now the structured pat-
tern are axially located at some specific positions, see Section 4.4.1,
and consequently the collection system should be shifted in such a way
that a high-contrast visibility sinusoidal pattern is located at the FFP
of the MO. In this way, the image of the structured pattern is formed
at the CCD plane.
To test the resolution power of our proposal, a section of rat brain
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Figure 4.17: (a) Experimental setup and (b) illustration of the inco-
herent SIM using 1D grating illuminated incoherently and a Fresnel
biprism in order to achieve an axially-modulated structured pattern.
is imaged. In the specimen plane, the spatial period of the structured
pattern is 1.08 µm. In Fig. 4.18 it is shown the image provided by the
conventional WFM, see panel (a), and the synthetic image provided by
applying the reconstruction process described in Section 4.1, see panel
(b). From this figure it is clear that the incoherent SIM is not affected
by speckle effects, so more details are presented in the synthetic image.
For better visualization of additional information obtained in the syn-
thetic image, we can see Fig. 4.18(c), which is the subtractive image
between Fig. 4.18(b) and (a). To see the improvement of the resolu-
tion power in SIM, the areas inside the red squares of Figs. 4.18(a) and
(b) are zoomed in Fig. 4.19. A closer view reveals that finer details
are visible in the synthetic image in comparison with the conventional
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30 µm(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.18: Images of a section of rat brain taken with (a) conventional
WFM and (b) SIM. In (c) the subtractive image obtained from the
conventional and SIM images is shown.
image.
(a) (b)
5 µm
Figure 4.19: Zoomed images of the areas inside the red square of Fig.
19(a) and (b). See that finer details are now resolved using SIM.
To quantify the optical-sectioning capability it is necessary to mea-
sure the normalized integrated intensity by an axial scanning of a thin
fluorescent layer (remember Section 2.4). As thin fluorescent layer we
use two coverslips and between them we insert a drop of liquid of regu-
lar fluorescent highlighter. Moreover, to avoid any movement between
both coverslips we fix them using nail varnish. Since it is a fluorescent
process, now the sample emits light of wavelength higher than the one
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used in the illumination. In order to block the excitation wavelength
and permit only the emission wavelength to pass toward the CCD a
barrier filter of cutoff wavelength λc = 550 nm is inserted.
In Fig. 4.20, the normalized integrated intensity is plotted using
both coherent and incoherent SIM. It is worth noting that the spatial
frequency of the structured pattern in both measurements was the
same due to the biprism did not move during the acquisition. Fig.
4.20 shows clearly that the integrated intensity is narrower because
the axial extension of the structured pattern is not infinite as in the
coherent case. If we use the FWHM as the parameter for evaluating the
optical-sectioning capability, we find from Fig. 4.20 a FWHM value of
16.85 µm for the coherent SIM and of 12.08 µm for the incoherent one,
which means that using our approach the integrated intensity has been
reduced by 30% and, consequently, the optical-sectioning capability has
been improved.
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Figure 4.20: Experimental evaluation of the optical-sectioning capabil-
ity: normalized integrated intensity using a coherent and an incoherent
SIM with the same spatial frequency of the structured pattern.
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Chapter 5
Digital holographic
microscopy
Holography was invented by Dennis Gabor in 1948 [120, 121] as a
method to record and reconstruct the amplitude and phase of a cer-
tain field. This implies a big difference with respect to conventional
imaging techniques which are only able to record the irradiance dis-
tribution, losing all the phase information, of the field emerging from
a certain scene. Holography is the science and practice of generating
holograms, which are interference patterns between the scattered wave-
front by an object (object wave) and a coherent background (reference
wave) [122,123].
This chapter is devoted to study digital holography, by recording
the hologram onto the surface of a digital sensor. Particularly, the
digital holography is applied to analyze microscopic samples. Since
the holographic recording itself does not provide an image of the ob-
ject under study, the corresponding image is obtained after applying
a digital reconstruction process. Next we will describe carefully the
optical recording and the reconstruction method used to retrieve the
complex amplitude distribution in a digital holographic microscope
(DHM) [40,124,125]. Later the drawbacks introduced by using a non-
telecentric imaging system are presented. One of the problems of using
non-telecentric geometry is the decrease of the resolution limit which
is present in the majority of off-axis DHMs reported in the literature.
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In Section 5.3 the lateral resolution of an off-axis DHM through the
variation of the recording distance and the zero-padding technique is
evaluated to confirm that DHM is a resolution invariant technique in
terms of these two parameters provided that it operates within the
angular spectrum regime. On the other hand, since label-free quanti-
tative phase imaging (QPI) of transparent microscopic specimens is the
distinctive hallmark of DHM, in Section 5.4 two approaches in DHM
will be present to provide accurate phase measurements. Finally, we
will show the application of DHM to screen for diabetes.
5.1 Digital holographic microscopy
Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) allows us the reconstruction of
a complex wavefield of a microscopic sample [40, 123–125]. The basic
idea is to record the complex amplitude distribution scattered by an
object field into an interference pattern with a reference wave from
the acquisition of a single digital hologram. DHM is a hybrid imaging
technique that can be understood as the application in cascade of two
processes. The first stage is the optical recording of a digital holo-
gram. In this stage the sampling frequency, the wavefield propagation,
and interference phenomena determine which spatial frequencies are
recorded. The second stage is the numerical recovery of the wavefield
scattered by the object. After applying a numerical reconstruction
approach, this technique allows us both, numerical refocusing to dif-
ferent planes and the quantitative map of the phase distribution on
the specimen under research. Thanks to these two features, DHM has
become a useful method for testing biological cells [126–130] and the
characterization of mechanical structures [131,132].
In this section, we provide a thorough description of DHM systems.
As DHM can be understood as two independent stages, firstly we eval-
uate the performance of the imaging system in the optical recording,
and secondly we explain the way of retrieving the complex amplitude
distribution of the sample under research.
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5.1.1 Optical recording
In the recording stage, only the effects of diffraction and interference
are taken into account. The DHM depicted in Fig. 5.1 is a modified
Mach-Zenhder interferometer where the light comes from a laser of
wavelength λ. The light proceeding from a laser is collimated by a
converging lens (CL) and the resultant plane beam impinges on a cubic
beam splitter (BS1). The split beams are usually known as the object
(O) and the reference (R) waves, respectively.
MO
Pupil
Sensor
CL
Laser BS1
BS2M1
M2
dSpecimen
TL
R
O
fTL
z
IP
Figure 5.1: Scheme of an off-axis transmission DHM. In a general
case, the MO and the TL are arranged in non-telecentric mode.. CL:
converging lens; BS1 and BS2: beam-splitters; R:reference wave; O:
object wave; M1 and M2: mirrors; MO: microscope objective; TL:
tube lens and IP: image plane
From Fig. 5.1 it is easy to realize that a conventional light mi-
croscope, commonly called as the host microscope, is engaged in the
object arm of the interferometer. The wavefield scattered by the spec-
imen of amplitude distribution O (x) is imaged by an imaging system
composed by a infinity-corrected MO and a TL. Since the object is
set at the FFP of the MO, the image of the sample, whose amplitude
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distribution is UIP (x), is then obtained at the BFP of the TL. Note
that this plane is the IP of the host microscope.
The complex wavefield UIP (x) produced by the host microscope at
the IP is given by
UIP (x) =
1
M2
eik0(2fMO+d+fTL) exp
(
i
k
2C
|x|2
)
×
[
O
( x
M
)
⊗2 p˜
(
x
λfTL
)]
.
(5.1)
Remembering that this equation has been previously described in
Chapter 2, see Eq. (2.3). In Eq. (5.1) we find a quadratic phase term
whose radius of curvature is
C =
f 2TL
fTL − d. (5.2)
The presence of this phase factor is due to the use of a non-
telecentric geometry (d 6= fTL) for the host microscope. As we will
show later, the existence of this quadratic phase term presents impor-
tant drawbacks on phase measurements and the resolution capability
of non-telecentric DHM systems, see Section 5.2 for further details.
The irradiance pattern, called hologram, captured at any plane
from the IP is the result of the interference between the complex wave-
field produced by the microscope at a distance z from the IP,
UIP (x; z) =
i
λz
eikz
[
UIP (x)⊗2 exp
(
i
k
2z
|x|2
)]
, (5.3)
and a tilted plane wave,
R (x) =
√
IR exp [ik (sin θx · x+ sin θy · y)] , (5.4)
where IR is the irradiance of the reference wave. It is worth to mention
that to achieve an off-axis configuration, both the beam-splitter BS2
and the mirror M2, which both reflect the reference wave R, are slightly
tilted such that the reference wavefield interferes with the object wave
O with an angle of θ = (θx, θy) with respect the optical axis. Then,
the hologram H (x; z) is
H (x; z) = |U (x; z)|2 + |R (x)|2 + U (x; z)R∗ (x) + U∗ (x; z)R (x) ,
(5.5)
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where z < 0 refers to planes located in front of the IP, | · |2 represents
the square modules and the sign ∗ is the complex conjugate operation.
As clear from Eq. (5.5), the hologram is composed by four terms.
Whereas the first two terms do not carry any information about the
phase of the object and the angle of the reference wave, the third and
fourth terms encode the whole sample information. They generate
the real and virtual image of the object, respectively; both images are
known as twin-images.
As the hologram described by Eq. (5.5) is recorded on a surface of
a discrete sensor (CCD or CMOS) with N×N square pixels of ∆x µm
side, the digital recording of Eq. (5.5) is written as
HD (m,n; z) =
∑
m
∑
n
H (x, y; z) rect
(x
L
,
y
L
)
δ (x−mN∆x, y − nN∆x) ,
(5.6)
being (m,n) the discrete transverse coordinates and L × L the area
of the sensitive chip which is related with the pixel size and the total
number of pixels, L = N ·∆x.
5.1.2 Numerical reconstruction
From Eq. (5.5) or its discrete version, depicted in Eq. (5.6), it is clear
that the object information O(·) is mixed with other undesired terms.
The goal of the reconstruction stage is to separate these undesired
terms from the object information in order to provide well-contrasted
images of the information of interest, UIP (·), with the minimum noise
as possible.
Let us describe carefully the reconstruction process. To face this
task, it is interesting to analyze the hologram in the Fourier domain.
For that, firstly, we perform the Fourier Transform of Eq. (5.6). The
expression of the Fourier transform of the discrete hologram is
H˜D (q, s; z) =
1
∆x2
∑
q
∑
s
H˜ (u, v; z)⊗2 L2sinc (Lu, Lv)⊗2
δ
(
u− q
N∆x
, v − s
N∆x
)
. (5.7)
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Remembering that the sign ∼ refers to the 2D Fourier transform,
(u, v) are the transverse spatial frequencies and (q, s) are the discrete
ones. Note that Eq. (5.7) has been derived by using the convolution
theorem and assuming the Fourier transform of the rectangle and comb
functions [54]. From this equation it is evident that the Fourier trans-
form of the recorded hologram, H˜D (q, s; z), depends of the Fourier
transform of Eq. (5.5), H˜ (u, v; z). Thus, we should calculate the 2D
Fourier transform of the hologram provided by Eq. (5.5) to obtain
H˜ (u, v; z) = DC (u, v; z)+U˜ (u, v; z)⊗2R˜∗ (u, v)+U˜∗ (u, v; z)⊗2R˜ (u, v) .
(5.8)
Eq. (5.8) shows that the Fourier transform of the hologram is
composed by three distinguishable terms, see Fig. 5.2(b). The first of
these three terms corresponds to the Fourier transform of the first two
terms of Eq. (5.5),
DC (u, v; z) = U˜ (u, v; z) ∗2 U˜∗ (u, v; z) + R˜ (u, v) ∗2 R˜∗ (u, v) , (5.9)
being ∗2 the 2D cross correlation operator. Since the first two terms
of Eq. (5.5) do not carry any information about the object phase and
the angle of the interference pattern, its Fourier transform is always
set at the center of the spectrum, as Fig. 5.2(b) depicts. Both Fourier
transforms produce the zero-order of diffraction and it is usually known
as the DC term [133]. The other two terms of Eq. (5.8) are identified,
respectively, as the +1 term, U˜ ⊗2 R˜∗, and the −1 term, which is the
complex conjugated term of the +1 order, U˜∗⊗2 R˜. Note that because
they are the Fourier transforms of the defocused image and virtual
image provided, see Eq. (5.5), the ±1 terms encode the whole sample
information, both in amplitude and phase. On the other hand, since
our DHM setup follows an off-axis configuration, the ±1 diffraction
orders are arranged symmetrically around the DC term in the Fourier
space. Particularizing that the reference wave is a plane wave, see Eq.
(5.4), and noting that the Fourier transform of a plane wave is a Dirac
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delta function, δ (·) [54], Eq. (5.8) can be rewritten as
H˜ (u, v; z) = DC (u, v; z) + U˜ (u, v; z)⊗2 δ
(
u− sin θx
λ
, v − sin θy
λ
)
+
U˜∗ (u, v; z)⊗2 δ
(
u+
sin θx
λ
, v +
sin θy
λ
)
. (5.10)
Taking into account the convolution property of the delta function
[54], which says that the convolution between a delta function and any
other function merely reproduces the other function, f(x) ⊗ g(x) =
f(x), Eq. (5.10) is
H˜ (u, v; z) = DC (u, v; z) + U˜
(
u− sin θx
λ
, v − sin θy
λ
; z
)
+
U˜∗
(
u+
sin θx
λ
, v +
sin θy
λ
; z
)
. (5.11)
This equation highlights that whereas the spatial frequencies of
the DC term are always placed at the center of the spectrum of the
hologram, the frequencies of the ±1 terms are located symmetrically
around it and their position is proportional to the interference angle
θ = (θx, θy).
To retrieve the image of the sample, first of all one should crop the
spatial frequencies of the +1 diffraction order from Fig. 5.2(b), see
Fig. 5.2(c). Typically, this process is named as spatial filtering [134].
If the hologram, and therefore its Fourier transform, is composed by
N × N pixels, the cropped +1 term is formed by L × L pixels. The
value of L depends on different parameters, see Ref. [133] for further
information, but always satisfying that L < N/4 when the hologram
is correctly recorded. After the spatial filtering, it is clear that the
filtered Fourier transform of Eq. (5.7),
H˜FD (q, s; z) =
(
L
∆x
)2∑
q
∑
s
U˜
(
u− sin θx
λ
, v − sin θy
λ
; z
)
(5.12)
It is worth to mention that the filtered Fourier transform exhibits
a displacement in the spectrum which depends on the angle θ.
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(a) Hologram (b) Fourier transform  (c) Spatial filtering 
(d) Reference compensation (e) Defocused image (f) In-focus image 
Figure 5.2: Schematic description of the reconstruction stage in order
to retrieve both the amplitude-contrast and the quantitative phase
image from the recorded hologram.
The next step on the reconstruction is the compensation of the
angle of the reference plane wave. The latter compensation can be
performed in both the real space or the Fourier space. Basically, if
one wants to compensate the reference angle using the Fourier space,
as Fig. 5.2(d) illustrates, one should center the L × L matrix of the
cropped +1, H˜FD(·), on a new matrix by adding (N−L)×(N−L) zeros
(zero-padding technique). To face this task, one should determine the
transverse pixel coordinate, (Q+1, S+1), of the center of the +1 term
in Fourier domain. For the real space case, to compensate the angle of
the interference pattern, it is required the multiplication between the
inverse filtered Fourier transform of Eq. (5.12) and a computed replica
of the reference wave, commonly called as the digital reference wave
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RD (m,n), whose expression is
RD (m,n) =
∑
m
∑
n
exp [ik (m sin θx + n sin θy)N∆x] . (5.13)
The interference angle θ needed to compute the digital reference
wave can be extracted from Eq. (5.12). In fact, its expression is given
by
θx = asin
( |Q0 +Q+1|
N∆x
λ
)
,
θy = asin
( |S0 + S+1|
N∆x
λ
)
, (5.14)
being (Q0, S0) the transverse pixel coordinate of the center of both the
DC term in the Fourier domain. It is worth to mention that since the
DC term is always placed at the center of the Fourier transform of
the hologram, (Q0, S0) is equal to Q0 = S0 = N/2 + 1. Eq. (5.14)
indicates that the angle of the reference wave is determined by the
subtraction between the pixel positions of the DC and the +1 terms,
the wavelength of the laser source and the features of the digital sensor,
both its pitch and its size.
In Fig. 5.3 we show the experimental reconstruction process of a
Fresnel lens from the hologram depicted in Fig. 5.3(a). The hologram
is obtained by the superposition between a tilted reference plane wave
and the image of the Fresnel lens and is recorded on a CCD sensor
with 1024×1024 square pixels of 6.9 µm. The host microscope of the
off-axis DHM is composed by an 4×/0.25 MO and a TL of focal length
of fTL = 200 mm. Also, the sample is illuminated by the beam pro-
ceeding from a He-Ne laser of λ = 633 nm. From the inset of Fig.
5.3(a), it is clear that the DHM is arranged in off-axis configuration.
Fig. 5.3(b) illustrates the Fourier transform of recorded hologram. No-
ticeably, we can see that the three different terms of Eq. (5.11) occupy
different locations in the spectrum. Also, the frequencies of the real
and virtual images, marked with dashed pink squares, are distributed
symmetrically with respect the ones of the DC term, signalized by the
white square.
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The spatial filtering of the real image is performed from panel (b)
of Fig. 5.3, so the +1 term (marked by a red dashed square) is isolated
from the other ones. If one crops out the object frequencies from Fig.
5.3(b) and applies the inverse Fourier transform of the filtered image,
one obtains the raw phase image depicted in Fig. 5.3(c). Obviously,
there is not doubt that the latter image is composed by the superpo-
sition of the object information and the reference wave. To see that,
the area inside the red square is zoomed. Therefore, the image of the
Fresnel lens is only recovered when the angle of the reference wave is
well determined, and consequently the reference wave is well compen-
sated. As stated earlier, the measurement of the interference angle can
be obtained from Fig. 5.3(b) by determining the central position of
the +1 term. This basically means the determination of the position
of the maximum value of the +1 term. From Fig. 5.3(b) one can ob-
serve that the object frequencies are distributed symmetrically around
the pixel (Q+1, S+1) = (257, 236). Using these values to compute the
angle provided by Eq. (5.14) and the digital reference wave of Eq.
(5.13), we can multiply panel (c) of Fig. 5.3 by the computed digital
reference wave. In Fig. 5.3(d) the retrieved Fresnel lens is shown. Con-
trary to what happens in Fig. 5.3(c), now the linear reference phase is
completely cancelled and, moreover, the reconstructed object does not
show any ruining effect which means that the reference compensation
is well performed.
It is important to mention that the reference compensation process
should be only required in quantitative phase imaging, if one wants to
evaluate amplitude-contrast images the latter step can be ignored. For
amplitude-contrast imaging, the reconstruction process can be simpli-
fied by spatial filtering the +1 term and performing the inverse Fourier
transform.
The last step of the reconstruction stage is the calculation of the
inverse Fourier transform of Fig. 5.2(d) to go back to the space do-
main. Depending if one records an out-of-focus hologram or an in-focus
hologram, after the inverse Fourier transform we can retrieve the ob-
ject complex wavefield at distance z, U (x; z), or directly the image of
the sample, UIP (x). In case of the recording of an out-of-focus image,
back-propagation algorithms [40, 123–125] are required to reconstruct
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500 µm
Figure 5.3: (a) Experimental hologram of a Fresnel lens; (b) its cor-
responding Fourier transform; (c) reconstructed phase image obtained
by filtering the +1 term object from panel (b); and (d) reconstructed
phase image after compensating the reference wave.
the image of the specimen under research UIP (x), see panel (e) in Fig.
5.2.
Since, after the reconstruction process, the retrieved image Ψ(m,n)
is an array of complex numbers, it is possible to obtain the amplitude-
contrast image
A (m,n) =
√
Re [Ψ (m,n)]2 + Im [Ψ (m,n)]2, (5.15)
and the phase-contrast image
φ (m,n) = atan
[
Im [Ψ (m,n)]
Re [Ψ (m,n)]
]
. (5.16)
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Note that if the sample under research is homogenous with a well-
known refractive index, the phase delay φ is related with the thickness
of the sample t, the refractive index of the sample ns and the surround-
ing nm via φ = 2pi/λ(ns − nm)t.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the presence of a spherical distortion due to
a non-telecentric geometry of the object arm.
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5.2 Effect of non-telecentric geometry in
off-axis DHM
The majority of off-axis DHMs operate in non-telecentric regime. In
this section, we present the drawbacks on phase measurements and the
resolution capability introduced by a non-telecentric geometry of the
imaging system. The difficulties caused are due to the complex object
wavefield imaged in non-telecentric DHMs presents a quadratic phase
factor, as Eq. (5.1) shows. This additional phase factor turns the
DHM into a shift-variant system which distorts phase measurements.
Besides the above, the non-telecentric DHM also presents limitations
in amplitude-contrast imaging. In fact, the presence of the quadratic
phase term increases the size of the ±1 terms in the Fourier spectrum
of the hologram. This broadening makes harder the spatial filtering of
the +1 term in the reconstruction stage and can provide a deteriorated
reconstructed image.
Firstly, we describe the effect of using a non-telecentric geometry
in QPI-DHM. As shown in Eq. (5.1), one can see the presence of a
quadratic phase factor recognized in DHM [135, 136] and associated
with the use of a non-telecentric imaging system [80, 137–140]. Basi-
cally, the value of the radius of curvature C of this parabolic phase
factor depends on the distance between the MO aperture stop and the
TL plane, d, see Fig. 5.4. Notwithstanding, the parameter C can be
tuned by changing the separation between the MO and the TL.
As a direct consequence of this quadratic phase term, the imaging
system becomes shift-variant [141]. This means that the accuracy of
the QPI measurements strongly depends on the position of the sample
in the field of view (FOV). Most of the DHM reported in the literature
operate in the non-telecentric regimen and they should eliminate the
remaining quadratic phase factor a-posteriori for several applications.
The numerical approaches used to remove the phase factor require the
accurate computation of its center and radius of curvature to cancel
out its effect on QPI measurements. However, even a minimum error in
these parameters of the quadratic phase factor, perturbs the accuracy
of the QPI-DHM, as shown below.
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The effects of the non-telecentric recording can be suppressed with
other recording setups: by introducing twin-imaging systems for the
reference and object waves [142] or by a double-exposure technique
[143]. However, the simplest and more effective way of removing fully
this quadratic phase factor is by setting up the recording system in
telecentric mode, so that the imaging system has the shift-invariant
property. This configuration was introduced in 2011 by our research
group, see Ref. [138] to further details.
Our aim is to show the effect of the quadratic phase factor of Eq.
(5.1) on phase measurements. For that, both numerical and exper-
imental verification have been performed. By using Eqs. (5.1) and
(5.5) we generate the synthetic hologram produced when we image a
phase object composed by two identical disks with radius 639 µm; each
disk has a phase jump of 1.7 rad. The centers of the disks are separated
a distance of 2.534 mm to cover the half of FOV.
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Figure 5.5: Three-dimensional perspective of the modeled phase object
for (a) the non-telecentric arrangement with an offset ∆ = 40 mm
and (b) the telecentric arrangement. (c) Phase profiles along the lines
drawn in panels (a) and (b) for two different imaging setups.
The variation of the parameter ∆ = |fTL − d|, called offset, allows
the DHM operates in the telecentric (∆ = 0) or non-telecentric regimen
(∆ 6= 0). The DHM system has been setup for operating in telecentric
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mode and non-telecentric mode with an offset of ∆ = 40 mm. To sim-
ulate the most ideal case of the numerical correction of the quadratic
phase factor for the non-telecentric case, we assume a shift of one-pixel
on-one-thousand on the location of the center and an error of 2% on
the radius of curvature. Fig. 5.5 shows a three-dimensional perspective
of the reconstructed phase distribution for both configurations. The
quantitative phase of the object is plotted along a straight line con-
necting the centers of the disks in Fig. 5.5. For both cases, telecentric
and non-telecentric, the measured phases for the disk placed at the
very center the FOV are almost identical; minimum/maximum varia-
tions of the 2.7/6.7 % for an offset of 40 mm are observed with respect
to the zero offset (telecentric case). However when the phase object
is placed at the edge of the FOV, the minimum/maximum variations
become more significant, are the order of 31.4/70.8 % with respect to
the zero offset.
The inaccuracies described above can be tested experimentally us-
ing the system illustrated in Fig. 5.6. The experiment has been made
using a Fresnel lens as a phase object. The object shows a phase jump
of 1.87 rad when the source?s wavelength is 633 nm. The scattered
distribution of the Fresnel lens is collected by a 4×/0.25 MO and the
focal length of the TL is 200 mm. To evaluate the accuracy of the
QPI-DHM, the Fresnel lens is imaged at the very center of the FOV
and at the edge of it, for different values of the offset of the imaging
system.
After applying the post-processing approaches, the reconstructed
phase images are shown in Figs. 5.7 (a)-(d) for both configurations.
We can compare the phase images from the non-telecentric system,
panels (a) and (b), with the ones obtained from the telecentric DHM,
panels (c) and (d). Clearly, the images corresponding to the telecen-
tric case are visually better, without the appearance of digital noise.
Finally, from Figs. 5.7(a)-(d), we plot the phase profiles of the Fresnel
lens at the two studied positions on the FOV and for the two studied
configurations, see Fig. 5.7(e). For the telecentric imaging system, the
measured phase does not change; for both positions of the object we
measure an average phase jump of 1.74 ± 0.25 rad. Nevertheless, for
an offset of 40 mm, the phase measurement shows a clear variation
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Figure 5.6: Experimental setup of our DHM system used for recording
off-axis holograms. A conventional microscope is engaged in one arm
of the interferometer. Note that the imaging system can operate in
telecentric or non-telecentric regime.
with respect to the telecentric measurement. It is clear the same up-
ward behavior at the edge of the FOV between the experimental result
and the one modeled (Fig. 5.5). The difference between the measured
phase for the same object at the very center and at the edge of the FOV
is of the order of 19.8%. Whereas that for the case of the telecentric
geometry this difference is 1.74%.
In conclusion, the accuracy of the QPI measurements performed
with DHM depends on the optical configuration of the imaging sys-
tem. The use of a non-telecentric arrangement provides a shift-variant
system and consequently QPI-DHM measurements of identical ob-
jects placed at different positions on the FOV are different. By con-
trast, when the imaging system is telecentric, the shift-invariant prop-
erty is satisfied and QPI-DHM measurements have no dependence
on the specimen position. These findings are summarized in Refs.
[80,139,140].
Up until now, we have already shown that the presence of the re-
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Figure 5.7: Reconstructed phase map of a Fresnel lens for the
telecentric-DHM (a, b) and the non-telecentric DHM (c,d) when the
Fresnel lens is placed at the center and the edge of the FOV. (e) Phase
profiles of the reconstructed Fresnel lens placed at different positions
on the FOV, as the imaging system has different offsets; solid/dotted
line for 0/40mm offset.
maining phase curvature in Eq. (5.1) can ruin QPI measurements.
However, additionally to the effects in phase imaging, there exist a set
of less obvious conditions that have to be accounted as non-telecentric
imaging systems are utilized in DHM to achieve the diffraction limit
of the host microscope. These conditions must be also considered for
amplitude-contrast imaging. We present a set of the criteria that con-
sider the microscope features and the recording parameters to achieve
DHM operating at diffraction limit in Ref. [133].
It is worth noting that when just the irradiance distribution of Eq.
(5.1) is captured as in conventional WFM, the multiplying spherical
phase factor has no effect into the imaging process. However, that
phase factor has a strong incidence in the performance of DHM even for
amplitude-constrast imaging. To analyze the impact of the spherical
phase factor in DHM, one should analyze the shape and the size of the
different terms of the 2D Fourier transform of the digital hologram,
see Eq. (5.11). Since the DC term, see Eq. (5.9) is composed by the
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Fourier transform of the two first terms of Eq. (5.5)
DC (u, z) = δ (u) +
{
O˜ (Mu) p (λfTLu) ∗2 O˜ (Mu) p (λfTLu)
}
.
(5.17)
From Eq. (5.17) one can note that the size and shape of the DC
term does not depend on the curvature C−1. Its size is twice the size of
the pupil of the imaging system, since it is given by its autocorrelation
[144,145]. Besides, assuming that pupil function is a circle of r radius
measured in the pupil plane, the pupil function appearing in the Fourier
space is
p (λfTLu) = circ
(
λfTL
r
|u|
)
. (5.18)
The radius of the pupil function in the Fourier space is ρ = r/λfTL.
Note that this radius can also be written as a function of NA and
lateral magnification of the MO, ρ = NA/λM [50].
In off-axis DHM, the digital hologram must be recorded such that
the three terms of Eq. (5.11) can be isolated. This is achieved when
the wave vector k = (kx, ky) = (sin δx/λ, sin δy/λ) produces enough
lateral shifting to isolate the U˜ (u; z) term from the others. This term
can be written as
U˜ (u; z) = U˜IP (u) exp
(−ipiλz|u|2) , (5.19)
being the 2D Fourier transform of the object wave at the IP
U˜IP (u) = exp
(−ipiλC|u|2)⊗2 [O˜ (Mu) p (λfTLu)] . (5.20)
Note that some irrelevant constants have been omitted in Eqs.
(5.19) and (5.20). As it can be seen, the propagation distance z af-
fects only the phase of Eq. (5.19). On the other hand, as we have
demonstrated in Ref. [133], the curvature of the remaining spherical
wavefront, C−1, controls the size of the ±1 diffraction orders, see Fig.
5.8. In fact, the area of the ±1 orders varies according with the radius
of curvature as N∆x/λC, such that the smaller the radius of curvature
the wider the ±1 orders.
Let us consider the space-bandwidth product of a square camera
with N × N pixels of (∆x,∆x) of size for three different cases of the
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1/C
Figure 5.8: Spreading of the +1 diffraction order when the value of C
changes. The behavior is identical for the -1 diffraction order.
curvature of the remaining quadratic phase factor. The first case is for
C → ∞ (telecentric mode), see panel (a) of Fig. 5.9. It is clear that
there is not overlapping between the terms of the Fourier transform of
the hologram. Besides, the space-bandwidth is completely optimizied,
see that the whole space-bandwidth is utilized to record the whole
information of the wavefield. This condition is accomplished when
the imaging system works in telecentric mode. In this situation, the
resolution limit imposed by the host microscope is preserved in the
performance of DHM.
Now we study the case in which the imaging systems follows a non-
telecentric configuration with a given C. The first situation to con-
sider is when the ±1 square-shaped orders can be fitted in the space-
bandwidth with the circular DC term with no overlapping, as illus-
trated in panel (b) of Fig. 5.9. This happens when C ≥ √2N∆x/2λρ
and allows us the fitting of the square diffraction orders inside the ±1
circular term provided by the telecentric mode. Note that for this value
of C the diffraction limited performance of the DHM is maintained at
the same level as the telecentric mode due to the different terms of the
Fourier transform do not overlap.
For the other former case, C <
√
2N∆x/2λρ, as the value of C
diminishes, the size of the ±1 terms increases and it is turned into an
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Figure 5.9: Fourier transform of the digital hologram for different con-
figuration: (a) the telecentric mode; (b) a non-telecentric configuration
in which the resolution limit of the host microscope is preserved as in
panel (a); and (c) a non-telecentric DHM in which the resolution limit
is worse due to the diffraction orders are overlapped. Note that the
size of the DC diffraction order indicates the achievable resolution of
the DHM.
overlapping between the three orders, see panel (c) of Fig. 5.9. To
provide the proper spatial filtering of the +1 term, the no overlapping
between the diffraction orders has to be guaranteed. This means that
the DC diffraction order has to shrink to allow the fitting of the square
diffraction orders and, as a result the resolution limit is diminished in
comparison with the host microscope. In fact, the smaller the value of
C, the smaller the achievable resolution of the DHM microscope.
To verify experimentally how a DHM can operate at diffraction
limit we have used the off-axis DHM illustrated in Fig. 5.6 and have
imaged the hologram of a negative 1951 USAF resolution target using
a 2.5×/0.075 MO. In the experimental setup of Fig. 5.6 a variable
aperture has been inserted to control the size of the effective pupil of
the imaging system and avoid the overlapping of the diffraction orders.
The reconstructed images and the Fourier spectra of the recorded holo-
grams are shown in Fig. 5.10. In panel (a) the DHM is tuned to operate
in telecentric mode. In this configuration the object wavefront is essen-
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tially a plane wave, C →∞, so the shape and size of the ±1 diffraction
orders are not perturbed. When the DHM operates in non-telecentric
mode, see panels (b) and (c), the size of the +1 and −1 diffraction
orders rises and it is produced an overlapping between the orders that
compose the Fourier transform. To fit perfectly the diffraction or-
ders with none overlapping in the available space-bandwidth, the DC
diffraction order has to be shrunk. This shrinking means a reduction
of the pupil size, which imposes a lower resolution than that for the
telecentric mode. From panels (b) and (c) it is clear the diminishing
of the spatial resolution.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.10: DHM operating at diffraction limit for different modes
of operation. Reconstructed images of the recorded hologram in the
first row and the corresponding Fourier transforms in the second row.
Panel (a) corresponds to telecentric mode. Panels (b) and (c) are for
non-telecentric operation of the DHM for two different values of C.
In this section we have analyze the drawbacks introduced by non-
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telecentric DHMs. The analysis has been supported in both phase
measurements and in amplitude-constrast imaging. All results re-
ported here have been already published in two peer-reviewed jour-
nals [113, 140, 146] and in two proceeding papers [80, 147]. The main
conclusion is that the presence of the residual curvature phase in non-
telecentric DHMs produce reconstructed images whose phase measure-
ments are shift-variant and their resolution power can be deteriorated.
These finding are summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Characteristics of the reconstructed image in an off-axis
DHM for different performances
Non-diffraction Diffraction
limited limited
Non-telecentric Shift-variant and Shift-variant and
mode less resolution limit. same resolution limit.
Telecentric Shift-invariant and Shift-invariant and
mode less resolution limit. same resolution limit.
As any microscopic technique, the two golden features are the oper-
ation at diffraction limit and the shift-invariance. In digital holographic
microscopy (DHM), these two sought features are obtained when the
DHM operates at diffraction limit and in telecentric mode. Note that
the operation at the diffraction limit can be achieved if the radius of
curvature of the quadratic phase of the imaging system is greater than√
2N∆x/2λρ. However to be shift-invariant such radius must go to
infinity, see Table 5.1. This means that while the DHM can operate
at the resolution limit dictated by the host microscope if the appro-
priate use of the available space-bandwidth with no overlapping of the
diffracted orders is guaranteed, to be shift-invariant the DHM has to
operate in exact telecentric mode. To validate these two statements,
two different experiments are performed.
In the first experiment we analyze the diffraction limit in DHM.
In Fig. 5.11, reconstructed images and the Fourier transform of the
holograms of a USAF test target 1951 recorded in non-telecentric mode
are shown; different values of C are utilized. In panel (a) for a value of
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the C = 2000 mm the smallest resolved element is highlighted in yellow;
in the Fourier transform of the hologram, panel (b), the ±1 orders are
partially overlapped with the zero-order. In panel (c) C = 8000 mm;
the smallest resolved element is also marked by a yellow square. The
Fourier transform of the corresponding hologram to obtain panel (c)
shows no overlap of the orders, see panel (d). The smallest element
resolved in panel (c) is equal to finest detail that the host microscope
can resolved, also highlighted in yellow in panel (e). These results show
that DHM can achieve the spatial resolution of the host microscope,
as the orders of the Fourier transform fit in the space bandwidth with
no overlapping between them. This condition, named diffraction limit
operation, must be guaranteed to preserve the resolution limit in DHM
imposed by the host microscope. From Ref. [133], we show that the
diffraction limit operation in DHM can be guaranteed if the value of
C ranges from
√
2N∆x/2λρ to infinity
The second feature of the desired DHM is the invariance of the
phase measurements over the whole FOV. To evaluate the shift-invariance
property, we use the above configuration in Fig. 5.11 that guarantees
the preservation of the resolution of the imaging system (C = 8000
mm). Now, a phase sample constituted by stripes of different width
and equal height made on a glass substrate is used as a test object.
In Fig. 5.12(a) the raw phase recovered from the DHM operating at
the diffraction limit utilized above, is shown. Despite that the diffrac-
tion orders are not overlapped, that phase shows the effects of the
remaining phase curvature; no invariance of the phase measurement is
observed. The effects of the remaining phase factor can be eliminated
by a-posteriori numerical approaches [136, 148–150]. In panel (b) of
Fig. 5.12 the resulting phase measurement with the numerical correc-
tion is also presented. Notwithstanding the spherical phase factor is
removed, this panel shows the presence of a remaining phase curvature
which leads to a non-invariant phase measurement.
The result shown in the first row of Fig. 5.12 indicates that further
improvement in the DHM is needed to have the desired DHM. The
natural step forward is the increase of the radius of curvature of the
quadratic phase term. The largest possible value for this radius is
achieved when the DHM operates in telecentric mode. Using the same
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Figure 5.11: Experimental reconstructed images/ Fourier transform
of the holograms for a negative 1951 USAF resolution chart: (a)/(b)
non-diffraction-limited DHM, (c)/(d) diffraction-limited DHM. Panel
(e) depicts the coherent image obtained directly from the host micro-
scope without the reference wave. The yellow rectangles highlight the
smallest resolved element.
stripes object, the recovered raw phase when the DHM operates in this
regime is shown in Fig. 5.12(c). From panel (c) of Fig. 5.12 one can
realize that there is not presence of the remaining phase factor and,
consequently, there is no need of applying any additional numerical
process. This result also illustrates that the phase measurement of
the sample is homogeneous over the complete FOV, as shown in Fig.
5.12(d). Consequently, if the DHM operates in telecentric mode with
the non-overlap of the diffraction orders, we achieve the fully-invariant
DHM, the same resolution as the imaging system that records the
hologram and invariance of the phase measurement over the whole
FOV.
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Figure 5.12: QPI for a phase sample composed by radial stripes of dif-
ferent width. In the first row the DHM system operates at diffraction
limit with C = 8000 mm: (a) raw phase image; (b) 3D-pseudocolor im-
age of the phase map shown in panel (a) after eliminating the spherical
phase factor via a- posteriori numerical approach. In the second row
the value of C is the largest possible (C = ∞): (c) raw phase image;
(d) 3D-pseudocolor image of the phase map shown in panel (a). Note
that in this case there is no presence of the remaining quadratic phase
factor. The image area of panels (b) and (d) is 0.521×1.203 mm2.
5.3 Resolution limit in off-axis DHM
Since DHM is a hybrid imaging technique, the combined performance
of the optical recording stage and the reconstruction one determines
the spatial frequencies that compose the retrieved image, namely the
spatial resolution of the technique. According to the classical defini-
tion in microscopy [13], the spatial resolution limit in off-axis DHM is
defined as the minimum distance between two point-objects such that
they are distinguishable in the image retrieved from the hologram.
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We have already shown in Section 5.2 that the resolution imposed
by the host microscope is preserved when the DHM operates at diffrac-
tion limit. This means that the DHM recording is performed in such
a way that there is no overlapping between the DC term and the ±1
diffraction orders. Then, the +1 order can be filtered out without
losing spatial frequencies and without producing artifacts proceeding
from the DC term, see Ref. [133] for further details.
Although the best-case scenario is operating in diffraction limit
regime, usually off-axis DHMs do not operate in such regime. To in-
crease the resolution power of these systems many researches capture
an out-of-focus hologram [126,144,151] or/and modify the zero-padding
of the digital hologram during the numerical reconstruction [152–154].
Aiming to increase the knowledge of DHM, in this section we study
the lateral resolution of an off-axis DHM through the variation of these
two parameters. This analysis is performed both numerically and ex-
perimentally.
To evaluate the resolution of a DHM, one should consider an ob-
ject composed by two coherent point-sources separated by a distance
2α and placed symmetrically to the optical axis at the object plane.
Assuming in such case that
O˜ (x) =
√
I0 [δ (x− α, y) + δ (x+ α, y)] , (5.21)
where I0 is the source irradiance, we can rewrite Eq. (5.3) as
U˜ (x; z) = 4λ2f 2TLM
√
I0e
i 2pi
λ
(2fMO+d+fTL+z) ×
exp
(
i
pi
λz
|x|2
)
{exp
(
−i pi
λz
C
C + z
|x|2
)
[
cos
(
2pi
λ
Mα
z
x
)
p
(
−fTL
z
x
)]
}. (5.22)
The interference of this amplitude distribution with a reference
plane wave R (x) of the type of Eq. (5.4), produces the corresponding
hologram H (x; z) as given by Eq. (5.5). The modeled hologram is then
reconstructed to evaluate the achieved spatial resolution by means of
the modified Sparrow’s criterion [155]. According to this criterion, the
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resolution limit is defined as the distance, 2αlim, between two point-
objects when the second derivative of the intensity curve distribution
vanishes at the midpoint between the two images. Additionally, at
this midpoint the first derivative of the intensity curve should become
also zero. Note that the latter statement considers the possibility that
the two points do not have the same intensity. As illustrated in Fig.
5.13, panel (a)/panel (b) shows an unresolved/resolved couple of point-
objects. For (a)/(b) the first and second derivatives were evaluated to
follow the modified Sparrow’s metric.
(b) Resolution Limit
 
d
d x = 0
d2
d x2 = 0
=
(a) Unresolved
y
x
 
d
d x 0
d2
d x2 0
3 µm
Figure 5.13: Numerical test of the lateral spatial resolution. (a)
Reconstructed image calculated from a simulated hologram of two
points spaced 2α = 0.6µm. (b) The same for two points separated
2αlim = 0.7µm. For the calculations we set λ = 633 nm, M = −50,
NA = 0.55, fTL = 200 mm, d = 180 mm, z = +3 cm and N = 1024
pixels.
Now we are going to evaluate the spatial lateral resolution in off-axis
DHM, both numerically and experimentally, as the recording distance
and the zero-padding are changed. Numerically, different holograms
are modeled following Eq. (5.22) and the above-described Sparrow
method applied. Experimentally, the spatial lateral resolution is evalu-
ated by a direct inspection of the reconstructed images from holograms
of an USAF test target.
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5.3.1 Spatial lateral resolution vs recording dis-
tance
The recording distance is one of the parameters set to vary the spa-
tial lateral resolution of off-axis-DHM [126, 144, 151]. In this section
we evaluate, both numerically and experimentally, how the recording
distance z of the digital hologram, varied within the angular spectrum
regime [156], modifies the spatial lateral resolution.
Numerical modeling
To face the numerical analysis we proceed as follows. First, we
set as input value for the separation between the two point sources
2α = 0.47λ/NA [157], namely, the theoretical Sparrow resolution limit.
Second, we compute the numerical hologram for a given distance z.
Third, we calculate the Fourier transform of the modeled hologram
and crop the term to filter out the +1 diffracted order. Then, the
filtered +1 term is zero-padded around up to compose a new matrix of
N×N pixels. Finally, by performing the inverse Fourier transform and
applying a refocusing algorithm we obtain the reconstructed image.
To apply the modified Sparrow criterion we build a 1D function
which corresponds to the irradiance values of the line connecting the
two reconstructed point sources, see Fig. 5.13. As this profile is com-
posed by discrete values, an interpolation method is used to create a
continuous distribution. Aiming to preserve the shape of the data, we
apply the piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation (PCHIP) provided by
Curve Fitting Toolbox in Matlab. Then we evaluate the first and sec-
ond derivatives at the midway point between the reconstructed points.
If the values of these derivatives are different from zero (Fig. 5.13(a)),
then we increase 2α in steps of 0.01 µm. The iterative process ends
when the first and second derivatives vanish, see Fig. 5.13(b).
Following this procedure we perform the numerical experiments for
three different MOs: (i) 2.5×/0.075, (ii) 4×/0.2 and (iii) 10×/0.45.
In all systems we have chosen the same TL, fTL = 200 mm. The
modeled digital holograms are calculated assuming λ = 633 nm and
a CCD composed by of N × N = 1024 × 1024 square pixels of 6.9
µm in side. Besides, in our simulations, we have also assumed a non-
telecentric arrangement with offset, ∆ = 20 mm. The spatial lateral
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Figure 5.14: Numerically-evaluated resolution limit versus the record-
ing distance for an off-axis DHM system.
resolution is then calculated for holograms recorded at: z = -3, -2, -1,
0, +1, +2, +3 cm from the IP. Fig. 5.14 shows the computed values
of the resolution limit for the three imaging systems. We find that the
resolution limit is affected very slightly; while this variation is less than
2% for the 2.5× MO, it is less than 0.6% for the other MOs. Because
the largest variation of the spatial lateral resolution as the recording
distance varies is observed for the 2.5× MO, the further analysis is
carried out with this imaging system.
To compare the numerically-evaluated and the experimental results
we have also performed a numerical experiment using the USAF chart
as the object. In this simulation, the imaging system is composed by
the 2.5× MO and the TL of fTL = 200 mm. Fig. 5.14 depicts a
modeled hologram and the reconstructed images obtained for different
recording distances, z. In panel (a) we show the modeled out-of-focus
hologram for a recording distance of z = −3 cm. In panels from (b) to
(d) are the reconstructed images for z = −3 cm, z = 0 cm (IP), and
z = +3 cm, in that order. The yellow squares highlight the smallest
resolved element for each image. Note that no improvement of the
resolution power is achieved due to the recording of an out-of-focus
hologram. From Fig. 5.15 it is clear that the resolution limit does not
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.15: Simulated images of an USAF chart: (a) Modeled holo-
gram recorded at z = −3 cm; (b)-(d) Reconstructed image for a holo-
gram recorded: (b) z = −3 cm, (c) z = 0 cm (IP), and (d) z = +3
cm. Yellow rectangles highlight the smallest resolvable element. The
image area is 331×331 µm2.
vary in terms of the recording distance. These results mean that the
very small variation on the spatial resolution as the recording distance
varies, as observed in Fig. 5.14 for two point sources, is not observable
as a real object is imaged. The latter statement will be clarified by the
experimental results.
Experimental verification
The experimental hologram of an USAF resolution chart illumi-
nated with a monochromatic plane wave produced from a He-Ne laser
is recorded. As in the modeling, the DHM is built with a 2.5×/0.075
MO and a TL of fTL = 200 mm. Besides, the DHM system also
operates at non-telecentric regime with an offset of ∆ = 20 mm. Ex-
perimental holograms are acquired on a CCD sensor with 1024×1024
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square pixels of 6.9 µm in side. To adjust the object and the reference
intensities a neutral-density filter is inserted in the reference arm.
Seven experimental holograms are recorded at equally-space dis-
tances around the IP, from z = −3 cm to z = +3 cm. Particularly,
the experimental out-of-focus hologram recorded at z = −3 cm from
the IP is shown in Fig. 5.16(a). After applying the reconstruction
process, the reconstructed images are obtained, see Figs. 5.16 (b)-(d).
From these panels one can see that the spatial lateral resolution has
not been modified as the recording distance is changed. The yellow
squares, which highlight the smallest resolved group, are placed over
the same elements of the resolution target, see panels from (b) to (d).
These experimental results coincide with the modeled ones, see Fig.
5.15.
Therefore, the changes in the recording distance are not large enough
to introduce merging of the ±1 diffraction orders with the zero-order,
and for that reason the recording distance does not alter the spatial
resolution limit in an off-axis DHM operating in the angular spectrum
and the non-diffraction limit regime.
5.3.2 Spatial lateral resolution vs zero-padding
As stated above, the zero-padding technique is also proposed as a
method to control the resolution limit in DHM [152–154]. The zero-
padding is understood as the use of a new matrix of K × K pixels,
being K ≥ N , to perform the spatial filter of the +1 term during the
reconstruction stage. Now we examine the dependence of the resolu-
tion limit on the zero-padding technique. Similarly to the previous
study, this evaluation is also performed both numerically and experi-
mentally. Because in the above section we have found that the largest
variation on the spatial resolution is observed when a 2.5×MO is used,
we particularize this study for this objective. Additionally, once the
invariance of the spatial lateral resolution with the recording distance
has been shown, the study in this section is limited, without lack of
generality, to holograms recorded at the IP.
Numerical modeling
Performing the same numerical procedure described in Section 5.3.1,
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.16: Experimental images of a typical resolution test: (a) Holo-
gram recorded at z = −3 cm. (b)-(d) Reconstructed images for DHM:
(b) z = −3 cm, (c) z = 0 cm (IP), and (d) z = +3 cm. The yellow
rectangles highlight the smallest resolvable group. The image area is
331×331 µm2.
now the Sparrow’s resolution limit of a DHM is studied as a function
of the size of the new matrix, K ×K. Particularly, the lateral resolu-
tion is calculated for five different sizes of the new matrix: K = 1024
(K = N), 1280, 1536, 1792 and 2048 pixels. The modeled results are
illustrated in Fig. 5.17. Numerically we observe that the spatial lat-
eral resolution is very slightly increased, less than 3%, by increasing
the number of pixels of the new matrix for performing the spatial filter.
As a consequence of this result, we need to investigate if that order of
variation can be observed in an imaging system when imaging a real
object rather than ideal point-sources.
To attempt this evaluation we numerically model the imaging of
a USAF 1951 test chart in our off-axis DHM. Using the modeled in-
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Figure 5.17: Numerically-evaluated resolution limit versus the different
number of pixels during the zero- padding operation for a hologram
recorded at the IP.
focus hologram (see Fig. 5.18(a)), we increase the size of the new
matrix K from K = N = 1024 pixels to K = 2048 pixels. The
modeled reconstructed images are shown from Fig. 5.18(b) to Fig.
5.18(d). Again, the smallest resolved element of each panel is marked
by a yellow square. From this figure, it is clear that no change of the
resolution limit is detected by varying the zero-padding size as a real
object is imaged.
Experimental verification
To finish this study, the resolution limit is evaluated as a function
of different sizes of the zero-padding operation using the experimental
in-focus hologram shown in Fig. 5.19(a). Panels from (b) to (d) in Fig.
5.19 illustrate the reconstructed images as the value of K ranges from
1024 to 2048 pixels. Once again, yellow rectangles highlight the small-
est resolvable elements. Evidently, the experimental resolution limit
of the DHM is not modified by increasing K. From these results one
can claim that zero-padding does not control the resolution capability
of the off-axis DHM. Using zero-padding operation, the resolution re-
mains unaffected. This operation only changes the effective pixel size,
namely a magnification operation is performed with the zero-padding.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.18: Simulated images of an USAF chart: (a) In-focus holo-
gram. (b)-(d) Reconstructed absolute amplitude for a DHM applying
zero padding: (b) K = N = 1024, (c) K = 1536 and (d) K = 2048
pixels. Smallest resolvable group is marked by a yellow rectangle.
The findings shown here and reported in Ref. [158] contribute to
consolidate the DHM as a microscopy technique with no variance on
its spatial resolution as regard with the operation parameters and the
user expertise. Off-axis DHM are indeed resolution-invariant imaging
systems in terms of the recording distance and the zero-padding.
5.4 Shift-invariance DHM
QPI quantifies the phase of transparent samples by retrieving the com-
plex wavefield at the IP. It is worth to mention that when phase objects
are imaged the presence of phase perturbations at the IP is a great issue
to care due to QPI measurements can be distorted. In such case, the
presence of phase perturbations at the IP produces shift-variant imag-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.19: Groups 6 and 7 of a negative 1951 USAF resolution chart:
(a) Experimental hologram recorded at the IP. (b)-(d) Reconstructed
absolute amplitude images for DHM applying zero padding: (b) K =
N = 1024, (c) K = 1536 and (d) K = 2048 pixels. Smallest resolvable
group is marked by a yellow rectangle.
ing systems, see Table 5.1. Note that IP perturbations are usually of
no concern as only intensity images are of interest.
In this section, we present two different approaches to provide QPI-
DHM systems with shift-invariant property which means that the QPI-
DHM measurements of an object placed at different positions on the
FOV do not depend on its location within the FOV. To achieve LSI-
DHM it is necessary to remove the effects of the residual parabolic
phase of Eq. (5.1). Although this goal can be performed by applying
a-posterior numerical methods, this numerical compensation imposes
the need of areas of the FOV free of sample information, which means
a significant reduction of the usable FOV. Besides, as we have ver-
ified experimentally in Refs. [139] and [147], a minimal error in the
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parameters of the quadratic phase factor perturbs the accuracy of the
QPI-DHM.
Here we present two different approaches in which the remaining
phase factor can be removed physically. The first is using a telecentric
imaging system in DHM, this setup has been already described in
Chapter 5.2, and the other is based on illuminating the specimen with
a converging wave with the same curvature as the parabolic phase wave
of Eq. (5.1). Note that the invariance on the QPI-DHM measurement
is without any doubt a desired feature for a diagnostic and measuring
tool in life and material sciences such as QPI is the distinctive hallmark
of DHM.
5.4.1 Telecentric-DHM
In Section. 5.2 we have pointed out that DHMs operating in non-
telecentric mode introduce a residual quadratic phase whose curvature
depends on the distance that exists between the aperture stop of the
MO and the TL plane. When the imaging operates in the telecentric
regime, there is no presence of the quadratic phase factor and the
accuracy of the QPI measurements does not depend on the position of
the sample in the FOV. Here we present and highlight the advantages
of the telecentric QPI-DHM in biological imaging, the phase maps
provided are much more accurate than the ones obtained for a non-
telecentric setup.
For that, three different experiments are presented to compare the
performances of telecentric-DHM and non-telecentric-DHM in terms
of the accuracy of the QPI measurements carried out on biological
specimens with very different sizes. Our first experiment is prepared
for performing QPI-DHM of a section of the head of a Drosophila
melanogaster fly, 800 µm wide and 8 µm thick. For large samples
like this, the QPI-DHM must operate at low magnification, M = −10
(we use a 10×/0.45 MO and a TL of fTL = 200 mm). To show the
differences between the telecentric and the non-telecentric modes, the
DHM is adjusted in two different configurations: non-telecentric mode
with ∆ = 40 mm and telecentric mode. In Figs. 5.20(a) and (e) the
recorded holograms are shown. As holograms are intensity recordings,
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it is clear that the effects of the residual phase factor introduced by the
non-telecentric imaging system are not directly visible, therefore the
holograms look alike. However, if one observes the Fourier transform
of these holograms, see the insets in the bottom-right region of Figs.
5.20(a) and (e), the presence of the quadratic phase factor in the non-
telecentric imaging system introduces an enlarging of the diffracted
orders.
Following the reconstruction procedure explained in Section 5.1.2,
the raw phases computed for both modes of operation of the QPI-
DHM are shown in Fig. 5.20 (b) and (f). It is worth recalling that
the raw phase provided by the non-telecentric DHM shows a ring-
like structure superimposed over the object inherited from the non-
telecentric imaging system. Nonetheless, the recovered phase-map for
the telecentric-DHM reproduces the phase introduced by the sample.
Note that details of the internal structure of the section of the head of
the Drosophila melanogaster fly are visible clearly.
The residual quadractic phase factor of Fig. 5.20(b) can be numeri-
cally eliminated a-posteriori via a variety of procedures [136,148–150].
In fact, we remove it by computing its center and radius of curvature
using polynomial fitting of areas selected from the raw phase where the
contribution of object to the phase map is constant [149, 150]. This
condition imposes the need of areas of the FOV free of sample informa-
tion, which means a significant reduction of the usable FOV. Owing
to the specimen covers almost the complete available FOV there is
left just a very limited area to collect the needed information for the
polynomial fitting. The light pink lines plotted in Fig. 5.20(b) show
the selected regions from which the data for computing the numerical
phase compensation is extracted.
The computed compensation phase is then subtracted from the raw
phase to produce the numerically corrected phase map shown in Fig.
5.20(c). From this phase map one can observe that there are some re-
gions with remaining phase curvature, which introduces perturbation
of the phase of the object. The blackish area in this panel is an illus-
tration of the ruining effects of the remaining phase factors. For better
visualization of the differences between the phase maps produced by
the non-telecentric and the telecentric DHM, 3D-pseudocolor images
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Figure 5.20: QPI for a section of the head of a Drosophila melanogaster
fly at M = −10. The first row shows the results for a non-telecentric
configuration: (a) raw hologram; (b) raw phase image; (c) numerically-
corrected phase image calculated from (b); and (d) 3D-pseudocolor
image of (c). The second row shows the results obtained with the
telecentric setup: (e) raw recorded hologram; (f) raw phase image; and
(g) 3D-pseudocolor of (f). The Fourier transform of the raw holograms
are illustrated in the insets at the bottom-right part of Figs. (a) and
(d).
are shown in panels (d) and (g) of Fig. 5.20. According with the color
bar, even for the areas where the phase maps in Figs. 5.20(c) and (f)
look alike, there are differences in the measured phases, revealing that
the a-posteriori compensation of the residual phase factor, does not
avoid the presence of perturbations in the QPI. Moreover, the zoomed
in square areas in Fig. 5.20(d) and (g) show a region in which the re-
sults for non-telecentric-DHM and telecentric-DHM are very different,
having the telecentric better resolution and contrast. These statements
verify that QPI measurements provided by the telecentric-DHM are
more accurate than those obtained from non-telecentric DHM.
One could think that the ruining effects in non-telecentric QPI
imaging can be reduced if lower magnification is utilized. This means
that to achieve accurate phase measurements the recorded hologram
should exhibit a large area free of specimen. The larger the free area
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Figure 5.21: QPI for a section of the head of a Drosophila melanogaster
fly at M = −7.5. The first row shows the results for a non-telecentric
configuration: (a) raw hologram; (b) raw phase image; (c) numerically-
corrected phase image calculated from (b); and (d) 3D-pseudocolor
image of (c). The second row shows the results obtained with the
telecentric setup: (e) raw recorded hologram; (f) raw phase image; and
(g) 3D-pseudocolor of (f). The Fourier transform of the raw holograms
are illustrated in the insets at the bottom-right part of Figs. (a) and
(d). The insets of panels (d) and (g) show that the horn like structure
is not visible in a non-telecentric DHM.
the more available data for computing the residual phase factor and
consequently the more accurate the numerical phase compensation is.
This condition tells us that there is a shrinkage of the usable FOV.
To check this alternative, we perform the second experiment in which
the QPI-DHM is configured to operate at M = −7.5 (we use the
10×/0.45 MO and a TL of fTL = 150 mm). The results of the QPI-
DHM operating at this magnification for the same specimen as in Fig.
5.20 are shown in Fig. 5.21. The recorded holograms shown in Fig.
5.21(a) and (e) have now larger FOV, and therefore larger areas free
of specimen information. Again the inset in the holograms represents
the Fourier transforms of the holograms and shows the enlargement of
the ±1 terms for the non-telecentric imaging system. The raw phase
maps, Figs. 5.21(b) and (f), have larger areas from which the data for
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phase compensation can be extracted to the corrected phase map for
the non-telecentric-DHM shown in Fig. 5.21(c). Note that in this case
the compensated phase map for non-telecentric-DHM looks quite com-
parable with the raw phase for the telecentric-DHM. Also in this case
one can represent the 3D-pseudocolor phase maps, see Figs. 5.21(d)
and (g). An observation of the same square-zoomed area of these
maps shows details quite different. Whereas the horn like structure
enclosed by an ellipse is clearly visible for the telecentric-DHM, this
feature is hardly seen for the non-telecentric DHM. These results also
show that additional extra manipulation of the recovered phases from
non-telecentric-DHM are needed to obtain a phase map of the object
comparable with that obtained from telecentric-DHM. For this pro-
cedure being effective the object under study should not cover the
complete FOV, the recorded hologram should exhibit an area free of
specimen. The larger the free area the more accurate is the numerical
phase compensation. This condition tells us that there is a shrinkage
of the usable FOV in order to achieve accurate phase measurements.
As Fig. 5.21 shows, the performance of non-telecentric-DHM and
telecentric-DHM are more comparable when there is enough FOV free
of information from the specimen. In this case it is possible to collect
representative data to calculate the compensating phase and therefore
the phase map of the object is less distorted by the quadratic phase
inherited from the recording system. This scenario can be presented
when micrometer-sized objects are imaged with DHM. Now, we evalu-
ate the performance of QPI-DHM when human red blood cells (RBC)
are imaged. Thus, we prepared a sample by smearing a blood drop
on a glass slide. To record the hologram, the imaging system used is
composed by a 50×/0.55 MO and a TL with fTL = 200 mm (see that
the lateral magnification is M = −50). Again the DHM operates in
both telecentric mode and in non-telecentric (∆ = 40 mm). As before,
we apply the same procedure to eliminate the quadratic phase term
and recover the phase map of the RBCs when the system operates
in the non-telecentric mode. Note that the recovered phase maps for
the non-telecentric-DHM and telecentric-DHM look alike, as shown in
Figs. 5.22(a) and (c) due to the RBCs leave large free areas to gather
the needed information for the numerical compensation. The areas in-
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side the pink squares are zoomed in Figs. 5.22(b) and (d). From these
panels one can realize that the phase measurements are strongly depen-
dent on the location in the FOV for the non-telecentric case. This fact
reveals the shift-variant behavior for the non-telecentric-DHM even
when a numerical compensation has been performed, see the zoomed
images of Fig. 5.22(b) in which two individuals RBCs are zoomed in
and their thickness values are quantified assuming nRBC = 1.406 [159].
As visualized from these zoomed images, there are important differ-
ences in the measured phase for the apparently identical RBCs but
placed at different regions in the FOV. Besides, we can observe that
apparent morphological changes are introduced by the non-telecentric-
DHM, note that the zoomed individual RBCs from the non-telecentric
DHM present an internal structure that differs from the ones from
the telecentric-DHM, see Fig. 5.22(d). From an observation of Fig.
5.22(d) one can realize that the telecentric-DHM is a shift-invariant
QPI, the measured thickness of the RBCs placed a different locations
in the FOV are the same inside the experimental errors that are in the
order of ±0.018 µm.
In summary, even though for the case in which enough area is
available for computing the numerical phase compensation, minimal
errors in this process render to anomalous phase measurements due
to the presence of a remaining phase curvature [140]. The remaining
phases raise typically the absolute measurements and/or distort the
morphology of the studied specimen. The above conditions can be
deleterious, for instance, in illness screening, specimen identification,
and morphological classification.
The utilization of a telecentric-DHM to record digital holograms
allows the user to have an accurate single-shot label-free QPI method
for studying transparent or semi-transparent samples. The absence
of any phase distortion means that regular numerical compensation
approaches are no longer needed. Note that, based on our accurate
results provided by the telecentric geometry, we have patented a new
holographic module for digital holographic microscopy to obtain QPI
measurements of samples without stain. The current holographic mod-
ules capture images with phase distortions and low resolution. In
our patent, these problems are overcome. The present invention of
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Figure 5.22: Images of RBCs obtained using both a non-telecentric
and telecentric configurations.
Ref. [160] allows QPI measurements in real time of any specimen op-
erating at diffraction of the host microscope and without any presence
of phase curvature aberrations. Besides, this module can be inserted
into a conventional light microscope, as Fig. 5.23 shows.
5.4.2 Non-telecentric DHM with a tunable varifo-
cal liquid lens
To get over the drawbacks of the non-telecentric operation and provide
accurate raw phase images similar to the ones obtained by using a tele-
centric configuration, we present an approach in which the perturbing
phase factor of Eq. (5.1) is physically removed by illuminating the
sample with a converging spherical wave, see Fig. 5.1. This approach
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Figure 5.23: Illustration of a new holographic module to obtain accu-
rate QPI measurements using a commercial inverted light microscope.
It is worth to mention that the system follows an off-axis configura-
tion.CL1 and CL2: converging lenses; BS1 and BS2: beam spliiters; R:
reference wave; O: object wave; M1 and M2: mirrors; MO: microscope
objective; TL: tube lens; and IP: image plane.
can be advantageous to implement a DHM module, for instance, in a
commercially-available widefield microscope due to most of them are
usually mounted in non-telecentric configuration, aiming to provide
the most compact system. The results have been published in a peer-
reviewed journal [161].
To explain our approach, let us start by studying the maths without
taking into account the transmittance distribution of the pupil. From
the optical arrangement of our approach depicted in Fig. 5.24 we can
realize that the object is illuminated by a spherical wave, so the ampli-
tude distribution at the specimen plane is given byO (x) exp (−ik|x|2/2µ)
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Figure 5.24: Illustration of our approach to remove the phase perturba-
tions in non-telencetric DHMs. Note that the specimen is illuminated
by a converging spherical wavefront.CL: converging lens; BS1 and BS2:
beam spliiters; R: reference wave; O: object wave; M1 and M2: mirrors;
MO: microscope objective; TL: tube lens; and IP: image plane.
being µ the radius of curvature of the spherical illumination wave and
obtained as µ = l − fCL2 being l the distance between the converging
lens CL2 and the object and fCL2 the focal length of CL2. Note that
that spherical wave has been produced by the insertion of a CL2 in
front of the sample plane, see Fig. 5.25.
Assuming that there is no aperture stop at the BFP of the MO,
the amplitude distribution at the IP can be obtained as
UIP (x) = O
( x
M
)
exp
[
i
k
2f 2TL
(
∆− f
2
MO
µ
)
|x|2
]
. (5.23)
From Eq. (5.23) one can realize that the amplitude distribution at
the IP of the imaging system is the geometrical image of the specimen
multiplied by a quadratic phase factor
exp
[
i
k
2f 2TL
(
∆− f
2
MO
µ
)
|x|2
]
. (5.24)
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It is easy to see that the perturbing phase term of Eq. (5.24) can
be physically cancelled out if
f 2MO = ∆ · µ, (5.25)
namely, when the sample is illuminated by a converging spherical wave
such that its focus is conjugated with the front focus of the TL, which
means that the image of the focus of that wavefront through the MO
is placed at the FFP of the TL. As a result, the wavefront in the image
space is planar and the amplitude distribution at the IP is exclusively
a scaled version of O(·), without any perturbing effect.
Once we have derived the condition that our imaging system must
fulfill to cancel out the perturbing phase term, see Eq. (5.25), we
calculate the amplitude distribution at the IP taking into consideration
the aperture stop of the imaging system. In this case, Eq. (5.25) can
be rewritten as
U
′
IP (x) = exp
(
i
k
2C
|x|2
)
{[
O
( x
M
)
exp
(
−i k
2C
|x|2
)]
⊗2 p˜
(
x
λfTL
)}
.(5.26)
It is worth to mention that in the above equation, Eqs. (5.2) and
(5.25) have been taken into account. As can be seen from Eq. (5.26),
from a strict point of view the imaging system proposed in Fig. 5.24
is not LSI. However, there are cases in which the system is LSI in very
good approximation. This happens when the phase factor inside the
square brackets is almost plane in comparison with the size of O (x/M).
Assuming this condition, the parabolic phase which multiplied the
object distribution can be taken out from the 2D convolution and,
consequently, the two spherical phase terms cancel each other out.
Therefore, Eq. (5.26) becomes
U
′
IP (x) = O
( x
M
)
⊗2 p˜
(
x
λfTL
)
. (5.27)
Note that this equation is exactly the same as the one that describes
a telecentric imaging system; see Eq. (5.1) for C =∞ (d = fTL). Eq.
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(5.27) shows that the disturbing spherical phase term introduced in
non-telecentric imaging systems can be physically removed by inserting
an CL2 to illuminate the specimen.
However, this approach presents an important drawback. It is
worth to mention that the distance l between of the CL2 and the
specimen should be properly determined by satisfying Eq. (5.25) for
a fixed CL2 and imaging system. This means that if one changes the
MO, it is needed to move the position of the CL2. To overcome this in-
convenience we replace the CL2 by an electrically-tunable LL, see Fig.
5.25. Now, by tuning the voltage of the LL it is easy to produce the
spherical illumination which satisfies Eq. (5.26) for any MOs, without
mechanical movements.
MO
Pupil
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Laser BS1
BS2M1
M2
d
Specimen TL
R
O
fTL
z
IP
l
LL
Figure 5.25: Illustration of a shift-invariant non-telecentric DHM using
a tunable varifocal LL.
To verify our approach, we record the hologram of the central area
of a diffractive Fresnel lens for the telecentric setup, a non-telecentric
configuration with ∆ = 95 mm and the same non-telecentric configura-
tion plus the LL. The LL used in the experiment is the ARCTIC 39N0
liquid lens manufactured by VARIOPTIC. The optical power of the
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ARTIC 39N0, which ranges from −5.0 m−1 to +15 m−1, is adjusted to
fulfill the condition of Eq. (5.25). The imaging system used in the ex-
periements is composed by a 4×/0.2 MO, a TL of fTL = 200 mm and a
CCD sensor with 1024×1024 square pixels of 6.9 µm side. The exper-
imental results are shown in Fig. 5.26. It is apparent from this figure
that the raw phase image obtained in the non-telecentric mode still
requires extra numerical post processing to retrieve the object infor-
mation. However, as explained above, such numerical post-processing
compensation has some limitations and there is no guarantee of re-
trieving the phase map without distortions. These constraints are not
present when the DHM operates in telecentric regime or when a LL is
inserted in order to illuminate the sample with a converging lens, see
Figs. 5.26(b-f).
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
200 µm
Figure 5.26: QPI for a section of a diffractive Fresnel lens. The first col-
umn shows the results obtained with the telecentric setup: (a) recorded
hologram and (d) raw phase image. The second column shows the re-
sults for a non-telecentric configuration: (b) recorded hologram and
(e) the raw phase image. And the third column, panels (c) and (f),
illustrates the results obtained with the non-telecentric DHM equipped
with the LL.
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If we compare the panels (d) and (f) of Fig. 5.26, we verify that
the results obtained with our approach are totally comparable to those
provided by the telecentric DHM, and very superior to those obtained
with the non-telecentric one. For better comparison between the re-
covered raw phases produced by the telecentric-DHM and the non-
telecentric DHM equipped with the LL, we have plotted in Fig. 5.27
the phase profiles of the Fresnel lens along its center. We find that the
two methods provide results with comparable accurateness.
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Figure 5.27: Pseudocolored phase maps obtained with (a) the telecen-
tric DHM; and (b) the electro-physical DHM. The phase value along
a line passing through the center is also plotted in panel (c).
Finally, we test our method with a section of the thorax of a
Drosophila melanogaster fly. In this case, to record the hologram we
use the 10×/0.45 MO and a TL of fTL = 200 mm. The raw phases
are depicted in Fig. 5.28 for: (a) the telecentric DHM, (b) the non-
telecentric DHM with ∆ = 50 mm and (c) the non-telecentric DHM
with the LL and the same offset ∆. From these panels we can also con-
firm that the electro-physical DHM provides phase measurement with
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the same accuracy as the telecentric DHM, without need of numerical
post processing.
(a) (b) (c)
100 µm
−3−2−10123
Phase (rad)
Figure 5.28: Raw phases of a section of the thorax of a Drosophila
melanogaster fly for (a) telecentric-DHM, (b) non-telecentric DHM
and (c) non-telecentric DHM with the LL.
5.5 Screening diabetes with a telecentric
DHM
To finish this chapter, we present a new potential application of using
a telecentric-DHM in order to screen for diabetes mellitus (DM). Our
results will verify that DHM allows detecting significant differences
between erythrocytes of diabetic patients and healthy controls. More-
over, the phase measurements provided by DHM are closely correlated
with the levels of glycated hemoglobin (HbA1C) which is currently
the gold standard method to evaluate sustained hyperglycemia in peo-
ple with diabetes. Nevertheless, although the present results, which
are reported in Ref. [162], are promising, they should be viewed as
a proof-of-concept study and it is required further research to allow
clinical approval of DHM as a tool for diagnosing diabetes.
Before showing our results, it is interesting for us to introduce di-
abetes pathology. DM is currently the world’s fastest growing chronic
disease that provoked about 5.1 million deaths in 2013 [163,164]. This
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disease includes a series of metabolic alterations that affect different
organs and tissues [163,164]. DM is mainly due to a deficient produc-
tion of insulin by the endocrine pancreas or by abnormal insulin action
in peripheral tissues. It is worth to mention that insulin is a peptide
hormone, produced by beta cells in the endocrine pancreas, which is
responsible for the storage in peripheral tissues of calorigenic nutrients
such as glucose, fatty acids and aminoacids.
Generally, diabetes is generally classified into four broad categories
[165, 166]: type 1, type 2, gestational diabetes and others. Although
type 1 and type 2 are the most prevalent and therefore responsible for
the majority of the health care cost attributed to this disease, in our
study samples are obtained from both non-diabetic individuals (con-
trols) and patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM). Note that
since T1DM is characterized by the almost total loss of insulin due
to an autoimmune destruction of pancreatic beta cells [167] and there
are no alternative hormones in the organism that mimic the effect
of insulin, T1DM patients require lifetime insulin injections. Never-
theless, even though patients are under treatment with insulin injec-
tions, these insulin injections cannot mimic the exquisite control ex-
erted by the pancreatic beta-cells that secrete the hormone in response
to glucose variations in blood in a dose-dependent manner [168] and,
consequently, patients with T1DM present prominent fluctuations in
blood glucose, with longer periods of hyperglycemia compared to non-
diabetic individuals [169] which may produce chronic diabetic compli-
cations such as retinopathy, nephropathy, neuropathy and cardiovas-
cular diseases [170–172].
Determination of glycemic states is one of the main objectives to
prevent/delay progression of chronic complications in DM. Plasma glu-
cose measurements based on dry chemistry and performed by a glu-
cometer are quite accurate and minimally invasive, requiring only a
drop of blood. However, these determinations, performed 4-6 times
per day by the own patient, provide only a prompt index of the cir-
culating glucose and it can not be used as the gold standard param-
eter. The gold standard method to evaluate hyperglycemia in people
with diabetes and obtain a long-term glycemic control is the deter-
mination of HbA1C [173]. The concentration of HbA1C indicates the
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level of exposure to persistent hyperglycemia over the last 2-3 months,
coinciding with the half-life of hemoglobin (approximately 120 days).
HbA1C is measured currently by high-performance liquid chromatog-
raphy (HPLC), and expressed both in % or in mmol/mol [174]. Re-
cently, institutional bodies have adopted HbA1C levels as diagnostic
of diabetes if above 6.5 % [175].
Our goal is to analyze if there are alterations in phase maps of
RBCs between DM patients and non-diabetic controls. The motivation
of this work is based in two previous studies [176, 177]. In the first,
Mazarevica et al. [176] reported that the refractive properties of the
RBCs in DM patients greatly differs from those of the healthy subjects.
In fact, they demonstrated a relationship between the RI and pH level
for diabetic and healthy donors. The second shows that variations in
plasma glucose cause refractive-index changes in eyes of DM subjects
and, as a result, transient myopia or hyperopia is derived [177].
Based on the variability of the RI in diabetes, we analyze the alter-
ations of the distributions of the phase maps using telecentric-DHM.
To face this task, samples are obtained from both non-diabetic individ-
uals (controls) and patients with T1DM who are under treatment with
insulin injections. In this study, we need two different kinds of sam-
ples. To perform the clinical measurements of HbA1C using HPLC,
blood extracted from the antecubital vein is required. The other sam-
ple is directly a capillary blood drop onto a glucometer (FreeStyle Lite,
Abbott Diabetes Care) to measure the blood glucose or smearing that
drop on a glass slide and measure the quantitative phase image of the
smeared blood using DHM. Table 5.2 summarizes the main character-
istics of the population participating in this work. The total number
of participants is 43, separated into 14 controls (9 men and 5 women)
and 29 T1DM patients (13 men and 16 women). The results shown in
Table 5.2 indicate that blood glucose and HbA1C values of the control
group are much more homogeneous, in contrast to the values obtained
from the T1DM group.
Now, let us show our experimental results. We measure RBCs
from both the healthy-control group and the T1DM patients using a
telecentric-DHM, previously discussed in Section 5.4.1. Fig. 5.29 illus-
trates the corresponding phase maps. For better visualization of the
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Table 5.2: Basic characteristics (median and range) of the sample un-
der research
Age Height Weight Blood Glucose HbA1C
(year) (cm) (kg) (mg/dL) (%)
Healthy group 26 170.5 72.5 84.5 5.1
Lower range 22 151 53 63 4.8
Upper range 58 190 97 120 6.0
T1DM group 40 168 71.6 153 8.3
Lower range 21 158 55.5 24 6.1
Upper range 47 185 96.7 408 10.3
differences between these maps, all images have been pseudo-colored
using the same color scale. According to the color bar, it is easy to note
that the phase values of healthy RBCs (first row of Fig. 5.29) RBCs
are significantly smaller than those obtained for the T1DM group (sec-
ond row of Fig. 5.29). Owing to the sample is prepared as a smearing
of a blood drop, the measured phase includes contributions of both
the RBCs and the plasma components. To remove the latter, the aver-
age value of the phase over the areas free of RBCs is subtracted from
the total phase. This procedure has been applied to the phase maps
show in Fig. 5.29. Then, the phase value over the RBCs is essentially
provided by the optical path length along the cells.
To compare these measurements with the one provided by the gold
standard method, it is necessary to calculate a mean phase value for
each participant. For each cell we obtain the phase as the average
value over an area of approximately 1.12×1.12 µm2 surrounding the
centroid of the RBC. The mean phase value for each person is obtained
as the average of the phase measurements of 20 individual erythrocytes.
Fig. 5.30 shows the histograms of the RBC mean phase from healthy
donors and diabetic patients whose average values were 3.15±0.13 rad
and 3.72 ± 0.15 rad, respectively. It is clear that phase values in the
T1DM group are significantly higher than the healthy control group.
Applying the Mann-Whitney test [178,179] to assess if there are dif-
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Figure 5.29: Pseudo-colored image of the phase maps of healthy RBCs
(first row) and T1DM-RBCs (second row) measured by a telecentric-
DHM. In all cases, the image area is 9.38×9.38 µm2.
ferences between control and diabetes groups with the phase measure-
ment, we find that using DHM it is possible to divide the population
into groups of healthy or T1DM patients with a very high significance
level (p < 0.001). In addition, from the results depicted in Fig. 5.30, it
is clear that the phase measurements of each group do not overlap. In
fact, the average phase values in healthy RBCs ranges 2.94 - 3.30 rad,
while T1DM RBCs are 3.51 - 4.01 rad. Therefore, we can conclude
that phase values above 3.40 rad are an indication of diabetes.
One of the main purposes of the study is to determine if phase mea-
surements are correlated with HbA1C values. To this end, the phase
values provided by the DHM are compared to the HbA1C data ob-
tained by HPLC. The results can be observed in Fig. 5.31, where phase
alterations are related to HbA1C (a) and blood glucose (b) changes,
as well as HbA1C values versus glucose concentration (c). The rho
correlation coefficients of Fig. 5.31 are 0.739, 0.576 and 0.619, respec-
tively, with p < 0.01. Due to the high correlation between HbA1C and
phase values and the clear separation between the two groups in Fig.
5.31(a), we can claim that both HbA1C and phase may potentially
be used to diagnose diabetes states as well as to evaluate long-term
glycemic control in patients with diabetes. Moreover, the high cor-
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Figure 5.30: Histograms of mean phase values of the healthy control
group and the T1DM participants measured in a DHM.
relation between the phase and blood glucose as well as between the
HbA1C and blood glucose indicates that the phase and HbA1C provide
a measurement of the average hyperglycemia over a long period. The
dependence between the HbA1C value and the blood concentration
was showed previously by Rohlfing et al. [180].
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Figure 5.31: Comparison between the phase, HbA1C and glucose val-
ues. For better visualization of the tendency between the values, the
least-squared best-fit line has been plotted in each case. Also, the rho
correlation coefficient is provided.
In conclusion, in this section is demonstrated the use of telecentric-
DHM for DM screening. The utility of the DHM results from the possi-
bility of providing quantitative phase maps as indicators of long-term
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blood sugar control similar to HbA1C. Although a strictly-medical
research would require the analysis of much more test subjects, our
results should be viewed as a proof-of-concept study. In addition, the
proposed method shows great potential as optional tool to screen for
diabetes because: (1) it is a minimally invasive technique since only a
small drop of capillary blood is needed; (2) it can be performed at any
time and the results can be obtained almost in real time; and (3) it is a
wide-field technique which can be easily implemented in a conventional
microscope, see Patent [160], and (4) can be used to analyze illnesses
in which the refractive index or/and the morphology are distorted.
On the other hand, although HbA1C has been used clinically since
the 1980s as a test of glycemic control in diabetes patients, the mea-
surement of HbA1C provided by the HPLC method interferes with
hemoglobinopathies and carbamylated Hb [181]. Apart from these
drawbacks of the HbA1C measurement, the HPLC technique is also
highly expensive.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this Thesis we have described different techniques within modern
optical microscopy. The search of new methods to increase the resolu-
tion limit and the optical-sectioning capability of imaging systems is a
state-of-the-art which goal is the observation of nano-scale structures
within biological tissues and specimens. At present, non-conventional
microscopes have become complex devices that follow meticulous meth-
ods used to inspect quantitatively samples. The main goals of modern
microscopy are the optimization of their imaging system using the lat-
est technology, the reduction of the time consumed and the increase of
the quality of the retrieved image by applying different reconstruction
algorithms.
To sum up this dissertation, we highlight the main achievements in
this Thesis:
• We have implemented ETL technology to scan axially 3D sam-
ples without any mechanical movement in a WFM. The method
consists on the insertion of an ETL at the aperture stop of a MO
in order to focus, in real time, different sections of the specimen
by applying different voltages. Besides, we have verified that the
insertion of an ETL does not perturb the transverse and axial
resolution of the imaging system over the axial scanning range.
• To reduce SA impact in optical microscopy, we have implemented
the WFC technique in a commercial Zeiss upright microscope. In
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fact, the transmittance of the pupil aperture of the imaging sys-
tem has been modified by the insertion of SQUBIC phase mask.
From our results we have concluded that SQUBIC-WFC pro-
duces a less insensitive system to SA than the regular system.
In fact, the SA insensibility has grown at twice using SQUBIC-
WFC which means that restored images of good quality can
be obtained by solving the inverse problem with only one PSF.
This achievement contributes to have an ideal imaging systems
in which SA has no impact.
• Regarding SIM technique, we have proposed a new system for
the generation of localized high-contrast cosine patterns. The
hallmark of our alternative way to produce a 3D structured il-
lumination pattern is based on the generation of our 3D pat-
terned illumination using incoherent illumination instead of the
current approaches which use coherent illumination due to in our
illumination the coherence noise does not perturb the measure-
ment. In our proposal, a Fresnel biprism is illuminated by non-
coherent emerging wave coming from a set of equidistant parallel
slits which are incoherent illuminated using quasi-monochromatic
LED. The technique proposed here presents some advantages
over other similar approaches. Firstly, by an axial displacement
of the biprism, it is produced a continuous variation of the spatial
frequency of the 3D pattern. Besides, as SIM technique involves
the phase-shifting of the 3D illumination pattern, when using
our approach this phase-shifting can be performed easily by a
lateral displacement of the Fresnel biprism. After applying the
reconstruction algorithm, the retrieved image obtained with our
approach presents higher transverse and axial resolution in com-
parison with the conventional image.
• Quantitative phase images have been obtained using off-axis DHM.
To obtain an accurate retrieved phase map, it is required a shift-
invariant imaging system. A shift-invariant DHM can be ob-
tained when the imaging system operates in telecentric regime
or by inserting a ETL in the illumination path using a non-
telecentric imaging system in such a way that the retrieved phase
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map has the same accuracy as the telecentric one. We have shown
that the effects of using non-telecentric geometry in off-axis DHM
are the retrieval of distorted phase maps and the reduction of the
lateral resolution of the DHM. Besides, the diminishing of the res-
olution limit in off-axis DHM can not be overcome by recording
out-of-focus holograms or using zero-padding operation in the
reconstruction stage. This means off-axis DHM is a resolution-
invariant microscopic technique in terms of the recording distance
and the zero-padding. Then, the ideal DHM, with the same res-
olution limit as the one provided by the imaging system and
without introducing any phase distortion, is obtained when the
DHM operates at diffraction limit and in telecentric mode.
• As a biomedical application of DHM we have measured the phase
maps of RBCs of diabetic patients and healthy controls and we
have shown statistical differences between them. Moreover, us-
ing DHM it is possible to divide the population into groups of
healthy or diabetic patients, phase values above 3.40 rad are an
indication of diabetes. On the other hand, our phase measure-
ments provided by DHM are strongly correlated with the blood
glucose data and the levels of HbA1C, which is currently the gold
standard method. This finding means that the phase measure-
ment may provide an index of average blood glucose over a long
period of time.
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